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Abstract

In recent years discrete element methods (DEM) have become increasingly pervasive in modelling

granular soils because they provide an efficient way to investigate microscopic soil behaviours which

are difficult to observe by experiments and continuum modelling methods. The most popular DEM

used so far in geotechnical engineering is the distinct element method, however, it is computation-

ally expensive to simulate large volumes of particles or complex grain geometries, especially in some

specific problems such as footings and retaining walls. Resorting to other powerful numerical meth-

ods to model granular media is more workable than enhancing the computational power currently. A

physics engine is an open-source computer software library to simulate rigid body interactions and

has been shown to be able to successfully capture microscopic soil behaviours. It is designed to sim-

ulate rigid body interaction or collision events with high accuracy and also fast processing response.

Therefore, it is a novel modelling tool as an alternative approach to conventional DEMs. Box2D is

a two-dimensional physics engine which was used in this study to explore its performance in mod-

elling benchmark biaxial tests and retaining wall problems. The thesis firstly introduces the contact

models in Box2D and the random convex polygonal particle generation methods, then particle shape

and packing effects on granular soil mechanical behaviours are presented which were investigated by

means of both quantitative analysis and qualitative graphical interpretation methods. Model scaling

and confining pressure effects on small-strain stiffness of various granular packings were studied. Be-

sides, more practical retaining wall models were established for the purpose of analysing how the local

wall friction coefficient influences the wall/backfill interface friction coefficient and the lateral earth

pressure coefficients. Particle size and shape effects were also analysed on backfill strength which

are ignored in continuum analyses. The original contributions of this work include: Voronoi-based

random polygonal particle and packing generation techniques and graphical interpretation approaches

for post-processing for use in physics engine Box2D, model scaling effects on small-strain stiffness of

cohesionless granular samples as well as novel comparison between Box2D and LimitState:GEO for

retaining walls, etc. This study shows Box2D is a powerful numerical modelling technique able to ac-

curately capture granular micro to macro soil behaviours and can help better understand microscopic

geomechanics and solve practical engineering problems.
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CHAPTER1. INTRODUCTION

Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Numericalmodelling becomes increasingly more dominant in geotechnical design, optimisation and

risk assessment so far as the computer technology develops. Many numerical methods have been

developed since the early 1940s for the purpose of solving civil engineering problems. The most

widely used method until now is the finite element method (FEM), firstly published for the term “fi-

nite elements” by Clough (1960) who was one of the founders for this theory. The general idea is

to discretise a large domain into smaller and simpler sub-domains called “finite elements” by mesh-

ing, with a finite number of nodes of which the mechanical values are solved by partial differential

equation (PDE). FEM can handle problems involving very complicated geometries, such as solid

mechanics, dynamics, heat transfer, fluids, and the preprocess modelling is straightforward. A large

group of commercial software has been developed, such as ABAQUS, ANSYS, ADINA, MIDAS

and PLAXIS. However, a larger variety of parameters depending on the constitutive model selected

should be determined in the computation and many of them lack physical meaning (this problem is

also associated with conventional DEMs), making it difficult for people to understand and calibrate

with experimental data. In addition, the results can be very sensitive to the meshing and advance

knowledge may be needed to tailor the meshes to suit a specific problem.

The material point method (MPM) used to simulate continuum material (solids, fluids and gases)

behaviours and their multi-phase interactions was proposed by Sulsky et al. (1994). It is a spacial

discretisation method in which a continuum body is discretised by a number of material points sur-

rounded by meshes or grids to calculate gradients, and it is classified into a meshfree or continuum-

based particle method since predefined meshes are not required to compute the interpolation functions

as in FEM. Compared with FEM, one of the advantages of MPM is that it can deal with large defor-

mation problems because no remeshing is required as the simulations continues, able to make MPM

handle discontinuity problems like crack propagation. Peridynamics is one of the MPMs and has

been applied to simulate soil particle crushing (Zhu and Zhao, 2019). However, MPM is more time-

consuming than FEM as both material point and mesh data need to be initialised and updated in each
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1.1. BACKGROUND CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

timestep. The same as FEM, MPM results are also sensitive to mesh size and orientation.

Finite difference method (FDM) is another discretisation numerical method using finite differ-

ences to approximate derivatives. This method needs less computational costs than FEM because

FDM simplifies the nonlinear partial differential equations by matrix algebra techniques, while this

also causes corresponding inaccuracy especially for rapid deformation problems. FLAC (Fast La-

grangian Analysis of Continua) is one of the FDM software widely used in geotechnical engineering.

In some circumstances, where the ultimate collapse load (stability problems) is concerned, limit

analysis, developed since the 1950s can be a better choice than detailed calculation of local behaviours

based on complex constitutive models and dynamic responses. Generally, the goal of limit analysis

is to find the optimal upper bound or lower bound solution. There are three basic conditions required

to be satisfied in terms of the lower bound solution: (1) equilibrium equations, (2) stress boundary

conditions, and (3) local yield criteria everywhere. The upper bound solution does not take the stress

equilibriums into account, and only considers velocity or failure modes and energy dissipations, for

which (a) velocity boundary conditions and (b) strain and velocity compatibility conditions should be

satisfied. Limit analysis theory can only be applied to study perfectly plastic materials and the asso-

ciated flow rule is hypothesised. Currently available limit analysis software includes LimitState:GEO

based on discontinuity layout optimisation (DLO), and Optum GE based on finite element limit anal-

ysis.

The aforementioned numerical methods can be categorised into continuum methods as they con-

sider an object as a homogeneous continuum. However, considering granular soils as a continuum

system is not the best solution because their particulate nature (e.g. particle shape and packing) influ-

ences the mechanical response, and continuum analysis cannot capture microscale behaviours, such

as local void ratio and multifracture in solids. Many time-stepping discrete element methods have

been developed among which the the distinct element method proposed by Cundall (1971) is the

most utilised in geotechnical engineering.

Current DEMs can be categorised into soft sphere and hard sphere methods in a rather general

way (Duran, 2012). Their main difference lies in the rigid body contact algorithm in which the hard

sphere model does not allow any inter-particle penetration and only one contact will be handled in

each time integral. A more intensive categorisation in the contact simulator paradigms can be found

in Kenny (2004). On the other hand, Sutmann (2002) divided the present developed simulation meth-

ods into stochastic and deterministic simulations. In the stochastic simulation, particle movements

are along the paths towards lower energy, while the deterministic simulation is based on traditional

mechanical theories. The non-smooth contact dynamics proposed by Jean (1999) and the molecular

dynamics introduced by Alder and Wainwright (1959) are other two branches of DEMs. Molecular

dynamics is aimed to simulate interatomic interactions, hence both repulsive and attractive forces

are involved, different from others where inter-particle forces do not exist when the particles are not

in contact, and the time step integral is changing depending on the next collision time. It is worth

mentioning that molecular dynamics is a hard sphere method while contact dynamics lies between

because finite contact durations exist although no particle deformation is allowed (O’Sullivan, 2011),

2
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andit can be classified as the constrained-based method (Kenny, 2004). Discontinuous deformation

analysis (DDA) allowing large deformations and larger displacements is another type of DEM ini-

tially developed by Shi (1992) for solving discrete particle systems by computing force-displacement

equilibrium formulations based on the principle of potential energy minimisation. No inter-particle

overlap or tensile contact force is allowed in DDA. The boundary constraints and collisional contacts

are solved by springs and dashpots.

One common disadvantage of DEMs is lack of computational efficiency limited by current com-

puter power. In recent years, physics engines have been proved to be able to successfully simulate

granular media systems in geotechnics (e.g. Cicekci et al. (2014); Ehsan and Bezuijen (2015); He

and Zheng (2020); Izadi and Bezuijen (2018); Pytlos (2015); Zhu and Zhao (2019)). Physics engines

are software libraries designed to simulate rigid body interactions and generally used in digital game

and film industries. From the contact method perspective, physics engines use the constraint-based

methods to avoid any inter-particle penetration and this is in sharp contrast with the penalty method

applied in the distinct element method while very similar with the contact dynamics. The constraint-

based method relies on impulses to prevent penetration by changing relative velocities of rigid bodies

in contact during a collision event, therefore, the constraint-based method is built at the velocity level.

Although computation of impulses is more complicated than that of forces in a single time step, far

less times steps are required to reach stability in constraint-based method, and this means physics en-

gines have huge potential in simulation acceleration compared with conventional DEMs. Particularly,

as the elastic deformation is ignored in physics engines, a single time step can be several orders of

magnitude larger than that in other DEMs. Furthermore, the numerical integration method in each

time step in physics engines is the semi-implicit scheme, hence the damping coefficient is not nec-

essary for computational convergency and as a result simplifying the parameter input because this

non-physical parameter will cause difficulties in modelling which is however essential in other DEMs

using the explicit time integration scheme.

A variety of physics engines have been applied to granular soil modelling so far, such as Unity,

Bullet Physics and PhysX. It is shown that physics engines are capable to accurately model soil

and structure behaviours in modelling granular soils, arch bridges, collapse of bridges facilitated

by FEM and particulate grain breakage coupled with peridynamics. In this research, open-source

two-dimensional physics engine Box2D was used in modelling discrete media. A full description of

Box2D and its advantages over other DEMs will be given in section 2.2.

1.2 Aims and objectives

Thisstudy is based on the hypothesis that physics engine Box2D can accurately capture granular soil

behaviours (Pytlos, 2015), such as microscopic strain localisation phenomenon, macroscopic strain

hardening, softening and critical state behaviours. The overall aims of this thesis are to show the capa-

bilities of physics engine Box2D in modelling discrete particle systems and granular soil behaviours

in benchmark tests and real engineering problems. One of the advantages of DEMs over FEMs is the

3
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ability to analyse the particle characteristic effects on soil behaviours, therefore, new particle shape

and packing generation technologies will be explored and used in the Box2D simulations, following

the work by Pytlos (2015) who used random dodecagonal particles as granular materials in biaxial

and arch bridge simulations. Graphical interpretation is important in DEM as it can help qualitatively

study the skeleton evolutions during shearing within soil samples which are difficult to observe in

laboratory experiments because of facility limitations. Some more graphic interpretation methods, in

addition to the particle accumulated rotation and displacement diagrams built by Pytlos (2015), will

be represented to help better understand local behaviours within soil samples, for example, the local

void ratio and volumetric strain rate diagrams. Parametric studies are always important in simulation

because some parameters can influence the final results significantly and different numerical mod-

elling methods have different system parameters which will dominate the simulation performance.

Therefore, some parametric studies will be implemented to further investigate Box2D system param-

eter effects on simulation results. The objectives of this thesis are set as:

1) Develop Voronoi-based particle and packing generation techniques in Box2D and study particle

shape and packing effects on soil behaviours in biaxial test modelling under the help of various

graphical interpretation methods.

2) Quantitatively and qualitatively investigate model scaling effects on small-strain stiffness of

various packings made of cohesionless particulate soils.

3) Study retaining wall local friction effects and packing and particle size effects on lateral earth

pressure coefficients in both passive and active conditions, and compare the results with theo-

retical continuum methods.

1.3 Overview

Chapter2 gives a thorough literature review on the most prevailing particle generation techniques

and compares different discrete element methods both in particle contact models and time integration

schemes. Chapter 3 then introduces physics engine Box2D which is utilised in this research in more

detail including its contact collision and detection algorithms. The Voronoi tessellation algorithm ap-

plied to create random polygonal particles and perfectly in-situ packings will be presented in Chapter

4. Three separate projects are conducted and discussed in the next three chapters. Chapter 5 studies

the particle shape and packing effects on granular soil behaviours using the established biaxial model,

and also carries out a series of parametric studies to investigate the influences of Box2D system and

model set-up parameters on the results. The influences of model scaling ratio and confining pressure

on small-strain behaviour are explored in Chapter 6. A more practical retaining wall model will be set

up and the relationship between the wall local friction angle with the wall/backfill contact interface

friction angle is to be discussed in Chapter 7. The particle shape and packing effects on lateral earth

pressure coefficients will also be investigated, which are ignored in conventional theoretical solutions

4
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purelyconsidering continuum backfills. The DEM results will be compared with those obtained by

theoretical solutions given by Powrie (2018) and LimitState:GEO in order to find the gap between

DEM and continuum analysis. Finally, overall discussion and conclusions will be given in Chapters

8 and 9, pointing out the issues in modelling that may influence the results and further developments

of the Box2D contact model to better model granular materials.

5
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

Thischapter reviews several particle generation approaches normally applied in discrete element mod-

elling and some prevalent conventional DEM methods. Their advantages and disadvantages will also

be compared with physics engine Box2D in this part. More specific research findings related to par-

ticle shape effects, small-strain stiffness of cohesionless granular soils and retaining walls will be

reviewed separately at the beginning of each corresponding chapter.

2.1 Overview of up-to-date particle generation techniques

Many algorithms have been developed to date in order to create granular soil samples made of various

particle shapes and packings, in order to resemble real particle shapes in DEMs while balancing reality

and computational cost in the meantime. Current algorithms capable of generating random particles

can be classified into two groups: dynamic approaches and constructive approaches.

Dynamic approaches are normally applied in DEMs to obtain initial deposit arrangements. One of

the most common approaches is filling a number of particles into a specified domain and consolidating

the sample by applying a confining pressure until a prescribed requirement is satisfied, such as a target

density (e.g. Cui and O’Sullivan (2003); Hanley et al. (2014)). Another approach is to drop generated

particles to fill up a container under a gravitational environment (e.g. Feng et al. (2003)).

In terms of constructive algorithms, the assemblies are created by geometrical calculations without

dynamic motion. One of the constructive algorithms to create spherical particles is the lily-pond

model (Ḧaggstr̈om and Meester, 1996) in which a variety of infinitesimal points are randomly located

at the beginning and expanded with a uniform speed until they contact with others. The Stienen

model (Stoyan, 1998) is similar to the lily-pond model: a group of random seed points are distributed

inside a domain initially followed by radius expansion to half the distance between one seed and

its closest one. A similar method to the Stienen model is creating spherical particles inscribed by

Voronoi cells and also at their nodes as introduced by Cui and O’Sullivan (2003). It is difficult to

obtain particles obeying a desired particle size distribution using these algorithms. Bagi (1993) put

forward a quasi-static dropping method to create packings of circular discs using a displacement

6
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TECHNIQUES

methodand global equilibrium equations to find the stable position for each particle. Similar to the

dropping method, the sedimentation method (Zhou et al., 2009) simulates the sedimentation process

following a constructive approach: a number of spherical particles along the bottom of a container are

created at the start and there will be one new particle in each turn created and translated downwards

into the container until it contacts with an existing one, and the difference from the dynamic approach

is that the newly-generated particle rolls along the contacting one to a stable position supported by

two existing particles (for two-dimensional) or three existing ones (for three-dimensional) purely by

geometric calculations. Both the quasi-static dropping method and the sedimentation method can

create denser deposits constituted with target particle size distribution compared with the Stienen

model and the lily-pond model, however they can cause anisotropy to the original deposit on the other

hand, which means larger vertical stiffness. To overcome the inherent anisotropy problem caused by

sedimentation processes, Bagi (2005) proposed the inwards packing method as an improvement of the

closed front method presented by Feng et al. (2003) in avoiding large gaps between circumferential

particles and boundaries. This approach provides a facility to fill a prescribed domain with spherical

particles from the outmost zone contacting with the boundaries further into the interior layer by layer,

and the created assemblies are more isotropic than those deposited by the sedimentation process

and their size distribution can also be specified beforehand. All the aforementioned constructive

approaches can only create spherical particle packings because geometry models between particles

of complex geometries are difficult to establish. The Voronoi tessellation is an efficient and powerful

constructive approach to generate random polygonal and polyhedral particles in modelling granular

particles (e.g. Galindo-Torres et al. (2010); Galindo-Torres and Pedroso (2010); Mollon and Zhao

(2012)) and this method will be introduced in detail in section 4.1.

There is no doubt that dynamic approaches are much easier to achieve within an environment in

which particle contact detection and collision models are established, however longer execution time

is required to reach stability compared with more complex constructive approaches. Constructive

approaches are more versatile and can be applied in any numerical modelling technique such as limit

analysis and FEM.

To model more realistic particles, Thomas and Bray (1999) used simple disc clumps in the biaxial

test simulation and the anchor pullout simulation. The simulation of real particle shape in DEM has

advance well beyond the use of clumps which has been used to produce “avatars” from real samples

scanned using X-Ray and micro-CT methods. Matsushima and Saomoto (2002) proposed a dynamic

optimisation method using disc or sphere clumps to model a 2D or 3D particle which is described

by a number of nodes on its contour, determined by laser scanning or stereo-photogrammetry tech-

niques beforehand. A controlled number of discs or spheres (primitive elements) far smaller than the

modelled particle size are built at random positions firstly and then the distances between the nodes

on the primitive element surfaces and the closest nodes on the particle surfaces are summed and it-

erated in several time steps by translating and also expanding or shrinking the primitive elements

until the error index is below the specified threshold. A simple clustering method was published by

Ferellec and McDowell (2008) to model complex particle shapes using disc clusters: a number of

7
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nodesapart from each other by a set distance are specified along the surface contour of a particle,

and then a series of infinitesimal discs inwardly tangential to these node surfaces are expanded along

their own normal directions to the surface until they contact with the other side of the surface con-

tour. Apart from abovementioned approaches, Bowman et al. (2001) proposed a novel technique to

describe real particle shapes by using Fourier descriptor analysis which can accurately capture sand

grain morphology and texture through scanning electron microscope photographs beforehand. Mol-

lon and Zhao (2014) subsequently used the Fourier-shape-descriptor based method to generate 3D

realistic particles packed and confined in cells created by Voronoi tessellation.

2.2 Discrete particle system modelling

2.2.1 Distinct element method

Thedistinct element method was pioneered by Cundall (1971, 1974) and initially applied to model

interactions of discs and spheres. Its soft sphere contact model is appreciated by many users. The

general dynamic process in the simulation and contact models will be introduced separately in this

section.

Computation cycle

The whole dynamic process (Cundall and Strack, 1978, 1979) is governed by Newton’s second law to

track the particle motion and a prescribed contact law to compute the contact force used to compute

accelerations and velocities and hence update particle positions. A rather small overlap between soft

particles is allowed in the distinct element method and this can be envisaged as a small deformation

produced by a collision which also contributes to the whole sample deformation. The contact force is

linearly proportional to the inter-particle overlap magnitude. The velocities and accelerations are kept

constant over a time step which is stipulated to be small enough so that single time step disturbances

cannot propagate from a particle further to its nearest neighbour particles. The dynamic cycle for

solving a contact between two particles in the normal direction is simplified into equations (2.1) to

(2.5):

Fn = knΔnt = knvΔt (2.1)

ẍi = Fn/mi ẍj = −Fn/mj (2.2)

θ̈i = M/Ii θ̈j = −M/θj (2.3)

ẋt+Δt = ẋt + ẍtΔt θ̇t+Δt = θ̇t + θ̈tΔt (2.4)

Δnt+Δt = ẋitΔt − ẋj tΔt (2.5)

Initially, the normal contact forceFn and the momentM will be calculated based on the existing

contact overlap depthΔnt at time stept and the normal contact stiffnesskn relatedto the particle

8
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geometricand material properties (i.e. Young’s modulusE, shear modulusG and Poisson’s ratioν),

then followed by computations for the translational and rotational accelerationsẍ and θ̈. The new

velocitiesẋt+Δt andθ̇t+Δt after time stepΔt can be updated and also the new relative overlap depth

Δnt+Δt.

Coulomb’s friction law (2.6) is incorporated whereφ andc are the smaller inter-particle friction

angle and cohesion between two contacting particles, respectively. Dynamic friction is constant and

equal toFs,max.

Fs,max = Fn tan φ + c (2.6)

Friction damping and two forms of viscous damping: contact damping and global damping which

can be regarded as dashpots are involved in the computation. The contact damping is operated at the

relative velocity level during a collision event and the global damping is built at the absolute velocity

level. Friction damping is only considered when inter-particle sliding occurs, and on the contrary,

the optional viscous damping is only allowed in the condition without sliding occurring. The normal

and tangential contact damping coefficientscn andct, and the global damping coefficientsC andC∗

relatedto translational and rotational velocities, with regard to stiffnessk, massm and moment of

inertiaI, can be established by:
cn = βkn ct = βks

C = αm C∗ = αI

The time integration method is the technique used to update mechanical parameters given the

first and second derivatives with respect to time (i.e. displacements and rotations from velocities,

and velocities from accelerations) in the numerical analysis (O’Sullivan, 2011). An explicit central-

difference integration scheme given by equation (2.7) is adopted in the distinct element method for

its comparatively easy implementation.

~v(t + Δt
2

) = ~v(t − Δt
2

) + ~̇v(t)Δt

~ω(t + Δt
2

) = ~ω(t − Δt
2

) + ~̇ω(t)Δt

~x(t + Δt) = ~x(t) + Δt~v(t + Δt
2

)
~Ω(t + Δt) = ~Ω(t) + Δt~ω(t + Δt

2
)

(2.7)

The velocities used to update new position~x and rotation~Ω at time stept + Δt are the values

at time stept + Δt
2

, which are calculated according to the values at time stepst − Δt
2

and t. This

second order central-difference integration form is also called the leap-frog method and its accuracy

depends onΔt2. It is required that the time stepΔt must be small enough to guarantee numerical

stability in the explicit integration method. As stated by Cundall and Strack (1979), the time step size

Δt must be kept less than the critical time step to reach stability (Belytschko et al. (2013) regarded

that the critical time step size should be multiplied by a factor between0.8 and0.98 to account for the

non-linearity destabilizing effects). There is however no consensus upon the value of the critical time

9
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stepsize. Tsuji et al. (1993) defined the critical time stepΔtcrit as:

Δtcrit =
π

5

√
m/k

in his 2D model according to the energy perspective, while Sheng et al. (2004) gave the expression

as:

Δtcrit =
πrmin

α

√
ρG

wherermin is the minimum radius of the spheres,ρ andG are density and shear modulus, andα is

related to the Poisson’s ratio. This critical time step size was also taken by Li et al. (2005) while

the minimum spherical radius was replaced with the mean spherical radius. Another approach to

determine critical time step size is based on eigenvalue analysis as proposed by Otsubo et al. (2017)

for which an extension of Rayleigh’s theorem is adopted in explicit finite element analysis:

λmax ≤ λe
max

whereλmax andλe
max are the maximum eigenvalues of the global and the elementM−1K matrix

respectively. M andK are the mass matrix and the stiffness matrix. Then the critical time step size is

given by:

Δtcrit =
2

ωmax

andthe maximum frequencyωmax is equal to
√

λmax.

O’Sullivan (2011) gave some good conclusions about the key points to note onΔtcrit for DEM

users:

1) Δtcrit dependson the contact stiffness: the stiffer the contact, the smallerΔtcrit is.

2) Δtcrit dependson the density: the greater the density, the largerΔtcrit is.

3) Δtcrit dependson contact numbers: the more contacts, the smallerΔtcrit is.

Contact force models

In the distinct element method, the modelled particles are regarded as soft bodies while deformation is

allowed between particles which is modelled by inter-particle overlap (a penalty spring method) and

the contact model is a combination of springs, sliders and dashpots. The contact constitutive model is

defined as a force-deformation relationship. A spring model is used to represent a linear (Figure 2.1a)

or non-linear elastic (Figure 2.1b) force-deformation response, a slider model (Figure 2.1c) describes

the behaviour that there is no deformation until the force increases up to a yield point, and a dashpot

model (Figure 2.1d) indicates the force increase is linearly proportional to the deformation rate.

As summarised by O’Sullivan (2011), there have been many linear and nonlinear elastic normal

and tangential contact constitutive models established, for instance, the Hertz-Mindlin contact model

10
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(a)Linear elastic. (b) Non-linear elastic. (c) Rigid-perfectly plastic. (d) Viscous.

Figure2.1: Four basic force-deformation relations in the contact constitutive model.

(Johnson and Johnson, 1987) (also called the Hertzian contact model) derived from the Mindlin-

Deresiewicz tangential model (Mindlin, 1953), the Walton-Braun linear model (Walton and Braun,

1986) referred to as the hysteretic damping model in the commercial software PFC and the Thornton

and Yin model (Thornton and Yin, 1991). The non-conforming Hertz-Mindlin contact model and the

Mindlin-Deresiewicz tangential model define the normal stiffnesskn andthe tangential stiffnessks

asequations (2.8) and (2.9), whereA is contact zone radius,R1 andR2 areradii of two contacting

bodies.
kn = 2EA

1
E

= 1−ν1

2G1
+ 1−ν2

2G2

A = (3FnR
8E

)
1
3

R = 2R1R2

R1+R2

(2.8)

ks = 8GA(1 − Ft

Fn tan φ
)

1
3

1
E

= 1−ν1

2G1
+ 1−ν2

2G2

G = 2−ν1

G1
+ 2−ν2

G2

(2.9)

2.2.2 Contact dynamics

The non-smooth contact dynamics method was firstly introduced by Jean (1999) for short contact

dynamics and the term “non-smooth” indicates discontinuities in dynamic systems such as velocity

jumps produced before and after collision events. Radjai and Richefeu (2009) also gave a clear

description about its intuitive features and precision issues. To understand the contact algorithm

adopted in the contact dynamics, a unilateral contact will be introduced firstly. A unilateral condition

must satisfy the following conditions:

• Impenetrability: inter-particle collision or any penetration across the contacting particle bound-

aries is not allowed in the unilateral condition.

• The Signorini condition: only repulsive contacting forces exist between particles, and attracting

forces are not defined. If the contact is not active, the contact force vanishes as illustrated in

Figure 2.2a, in whichFn is the normal contact force andδn is the normal relative distance
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betweenparticles in considering.

• Dry friction: a static friction force may exist before sliding occurs, after the dynamic friction

exceeds the threshold defined by Coulomb’s friction law equal toμFn andopposite to the sliding

direction as shown in Figure 2.2b, in whichμ is the frictional coefficient, andFt andut arethe

tangential frictional force and the tangential relative velocity respectively.

(a)The Signorini condition. (b) The Coulomb’s friction law.

Figure2.2: Unilateral contact conditions.

The contact dynamics aims to solve the unilateral contact conditions which can be established by

equations (2.10) and (2.11) for the normal direction and the tangential direction respectively.






δn > 0 ⇒ Fn = 0

δn = 0 ∩

{
un > 0 ⇒ Fn = 0

un = 0 ⇒ Fn ≥ 0

(2.10)






ut > 0 ⇒ Ft = −μFn

ut = 0 ⇒ −μFn ≤ Ft ≤ μFn

ut < 0 ⇒ Ft = μFn

(2.11)

When two bodies are separate by a distanceδn in the normal direction (δn > 0), there should not

be any contact force produced (Fn = 0), while for potential contacting bodies (δn = 0), there are

two circumstances of which one is that the contact will vanish immediately (un > 0), and hence

the contact force is zero, and the other is that the contact will persist and in this case the contact

force will be generated (Fn ≥ 0). For the contacting bodies, the contact forces are computed based

on their relative velocities by impulses applied rather than the inter-penetration distance as used in

the conventional distinct element method because inter-particle overlap is not allowed in the contact

dynamics. The whole contact collision process calculation is very similar with that in physics engines

and will be introduced in detail in section 3.1.

12
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Oneof the features of the contact dynamics is its fully implicit time-stepping scheme (described

by equation (2.12)).
~v(t + Δt) = ~v+

~ω(t + Δt) = ~ω+

~x(t + Δt) = ~x(t) + Δt
2

~v(t + Δt)
~Ω(t + Δt) = ~Ω(t) + Δt

2
~ω(t + Δt)

(2.12)

The left limit “-” and right limit “+” represent the contact states att andt + Δt in a considered time

integral, respectively. The implicit time-stepping scheme uses the right limit displacement velocity~v+

andthe angular velocity~ω+ asthe updated velocities~v(t+Δt) and~ω(t+Δt) in a time step, and the

new position~x(t+Δt) and the rotation magnitude~Ω(t+Δt) are computed by the updated velocities

over half time step size. One of the advantages of the fully implicit method is the unconditional

stability, hence no damping ratio is needed which can cause difficulties as this parameter is physically

meaningless (mainly designed to dissipate energy) and difficult to measure in physical experiments.

In addition, the non-smoothness characteristic gives a possibility to increase the time step size. As

stated by Radjai and Richefeu (2009), the typical time step size could be of the order10−4 sfor a high-

quality shear flow simulation in the contact dynamics, and this is by several orders magnitude larger

than that in the molecular dynamics which is of the order1 ns (10−9 s) (Sutmann, 2002). However,

the implicit integration method is not as that straightforward as the explicit integration method to

implement (Krabbenhoft, Lyamin, Huang and da Silva, 2012; Radjai and Richefeu, 2009).

The criterion to stop one iteration for a contactα is to check whether the updated contact force

lies within a specific precision with regard to the previous time step:

∣
∣F α

t+1 − F α
t

∣
∣

F α
t+1

< εf (2.13)

and the number of iterations required is found to be strongly dependent on the convergence criterion

εf insteadof the time step sizeΔt (Radjai and Richefeu, 2009), as a result, only the weak contacts

will be influenced in accuracy.

2.2.3 Molecular dynamics

The molecular dynamics initially proposed by Alder and Wainwright (1957) is widely applied in

chemistry and material science as it is designed to simulate interactions between atomic and molecular

particles and not only repulsive contact forces but also attractive forces exist between hard sphere

particles. The typical time step size and trajectory length are of order1 ns (10−9 s) and10-100 Å

(1 Angstrom is10−10 m) in molecular dynamics (Sutmann, 2002).

At the incipient time step, moleculesi andj are given positions~r0 andvelocities~u, and their new

relative positions~ri − ~rj aftertime stept can be represented by equation (2.14), and we can also get
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thetime step sizet required for the next collision (repulsive or attractive) using equation (2.15).

(~ri − ~rj)
2 = [(~ri0 − ~rj0) + t(~ui − ~uj)]

2 (2.14)

t =
−bij ± (b2

ij − ~u2
ijC

(α)
ij )

1
2

~u2
ij

(2.15)

in which
~rij = ~ri0 − ~rj0 bij = ~rij ∙ ~uij

~uij = ~ui − ~uj C
(α)
ij = ~r2

ij − σ2
α

Fromthe expression for the time step sizet, we know the time step size is always changing according

to the motion propagation. Lett(1) andt(2) be the time periods required for repulsive and attractive

collisions, respectively. The parameterC
(1)
ij mustbe positive otherwise the molecules will overlap

which is not allowed in the hard sphere model compelling the programme to stop. In contrast,C
(2)
ij

couldbe either positive or negative depending on whether two molecules move within the attractive

potential. The parameterσα is used to specify the repulsive and attractive ranges. For brevity, the

process to calculate collision timet can be summarised as below (Alder and Wainwright, 1959):

I. bij < 0 (moleculesapproaching)

(a) C
(2)
ij < 0 (~rij within the attractive range)

i. b2
ij − ~r2

ijC
(1)
ij > 0 (Repulsive collision)

at t(1) =
−bij+(b2ij−~u2

ijC
(1)
ij )

1
2

~u2
ij

ii. b2
ij − ~r2

ijC
(1)
ij < 0 (Attractive collision)

at t(2) =
−bij+(b2ij−~u2

ijC
(2)
ij )

1
2

~u2
ij

(b) C
(2)
ij > 0 (~rij outsidethe attractive range)

i. b2
ij − ~r2

ijC
(2)
ij > 0 (Attractive collision)

at t(2) =
−bij+(b2ij−~u2

ijC
(2)
ij )

1
2

~u2
ij

ii. b2
ij − ~r2

ijC
(2)
ij < 0

No collision takes place.

II. bij > 0 (moleculesreceding)

(a) C
(2)
ij < 0 (~rij within the attractive range, attractive collision)

at t(2) =
−bij+(b2ij−~u2

ijC
(2)
ij )

1
2

~u2
ij

(b) C
(2)
ij > 0 (~rij outsidethe attractive range)

No collision takes place.

After the collision occurs, the molecule velocity will be changed according to the conservation of

momentum and energy where the interactive forces are determined based on the interatomic potentials

or molecular mechanics force fields (Sutmann, 2002).
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Thetwo common explicit time integration methods adopted in molecular dynamics are the leapfrog

and Verlet methods, the same as the distinct element method (Repaport, 2004).

2.2.4 Physics engines

A physics engine is an open-source computer software library originally used to develop video games

and films for its capability in simulating interactions or collisions between rigid bodies. It can gen-

erally be divided into two groups: high-precision physics engines and real-time physics engines.

Real-time physics engines are normally applied in video games as they are less expensive in com-

puational requirements, while high-precision physics engines need more computational power (high

performance computers and vector processors are commonly used to accelerate the calculations and

enhance efficiencies) to deal with more complex contact models.

In recent years, physics engines have been used in civil engineering to replace conventional dis-

crete element methods to speed up simulation process. For example, Xu et al. (2013) used combined

FEM and the physics engine PhysX to simulate bridge collapse process and obtained real-time visu-

alisation for the deactivated elements that are difficult to capture in a FEM environment (Figure 2.3).

(a)FEM simulation (at1.68 s). (b) PhysX simulation (at1.68 s).

(c) FEM simulation (at3.36 s). (d) PhysX simulation (at3.36 s).

(e)FEM simulation (at5.52 s). (f) PhysX simulation (at5.52 s).

Figure2.3: Comparison of collapse process between FEM and PhysX (Xu et al., 2013).

Pytlos (2015) applied physics engine Box2D in arch bridge modelling where the weightless load-

ing beam was velocity-controlled providing vertical stress on the backfilled frictional soil. Figure

2.4 shows particle total displacements and rotations at different loading beam vertical movements:

0.1 m at which the left hinge firstly initiates, and0.6 m at which the global failure occurs. The failure

load was also compared with that computed in limit analysis using software LimitState:RING and

showed good agreements although small discrepancies existed due to unavoidable simulation vari-

ances (e.g. differences to define the failure mode between the two methods and small but existing

model geometry differences).

To overcome the difficulties in simulating crushing particles, Zhu and Zhao (2019) resorted to
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(a)Loading beam displacement:0.1 m. (b) Loading beam displacement:0.6 m.

(c) Loading beam displacement:0.1 m. (d) Loading beam displacement:0.6 m.

Figure 2.4: Total particle displacements and rotations in full backfilled arch simulations (Pytlos,
2015).

peridynamics to simulate crushing behaviours and combined the Bullet physics engine to animate

rigid body interactions. Figure 2.5 shows some snapshots and the number of crushing events occurring

during a 1D compression test as the vertical pressure increased using this hybrid method.

Physics engines use the constraint-based method to solve contact events in which overlap between

particles is not allowed during collision. The Signorini condition and Coulomb’s law are both satisfied

in physics engines. Contact forces only exist between contacting bodies. The time integration scheme

adopted in physics engines is the semi-implicit method. The integration process is summarised by

equation (2.16). The translational and rotational velocities after each time stepΔt are computed

based on the velocities at previous time step~v(t), ~ω(t) and their corresponding changesΔ~v andΔ~ω

given by impulses applied on contacting rigid bodies to avoid inter-particle penetration and sliding.

The new position~x(t+Δt) and rotation~ω(t+Δt) are updated using their values at previous time step

and new velocities~v(t) and~ω(t) during the time integralΔt. The semi-implicit integration scheme

is much more stable than the explicit method which is used by most DEMs, therefore no damping

coefficients are required which can complicate the simulation input parameters, and the semi-explicit

method is easier to implement than the fully-implicit method adopted in the contact dynamics.

~v(t + Δt) = ~v(t) + Δ~v

~ω(t + Δt) = ~ω(t) + Δ~ω

~x(t + Δt) = ~x(t) + Δt~v(t + Δt)
~Ω(t + Δt) = ~Ω(t) + Δt~ω(t + Δt)

(2.16)
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MODELLING TECHNIQUES

Figure2.5: Simulation of crushing particles using combined peridynamics and Bullet at various ver-
tical pressures: (a) initial condition; (b)5 MPa; (c)10 MPa; (d)15 MPa; (e)20 MPa; (f)30 MPa (Zhu
and Zhao, 2019).

2.3 Comparison of various numerical modelling techniques

Thereviewed numerical modelling techniques are to be compared as a conclusion for this section and

the motivations to select the physics engine Box2D used in this study will be given. The dominant

variance of different numerical modelling techniques is the contact model. As discussed previously,

the distinct element method uses the penalty method in its contact model, in which small inter-particle

overlap is allowed and minimised by exerting normal forces to both the particles in contact of which

magnitudes are equal and proportional to the overlap depth applied to change the accelerations and

velocities of the particles, hence the contact model is also an acceleration-based method. The contact

model in molecular dynamics is based on the conservation of momentum and energy, however, not

only repulsive contact forces exist, but also attractive forces are produced in molecular dynamics and

different from the distinct element method, inter-particle overlap is not allowed. Both the contact

dynamics and physics engines adopt the constraint-based method as their contact models. This type

contact model does not allow any inter-penetration during a collision event and this is achieved by

applying impulses on contacting bodies, directly changing the relative particle velocities rather than
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accelerationsby giving contact forces, hence it is a velocity-based contact model. Although the

calculation in a single time step in the constraint-based method is more complex than that in the

acceleration-based method, less time steps are required to reach stability, giving a significant potential

to speed up the calculation process (Baraff, 1989). The constraint-based method obeys the Signorini

condition, therefore attractive force does not exist in contact dynamics and physics engines.

Another main difference lies in the time integration scheme. Most DEMs prefer the explicit in-

tegration method due to its simplicity in implementation, such as the distinct element method and

molecular dynamics. One of the drawbacks of this scheme is that damping coefficients are required

to guarantee numerical convergency. On the other hand, because the stiffness matrix must be re-

formulated once a contact is activated or deactivated and both the geometry and the contact model

are non-linear, the time step size should be kept quite small (O’Sullivan, 2011). Contact dynam-

ics adopts the implicit method, ensuring unconditional stability and hence no damping coefficient is

necessary. Due to the non-smoothness of the dynamics system, the sub-particle scale or the contact

elastic behaviour may be neglected. Therefore the time step size can be scaled up compared with that

in the explicit method. However, the implicit time integration scheme is more difficult to implement

because the stiffness matrix is determined at the end of each time step after being predicted at the

start and refined iteratively and numerously during a time integral. The semi-implicit time integration

scheme adopted in physics engines keeps the advantage of the explicit method that the implementa-

tion is not as difficult as the fully implicit method, and the advantage of the implicit method that the

stability is much easier to obtain and no damping coefficient is required which causes complexities

in computation. The same as the contact dynamics, the time step size in physics engines could be

amplified by several orders of magnitude compared with that in the distinct element method. The

time step size is one of the most influential parameters on accuracy and efficiency in modelling, and

choosing a suitable time step size can enhance the modelling performance without compromising the

accuracy. The molecular dynamics method adopts a variable time step scheme that the time step size

keeps changing according to a potential collision event. The typical time step sizes normally used in

different numerical techniques are listed in Table 2.1. The time step size in physics engine Box2D is

larger than others by several orders of magnitude, hence offering significant potential possibility to

accelerate the simulation process.

Table 2.1: Comparison of typical time step size in various numer-
ical techniques.

Numerical techniques Typical time step size1

Distinctelement method 10−6 s (Otsubo et al., 2017)
Molecular dynamics 10−9 s (Sutmann, 2002)
Contact dynamics 10−4 s (Radjai and Richefeu, 2009)
Physics engine Box2D 1/60 s (Catto,2013)
1 Only an approximate order of magnitude and varying accord-

ing to different environments.

In conclusion, the advantages of physics engine Box2D over the conventional DEMs are:
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1. Semi-implicit time integration scheme is adopted in Box2D which is simpler to implement than

the fully implicit method used in contact dynamics and difficult-to-be-tuned damping param-

eters unable to be physically measured are not necessary for computational convergency as

required to be defined in conventional DEMs.

2. The time step size can be larger than that in other DEMs since the sub-particle scale or the

contact elastic behaviour is ignored in Box2D, and far much less time steps are required to solve

the contact model during simulation, both bringing huge potential to speed up the simulation.

2.4 Discontinuity layout optimisation (DLO)

Discontinuity layout optimisation (DLO) is a numerical limit analysis developed to calculate the

maximum load that a solid or structure can carry prior to collapse. It overcomes the difficulties met

in traditional finite element limit analysis, e.g. being sensitive to the mesh geometry particularly in

the region of stress and displacement singularities (Smith and Gilbert, 2007; Gilbert et al., 2010).

DLO is entirely formulated upon slip or yield lines interconnected by distributed nodes in the domain

rather than upon elements, deriving upper bound mechanism solutions. The four stages of a DLO

computation process are illustrated in Figure 2.6. A block is considered to be fixed along its left and

bottom boundaries and surcharged on its top surface. A number of potential slip lines are inter-linked

by the generated nodes and the final failure mechanisms are determined by optimisation facilitated by

linear programming techniques.

The DLO solution aims to find the minimum energy dissipation caused by applied external loads

and this can be formulated as equation (2.17), subject to conditions (2.18) to (2.21):

min λfT
L d = −fT

Dd + gT p (2.17)

subject to:

Bd = 0 (2.18)

Np − d = 0 (2.19)

fT
L d = 1 (2.20)

p ≥ 0 (2.21)

in which λ is the unknown load factor multiplied on the external applied live loadsfL causingcol-

lapse,d is the displacement at the discontinuities under loads,fd is the dead loads (e.g. self-weight),

g is the dissipation coefficients equal tocl wherec is the soil cohesion andl is the area of the disconti-

nuity failure plane,p is a vector containing the plastic multipliers representing positive combinations

of discontinuity slip displacements,B andN are compatibility matrix and flow matrix respectively
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(a) Initial block applied by surcharge. (b) Discretisation using nodes.

(c) Potential discontinuities interconnected by nodes.(d) Failure mechanisms identified by optimisation.

Figure2.6: DLO computation process (Gilbert et al., 2010).

and formulated as equations (2.22) and (2.23):

Bidi =









cos θi − sin θi

sin θi cos θi

− cos θi sin θi

− sin θi − cos θi









[
si

ni

]

(2.22)

Nipi − di =

[
1 −1

tan φi tan φi

][
p1

i

p2
i

]

−

[
si

ni

]

= 0 (2.23)

whereθi is the inclined angle between discontinuityi andx-axis,si andni arethe relative shear and

normal displacements at discontinuityi correlated byni = si tan φi, andφ is the angle of friction.

The Mohr-Coulomb failure envelope is applied to describe the local plastic flow constraint in equation

(2.23).
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After set-up of the compatibility matrix (2.18 and 2.22) and the plastic multiplier matrix (2.19 and

2.23), the linear programming problem can then be formulated by equation (2.17) and solved in terms

of the discontinuity displacement vectord, the plastic multiplierp and the load factorλ, representing

the minimum collapse live load, equal to the energy dissipation in the system.
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Chapter 3

Box2D Physics Engine

3.1 Introduction of Box2D algorithm

Box2D is an open-source two-dimensional physics engine able to simulate rigid body contact col-

lisions or interactions and has been widely applied in computer games. It adopts a time-stepping

scheme in which the whole execution process is discretised into a number of sub-time steps and each

sub-time step can be regarded as an independent problem. All rigid bodies are generated and ori-

ented spatially with assigned velocities initially, along with the calculation of contact forces via the

velocity-based contact model preventing any inter-penetration between rigid bodies by applying im-

pulses or velocity jumps, and the free body motion is governed by the Newton–Euler equations. New

velocities and positions will be updated at the end of each time step by the semi-implicit integration

scheme. The contact model in Box2D is based on the constraint method (Kenny, 2004; Pytlos, 2015)

and very similar to the analytical method proposed by (Baraff, 1989, 1997) in which inter-particle

penetration is not allowed and this is achieved by impulses given on colliding rigid bodies, whereas

the distinct element method uses the penalty method (Cundall and Strack, 1978) in an explicit manner

in its contact model in which small overlap between rigid bodies is allowed and the contact force is

proportional to their overlap depth. Therefore, the contact models of Box2D and DEM are built at

the velocity level and the acceleration or force level respectively and should be considered as one of

their main differences. Box2D is more akin to the contact dynamics model (Jean, 1999; Krabbenhoft,

Huang, Da Silva and Lyamin, 2012; Krabbenhoft, Lyamin, Huang and da Silva, 2012; Meng et al.,

2018; Radjai and Richefeu, 2009), although the latter adopts the fully implicit integration scheme.

3.2 Box 2D program structure

Box2D version 2.3.1 is being used in this study. Either graphical user interface (GUI) mode or non-

GUI mode can be selected when running Box2D based on specific requirements. The code structure

written in C++ is shown as below:
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#ifndefDEMTEST H
#defineDEMTEST H

#define GUI

classTestContactListener :publicb2ContactListener{

public:

void PostSolve (b2Contact* contact,constb2ContactImpulse* impulse){
//Solve contacts;

}
};

#ifdef GUI
classDEMTest :publicTest{

public: DEMTest(){
//Declare parameters system settings;
//Model set-up;

}
#endif

#ifndef GUI
int main (){

//Declare parameters system settings;
//Model set-up;

#endif

//Run the test;
#ifdef GUI
#voidStep(Settings* settings){

Test::Step(settings);
#endif

#ifndef GUI
while (run simulation){

world.Step(timeStepSize, velocityIterations, positionIterations);
#endif

}

#ifdef GUI
staticTest* Create(){

return newDEMTest;
}
#endif

};

#endif

Dependingon whether we need to use GUI, we can choose two different environments to build the

model: either define a derived class (“DEMTest” in this example) inherited from the base class “Test”

to run the Testbed GUI in Box2D, or establish directly within the main() function without activating

GUI. Then we can declare a series of user-defined parameters which will be used in the simulation

and assign their values in the derived class or the main() function. The time-stepping simulation is

run within Step() function or while loop. To solve the contacts between two colliding particles, we

need to define a derived class (“TestContactListener” here) inherited from the “b2ContactListener”

beforehand and implement PostSolve() function within the class to gather collision results.
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3.3 Contact model

Two randomly-shaped polygonal rigid bodies in relative motion are shown in Figure 3.1 and will

be used to explain the contact model in Box2D. In this figure,p1 and p2 are assumed to be two

potential contacting points belonging to each body, and will coincide in an upcoming collision event

(the algorithm to detect potential contacts will be introduced in section 3.4).~n is a normal unit

vector pointing from body2 to body1 indicating the separating direction once collision occurs. It is

considered that the normal unit vector~n is along the direction of the relative displacement velocity at

a vertex-vertex contact and the normal direction at an edge-edge contact. The relative position can be

described by the separation distanced:

d = (~p1 − ~p2) ∙ ~n (3.1)

The two rigid bodies should be in contact with each other whend ≤ 0. It is hard to justify whether

the two bodies are separating, colliding or resting whend = 0, therefore, the relative velocityvrel,n

shouldalso be considered to calculate their subsequent movement tendency:

vrel,n = (~̇p1 − ~̇p2) ∙ ~n (3.2)

In order to prevent any existing or potential colliding activity occurring, two non-penetration con-

straints along the normal and tangential directions and their corresponding derivatives can be formu-

lated and constrained as follows:

Cn = (~p1 − ~p2) ∙ ~n ≥ 0 (3.3)

Ct = (~p1 − ~p2) ∙ ~t = 0 (3.4)

Ċn = (ṗ1 − ṗ2) ∙ ~n ≥ 0 (3.5)

Ċt = (ṗ1 − ṗ2) ∙ ~t = 0 (3.6)

ṗ is the contact point velocity and can be calculated by:

ṗ = v + ω × (~p − ~x) (3.7)

wherev andω are the translational velocity and the angular velocity of rigid bodies,~x is the body

mass centre vector in the Cartesian coordination system. The contact conditions are summarised in

Table 3.1.

Consider the case in which two rigid bodies are already in contact (Cn ≤ 0) or potentially in

penetration (Cn = 0 & Ċn < 0) in the contact normal direction. Let~J be the impulse applied on the

rigid bodies in contact to avoid overlap and equal to~FΔt, where~F is the contact force andΔt is the

time step size set in Box2D whose default value is1/60 s. Pytlos (2015) did a systematic parametric

study on the accuracy settings on the time step sizeΔt and the number of velocity iterations per time
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Table 3.1: List of relative contact conditions
Relative position constraints Relative velocity constraints Contactconditions

Cn > 0 separated

Ct 6= 0 sliding

Cn = 0
Ċn > 0

Ċn < 0

touchingand separating
touching and penetrating

Ct = 0
Ċt 6= 0

Ċt = 0

sliding
non-sliding

Figure3.1: Two rigid bodies in relative motion.

step by comparing the collapse loads of a voussoir arch bridge under a point load between Box2D

and LimitState:RING, and found that the number of velocity iteration per time step decreases as the

time step size does when satisfying the accuracy requirement. He noted that while this statement only

applies to the specific model, further analysis should be conducted for other applications. Pytlos et al.

(2015) used the default time step size in the biaxial modelling and obtained accurate results. As the

quasi-static state is maintained in the modelling for this study as will be shown in section 5.2, the

number of velocity iterations per time step is still kept as the default value. The translational velocity

changeΔ~v and the angular velocity changeΔ~ω can be calculated by the given impulse:

Δ~v =
jn~n

m
(3.8)

Δ~ω =
~r⊥ ∙ jn~n

I
(3.9)

wherem is the rigid body mass,I is the second moment of inertia,~r is the vector pointing from

the centre of the body to the contact point (~p − ~x) and the symbol⊥ is the perpendicular operator

representing counterclockwise rotation by90◦.

Assumethe symbol “−” represents the pre-impulse condition, and “+” represents the post-impulse
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condition,therefore,

Δ~v = ~v+ − ~v− (3.10)

Δ~ω = ~ω+ − ~ω− (3.11)

By arranging equations (3.2), (3.7), (3.8), (3.9), (3.10) and (3.11), we can obtain the magnitude of

the applied normal impulse:

jn =
v+

rel,n − v−
rel,n

1
m1

+ 1
m2

+
(~r⊥1 ∙~n)2

I1
+

(~r⊥2 ∙~n)2

I2

(3.12)

The coefficient of restitutione is defined as:

e = −
v+

rel,n

v−
rel,n

(3.13)

Sandeep et al. (2021) studied the coefficient of restitution of fairly regular-shaped Leighton Buzzard

sand (LBS) colliding with granite and metal base blocks by conducting impact experiments and found

that the coefficient of restitution lies within0.73 to0.85 and0.5 to0.7 for LBS-granite block and LBS-

brass/stainless steel block collisions respectively when the impact velocity is within1.5 m/s to2.5 m/s.

In conventional DEM, the coefficient of restitution is directly correlated with the damping coefficient

which cannot be physically measured as the coefficient of restitution can. It was numerically found

that the coefficient of restitution has little or even no influence on granular soil behaviours (e.g. Grima

and Wypych (2011); Simons et al. (2015); Yan et al. (2015)). In Box2D the coefficient of restitution

is stipulated as the larger value between two contacting rigid bodies:e = max(e1, e2), however this

may not always be true in reality, and hence, the coefficient of restitutione is kept as0 in this study

which is reasonable in the quasi-static state. As a result,jn canbe transformed into a new form:

jn =
−(e + 1)(~̇p−

1 − ~̇p−
2 ) ∙ ~n

1
m1

+ 1
m2

+
(~r⊥1 ∙~n)2

I1
+

(~r⊥2 ∙~n)2

I2

(3.14)

It is important to mention that Baraff (1989, 1997) solved the resting contact problem resorting to

quadratic programming. The contact solver of Box2D simply generates an impulse that will zero the

relative velocity in the normal collision direction in dealing with resting contacts, and this is easy to

implement and also time-efficient.

Relative sliding between contacting rigid bodies is inhibited. Analogous to the formula ofjn, the

magnitude of applied tangential impulsejt is:

jt =
−(~̇p−

1 − ~̇p−
2 ) ∙ ~t

1
m1

+ 1
m2

+
(~r⊥1 ∙~t)2

I1
+

(~r⊥2 ∙~t)2

I2

(3.15)
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Themagnitude ofjt is restricted by application of Coulomb’s friction law:

−μjn ≤ jt ≤ μjn (3.16)

whereμ is the coefficient of friction stipulated equal to
√

μ1μ2 in Box2D which is different from

the minimum friction coefficient law used in the Hertz contact model in PFC codes. However, as

this is not the main object in this study, the default interface friction coefficient setting in Box2D

was inherited. The whole dynamic solving process for the contact model can be described by the

pseudo-code given in Figure 3.2.

The free motion of a rigid body under external forces follows the Newton-Euler equation. Assume
~F (t) andτ(t) to be external forces and torques applied on each rigid body at time stept, where the

time step size isΔt. For one rigid body in contact with othern bodies, we have:

~F (t) =

n∑

i=i

~Fi (3.17)

τ(t) =
n∑

i=1

~r⊥
i ∙ ~Fi (3.18)

Based on the Newton’s Second Law, the tentative translational and angular velocities at timet+Δt

are:

~v−(t + Δt) = ~v(t) + Δt
~F (t)

m
(3.19)

ω−(t + Δt) = ω(t) + Δt
τ(t)

I
(3.20)

When the non-penetration criterion is broken, a normal impulse must be exerted on the rigid

bodies, thus the post non-penetration velocities are:

~v+(t + Δt) = ~v−(t + Δt) +
jn~n

m
(3.21)

ω+(t + Δt) = ω−(t + Δt) +
~r⊥ ∙ jn~n

I
(3.22)

If the non-sliding criterion is not satisfied, the tangent impulse will be applied to the bodies and the

post non-sliding velocities are:

~v++(t + Δt) = ~v+(t + Δt) +
jt

~t

m
(3.23)

ω++(t + Δt) = ω+(t + Δt) +
~r⊥ ∙ jt

~t

I
(3.24)

The impulses are applied on the contacting rigid bodies iteratively until the iteration reaches a

prescribed number or the impulses are small enough. After their velocities are updated, the new
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Algorithm for Box2D contactmodel
if Cn > 0

separatedcontact;
do nothing;

else ifCn < 0
therigid bodies are in penetration;
if Ċn ≤ 0

collisioncontinues;
compute an normal impulsejn to instantly change their relative normal velocity;

else ifĊn > 0
separatingcontact;
do nothing;

end
if Ċt 6= 0

compute an impulsejt to zero their relative tangential velocity;
else ifĊt = 0

they will not slide along the tangential direction;
do nothing;

end
else ifCn = 0

the rigid bodies are in contact;
if Ċn > 0

separatingcontact;
do nothing;

else ifĊn = 0
resting contact;
do nothing;
if Ċt 6= 0

compute an impulsejt to zero their relative tangential velocity;
else ifĊt = 0

they will not slide in the tangential direction;
do nothing;

end
else ifĊn < 0

colliding bodies;
compute an impulsejn to instantly change their relative normal velocity;
if Ċt 6= 0

compute an impulsejt to zero their relative tangential velocity;
else ifĊt = 0

they will not slide in the tangential direction;
do nothing;

end
end

end

Figure3.2: Pseudo-code for solving contact models in Box2D
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positions~x androtationsΩ can also be updated:

~x(t + Δt) = ~x(t) + Δt~v++(t + Δt) (3.25)

Ω(t + Δt) = Ω(t) + Δtω++(t + Δt) (3.26)

The iteration process will terminate until the three conditions are satisfied:

• Fixed number of iterations is reached, and both position iteration number and velocity iteration

number control the iteration limit.

• Corrective impulses become small enough.

• Velocity errors become small enough.

In Box2D, a relatively small magnitude of bias impulse is added to the normal impulse to mitigate

the “bounce” or “jitter ” effects which are common in velocity based constraints. In each iteration,

a small penetrationδslop betweenrigid bodies is allowed (Catto et al., 2006) and the bias velocity is

given as:

vbias =
β

Δt
max (0, δ − δslop) (3.27)

in which β is a bias factor approximately0.1 to 0.3 and δ is the inter-particle overlap. Then, the

normal impulse becomes:

jn =
−(e + 1)(~̇p−

1 − ~̇p−
2 ) ∙ ~n + vbias

1
m1

+ 1
m2

+
(~r⊥1 ∙~n)2

I1
+

(~r⊥2 ∙~n)2

I2

(3.28)

3.4 Contact detection algorithm

The distance computation algorithm in Box2D is based on the Gilbert–Johnson–Keerthi distance

algorithm (Gilbert et al., 1988) able to determine the minimum distance between two convex objects.

An online source about this algorithm as implemented in Box2D was given by Catto (2010). The

contact detection is achieved by measuring the distance between two approaching convex polygons,

and this can be simplified into the case of measuring the distance between a polygon vertex point and

its neighbouring polygon, and simplified even further to considering a point and a triangular polygon.

The simplest point-edge case illustrated in Figure 3.3 will be analysed firstly in which a pointQ is

projected onto a line segmentAB at pointG. Barycentric coordinates can be used to represent the

coordinate of pointG as a weight sum of the coordinates of pointsA andB:

G(u, v) = uA + vB

, whereu andv are the barycentric coordinates and their sum is always equal to one since they are

fractional lengths of the line segmentAB. There are three different relative positions between point

G and the line segmentAB, and this can be represented by the sign combinations of the barycentric
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Figure3.3: Barycentric coordinates of a point passing a line segment.

coordinates. Analogous to the barycentric coordinates of a point with a line segment, they can be

developed for areas as shown in Figure 3.4. In this case, the barycentric coordinates substitute the

(a) Inside. (b) Outside.

Figure3.4: Barycentric coordinates of a point with a triangle.

fractional areas of the partial triangles:

Q(u, v, w) = uA + vB + wC

The polygon vertices are defined following counterclockwise direction, therefore the barycentric

coordinate sign will be different between the inside case (Figure 3.4a) and the outside case (Figure

3.4b).

Using different barycentric coordinate sign combinations, the relative positions between a point

and a triangle can be illustrated as Figure 3.5. The problem to calculate the distance between a point

and a triangle or find the closest point on the triangle can be converted to the problem to carve the plane

into Voronoi regions. It is apparent that the point and its closest point on the triangle should lie into

the same Voronoi region, hence the problem can then be simplified to calculate the distance between

a point and a line segment. The vertex regions are firstly tested, followed by the edge regions, and if

none of them are satisfied based on the barycentric coordinate sign combinations, the point should lie

within the interior of the triangle.
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Figure3.5: Voronoi regions.

Having been able to solve the minimum distance between a point and a triangle, the distance

between a point and a convex polygon can be worked out by the Gilbert–Johnson–Keerthi (GJK)

distance algorithm following the process illustrated in Figure 3.6. To find the closest point ofQ on

(a)Step 1. (b) Step 2. (c) Step 3.

Figure3.6: Searching the closest point on a convex polygon.

the convex polygon, an arbitrary vertex in this caseE is selected as a support point and a vector~d

pointing fromE to Q can be found as shown in Figure 3.6a, then the furthest vertex pointC on the

polygon along the direction~d is determined as another support point. The closest point on the line

segmentEC can be found and denoted asP . The vector~d can be updated as pointing fromP to Q

and a new support pointD is added to the group which is furthest vertex on the polygon along the

updated direction~d, resulting in creating a triangleECD as shown in Figure 3.6b. The closest point

S on the created triangle can then be determined as the approach explained aforementioned. To keep

the support point number not more than3, the support pointE not related to the newest closest point

S will be excluded from the support point group, hence the process will restart from the case ofQ

and the line segmentCD as shown in Figure 3.6c. Because no more new support point can be added,

the process will terminate and the closest point on the convex polygon from the pointQ is S.

Based on the GJK distance approach, the relative position between two neighbor polygonal-

shaped particles can be solved iteratively by Minkowski difference (or geometry difference). It is

defined and computed by the combination of two polygonsX andY via Yi − Xi in which Xi and
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Yi arethe points belong to polygonsX andY . One of the properties of Minkowski difference is the

distance between the origin and the support point along direction~d on the combined polygonZ is

equal to the difference between the distance between the origin and the support point on polygonY

along direction~d and that between the origin and the support point on polygonX along the opposite

direction− ~d. Therefore, there is no need to build the entire combined polygonZ explicitly to cal-

culate the support point on the combined polygonZ. Another property of Minkowski difference is

the distance between the two polygons is equal to the distance between the origin and the combined

polygonZ created by Minkowski difference. Using this approach, the computational cost can be

substantially reduced especially for convex polygons of large numbers of vertices.

Sometimes it may happen to see that two objects go through each other without collision detected.

This may be caused by collision filtering options set to control the allowed collision targets or collision

“SetEnabled(false)” option in “PreSolve” function in b2ContactListener class in Box2D. Another

possible reason for unobserved collision is due to the “tunneling” effect, which can be avoided by

computing the first time of impact (TOI) with a sub-stepping solver to move the objects to TOI in

order to solve the collision event, and the contact skin which is used to keep polygonal rigid bodies

slightly separated with small margins in between.

3.5 Contact skin

It is important to declare that touching and contacting are two different terms in Box2D and can be

checked by calling “IsTouching” function defined in “b2Contact” class and “BeginContact” function

in “b2ContactListener” class, respectively. The function “IsTouching” returns a boolean value telling

if the two rigid bodies are in collision, while the “b2Contact” checks if their axis-aligned bound-

ing boxes (AABBs) start to collide. Figure 3.7a illustrates the contacting case when the AABBs of

two polygons intersect and this will be added to the contact list although this does not mean they

are actually in collision. It is computationally efficient when adopting this approach to exclude the

computation for not contacting particles. The collision event happens at the time step when the two

polygons start to touch as Figure 3.7b shows.

(a)Contacting. (b) Colliding.

Figure3.7: Contacting and colliding events.
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It can happen that collision is not detected when a polygonal rigid body is rather small and the

prescribed time step size is not small enough. In this case, two rigid bodies will pass each other

in a process called “tunneling”. To prevent this phenomenon happening, a skin surrounding each

generated polygonal body is created, as a result, the penetration depth is the skin thickness minus the

true distance. When the skin margins of two contact polygonal bodies touch, they start to collide as

the case shown in Figure 3.8. The default value of the contact skin is set as0.1 m in Box2D. Pytlos

(2015) conducted a simple toppling failure test of a block on an incline to test the contact skin effects

on the results and reported that the contact skin effects could be neglected if its value is not larger

than0.001 m in a simulation involving particles larger than0.1 m.

Figure3.8: Contact skin.

In some special circumstances analysing granular soil deposit packing effects on its mechanical

behaviours, the contact skin should be modelled coupled with the created polygonal grains as in Fig-

ure 3.9. This void-free packing was created using Voronoi tessellation. If the polygon skin space is not

considered, inter-particle contact forces will propagate therefore breaking the original structure and

also causing disturbances. Therefore, when considering the packing effects or modelling polygonal

grains using the constructive approaches in situ rather than using the dynamic approaches, it would

be better to involve the contact skin in modelling.

3.6 Summary

In this chapter, the physics engine Box2D contact model and its contact detection algorithm are in-

troduced. The Box2D contact model is similar to that applied in contact dynamics, in which the

unilateral condition is satisfied and the solver is based on the velocity level. The greatest difference

with the distinct element method is that inter-particle overlap is not allowed in Box2D. The time in-

tegration scheme used in Box2D is the semi-implicit method, adopting the advantage of the explicit

method (conventional distinct element method and molecular dynamics) which is easier to handle

compared with the fully-implicit method, also the advantage of the fully-implicit method (contact

dynamics) for greater stability hence no damping ratio definition is required which can bring more

difficulties in simulation. The time step size in Box2D can be larger than that in other conventional
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Figure3.9: Void-free packing created considering contact skin effects.

DEMs by several orders of magnitude because of the non-smoothness property since the sub-particle

scale or inter-particle elastic behaviour is ignored. As a result, there is a huge potential in accelerating

the simulation in granular soil modelling compared with other methods. The contact skin is used to

avoid tunneling phenomenon happening in the contact detection. For the case of using the construc-

tive approaches to generate in-situ packings constituted with polygonal grains, inter-particle contact

forces will develop and disturbances will propagate within the whole deposit if contact skins are not

considered, therefore, polygonal grains should be modelled taken contact skins into account to avoid

local rearrangements occurring.
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Chapter 4

Random Convex Polygonal Particle

Generation Technique

4.1 Voronoi Tessellation

A Voronoi diagram, firstly proposed by Russian mathematician Georgy Voronoy (Voronoi, 1908), is

the partitioning of a plane domain into a set of regions within each of which the interior points are

closer to its initially generated and distributed random seed point than others. This process is dual to

Delaunay triangulation, also named Voronoi tessellation or Dirichlet tessellation. In geotechnics, it is

often used to simulate polygonal convex granular soil grains due to its high computational efficiency

and randomness in particle shape (Galindo-Torres et al., 2010; Galindo-Torres and Pedroso, 2010;

Mollon and Zhao, 2012; Peña et al., 2007). The methods in polygonal particle modelling using

Voronoi tessellation adopted in this study generally refer to the work published by Mollon and Zhao

(2012) but have been modified to be applicable to physics engine Box2D and LimitState:GEO. The

whole process of Voronoi tessellation is divided into four steps when implemented in MATLAB.

Step 1) Firstly, a number of seed points are specified and distributed randomly inside a prescribed

domain, then the seeds closest to the boundary of the domain are selected as shown in Figure

4.1a. A built-in function in MATLAB could be called to create a Voronoi diagram based on

these seeds however the outmost regions are unconfined by boundaries.

Step 2) In order to build boundaries for the outmost regions, a new domain boundary is constructed

which is slightly larger than the original one to prevent any initial seed point lying on it,

causing the corresponding subdomain to be infinitely small. A group of new seed points

symmetrical to the red points next to the boundaries in Step1) about each boundary edge are

added in Figure 4.1b. A new Voronoi diagram is obtained where the outmost subdomains are

confined with boundaries.

Step 3) The unconfined Voronoi cells exceeding the domain boundary are weeded (Figure 4.1c) and

the Voronoi cells next to the boundaries (denoted by red points in Figure 4.1a) are confined.
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It is worth mentioning that Figure 4.1a is created from Voronoi cells for which the outer-

most cells have no boundaries, while for Figure 4.1c, all cells are constrained by boundaries,

however, the MATLAB function used to create Voronoi tessellation cannot help to build the

boundaries for the outermost cells and their vertex coordinates are represented by infinity.

Step 4) This step is optional. In order to model voids in the deposit, the Voronoi cells are modified by

chamfering process as Figure 4.1d shows. In most cases, the created Voronoi-based particles

in MATLAB will be imported one by one into Box2D and then deposited under gravitational

environment, therefore this step is only for the case generating packings in situ for example

in LimitState: GEO.

(a)A Voronoi diagram without boundaries. (b) Complimentary seed points.

(c) A newly-built Voronoi diagram with boundaries. (d) Created Voronoi-based particles.

Figure4.1: Using Voronoi tessellation to generate random polygonal particles.

The distribution of the initial seed points influences greatly on the created Voronoi cells, such

as their size, circularity and orientation distributions, which further influence the mechanical prop-

erties of granular packings. The uniform and Halton sequence distribution methods used to allocate

the initial seeds and their created Voronoi tessellations are shown in Figure 4.2a and Figure 4.2b re-

spectively. The Halton sequence is constructed by a deterministic approach using coprime numbers

as bases (detailed description please refer to e.g. Kocis and Whiten (1997)), applied to generate a

number of points of low discrepancy in a space. It is apparent to distinguish that the uniform method

makes the final Voronoi cells distributed over a wider range of particle sizes than the Halton sequence
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method,while grains are more uniform in size distribution if their seeds are allocated by the Halton

sequence algorithm. Another way to generate more uniformly-sized cells is to divide the whole do-

(a)Uniform distribution. (b) Halton sequence distribution.

Figure4.2: Two different types of seeds distribution.

main by a certain number of grids at the beginning and position seeds inside each block as Figure

4.3a displays, however, the contacts are primarily aligned along the horizontal and vertical directions,

hence particle interlocking effects are inhibited compared with packings without preferable orienta-

tions. If the domain boundary is rotated by an angle, for example60◦, then a corresponding Voronoi

diagram is created and afterwards the particles are rotated back to their original place, the contact

directions will be mainly kept along30◦ and60◦ to the horizontal direction, as shown in Figure 4.3b.

It is therefore possible to choose different packings depending on certain requirements for various

analyses .

(a)No orientation. (b) Oriented at30◦ and60◦.

Figure4.3: Voronoi-based packings controlled by grids.

4.2 Inverse Monte-Carlo (IMC) method

As mentioned in section 4.1, various seed generation algorithms can be adopted to alter Voronoi tes-

sellation in size and orientation distributions, however, this method can not strictly guarantee math-
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ematicalevaluations and take other particle shape characteristics into account. The inverse monte-

Carlo (IMC) method put forward by Mollon and Zhao (2012) is a potent way to solve this problem,

by means of driving the Voronoi cell shape distribution approaching to a target one through a stochas-

tic iterative process as described below.

Step 1) Generate initial seed points randomly and then create Voronoi tessellation based on these

generators (Figure 4.4a). Then calculate the discrepancy between the actual distribution and

the target distribution using the error function:

E =
√∑n

i=1(hi − Hi)2 (4.1)

whereE is the discrepancy, andh andH are the actual and target Voronoi cell shape descrip-

tor values respectively. Figure 4.4b depicts the discrepancy rank from high to low labelled by

numbers above the columns from the desired size distribution denoted by the red curve.

(a)Generate original Voronoi tessellation. (b) Voronoi cell size distribution and the target.

Figure4.4: Step 1 in IMC.

Step 2) If the discrepancyE is lower than the prescribed tolerance value, it indicates the current

distribution satisfies the requirement, if not, one of the seeds is translated to a series of

new positions and the updated discrepancy is calculated until it drops. For computational

efficiency, the ready-for-being-translated seeds should be selected according to their corre-

sponding group ranks. The maximum iteration number in this procedure should be specified

beforehand, and if the iteration step exceeds the maximum iteration number, the seed will be

stopped moving and a next one will be chosen to continue iteration.

After each iteration, it is necessary to recalculate the actual distribution of the Voronoi tes-

sellation. It is highly time-consuming to generate and calculate the Voronoi tessellation it-

eratively especially when a large group of seeds are involved. In order to enhance the com-

putational efficiency, the seed movement is constrained by its surrounding cells within the

first layer (inside the green zone in Figure 4.5a) and this means it is only necessary to recre-

ate a new Voronoi tessellation within the three adjacent layers (Figure 4.5b and Figure 4.5c)
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becausethe Voronoi cells will not be influenced outside the third layer (colored in red). In

the example shown in Figure 4.5, the selected seed in red is translated to a new position in

black. Finally, the newly generated Voronoi cells can be combined with the previous intact

ones (Figure 4.5d) and their distributions and corresponding discrepancies are calculated.

(a)Original Voronoi tessellation. (b) The selected seed and its three adjacent layers.

(c) Updated Voronoi tessellation. (d) Combined with other Voronoi cells.

Figure4.5: Step 2 in IMC.

Step 3) The iteration will not terminate until the overall discrepancy is reduced below a certain spec-

ified threshold. If several different particle shape properties need to be controlled simultane-

ously, their individual discrepancies from the target values can be calculated and summed by

equation (4.1). The process will terminate when the discrepancy summation decreases be-

low the prescribed threshold. Another approach is to calculate the discrepancies respectively

during each iteration and terminate when they are all reduced below the target discrepancy

thresholds.

Two examples of IMC application in targeting particle size and circularity distributions are shown

in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7. Circularity is defined as the ratio of grain inscribed circle radius to its

circumscribed circle radius (Blott and Pye, 2008). The red curves in the plots represent the target

distributions and the blue histograms are actual distributions.

4.3 Summary

This chapter gives a full introduction on the random convex polygonal particle generation technique.

Voronoi tessellation is a fast and easy-to-implement constructive approach to generate random con-
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(a) Initial Voronoi diagram colored by cell size. (b) Target Voronoi diagram colored by cell size.

(c) Initial cell size distribution. (d) Target cell size distribution.

Figure4.6: IMC method to modify the cell area distribution.

vex polygonal particles. It can be applied in Box2D simulation to replace commonly used spherical

particles. Another advantage of this constructive particle generation method is that it can be directly

applied to build in-situ packings without necessity to be within a dynamic environment (e.g. build

packings in LimitState:GEO). The inverse Monte-Carlo method can be applied to target the distri-

butions of specific particle shape characteristics (e.g. size and circularity), however, computational

efficiency and convergency factors deserve to be analysed and studied in future. This approach is also

applicable in 3D modelling.
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(a) Initial Voronoi diagram colored by cell circularity.(b)Desired Voronoi diagram colored by cell circularity.

(c) Initial cell circularity distribution. (d) Desired cell circularity distribution.

Figure4.7: IMC method to modify the Voronoi cell circularity distribution.
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Chapter 5

Effects of Particle Shape and Packing on Soil

Properties

5.1 Review of previous works

Becauseof the limitation of computational power, spherical particles are appreciated in DEMs for

simplicity and simulation speed, especially in engineering problems where a huge number of particles

are required, such as excavations, strip footings and retaining walls. Spherical particles have always

been considered to underestimate the shear strength of real granular soils due to weak interlocking

effects and inter-particle frictions. Many researches have been conducted to compare spherical as-

semblies with other shapes, and some of these will be reviewed and summarised in this section.

Jensen et al. (2001) used the two-dimensional DEM approach to analyse particle shape effects on

clustered and non-clustered granular soil mechanical properties systematically and reported that both

angularity and roughness will increase the granular packing void ratio under the same compaction

effort compared with round grains, however, the initial void ratio does not influence the critical state

shear stress but merely peak shear strength. They also concluded that dense and clustered samples ex-

hibit higher peak strengths, larger dilations and greater average rotations than loose and non-clustered

samples due to inter-particle interlocking effects. Mirghasemi et al. (2002) studied particle shape

effects by modelling equilateral and equal-sized polygonal particles of various numbers of edges to

study both particle shape and packing effects on their behaviours in DEM and reported that angularity

will increase void ratios, mean coordination numbers and shear strengths, and inhibit relative rota-

tions, in addition, different packings will also behave diversely in mechanical properties. for example,

assemblies that can perfectly fill a 2D space behave differently with others for which angularity in-

crease will decrease void ratios after isotropic compaction. Wang et al. (2011) had similar findings

with Mirghasemi et al. (2002) comparing circular, triangular and quadrilateral particles in 2D shear

tests and 3D hopper flow DEM simulations. Matsushima and Konagai (2001) found that the parti-

cle surface roughness will enhance the grain column stability because of larger moment transmission

at contacts, and directly increase the peak strength in 2D DEM models. Later, Matsushima (2005)
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carriedout additional 2D DEM simulations and observed the surface angularity increase can make

the shear strength (mobilised friction angle) higher because irregular particles tend to produce plural

contact points and thus increase the moment resistance. Santamarina and Cho (2004) believed that

particle angularity and roughness will add difficulty to particle rotation and slippage respectively and

also enhance the dilation in dense packings based on some experimental works. It was observed by

Cho et al. (2006) that particle shape irregularity will reduce small strain stiffnesses by shear wave

velocity tests but higher critical friction angles. Shin and Santamarina (2013) conducted laboratory

experiments using sand mixtures of round and angular grains to study particle angularity effects on

granular soil mechanical behaviours and proved that with the angular particle mass fraction increase,

the void ratio, the small strain stiffness modulus (contrary to the results obtained by Cho et al. (2006))

and the critical state friction angle will increase. Lu and McDowell (2007) used PFC3D modelling

sphere clumps compared with spherical particles in box tests and proved that average contact forces

among spherical clumps are less that those among spheres due to greater homogeneity in clumps

because of higher mean contact numbers, and relative rotations were found to be resisted in clumps

by interlocking in the loading-unloading simulation. Peña et al. (2007) studied anisotropy effects

on shear strength comparing elongated and isotropic samples by means of molecular dynamics and

observed wider shear bands and smaller accumulated rotations in elongated samples. It was stated by

Azéma et al. (2017) in their 3D contact dynamics model that the shear strength will increase as the

particle shape deviates from sphericity and the proportion of non-spherical particles increases. There

will be an approximately linear increase of the normalised shear strength (ratio of the deviatoric stress

over the mean stress) as particle elongation increases and it also increases with particle angularity to

a maximum degree and saturates to a constant value.

In this chapter, the particle shape and packing effects on granular soil behaviour will be studied

via biaxial test models based on physics engine Box2D. The aims of this study are:

1. Study the particle shape effects (e.g. circularity and particle size and shape variations) on their

mechanical behaviours (e.g. coordination number, strain localisation and mobilised friction

angle). Compare the observations with previous findings to demonstrate the simulation perfor-

mance in physics engine Box2D is trustworthy, therefore providing more confidence for further

studies.

2. Develop more techniques applied in Box2D in simulating particulate media systems, for ex-

ample, graphical interpretation approaches (e.g. local volumetric strain and local void ratio

plots during a simulation process by means of open-source language Asymptote to draw vector

graphics).

3. Investigate the packing effects on soil behaviours by establishing perfect Voronoi-based pack-

ings (without void) to compare with poorly packed (randomly dropped) packings in global

response. This is able to provide useful information on whether there is benefit to be had by

packing (larger) particles deliberately in practice (enhanced dry stone walling). In addition,

this methodology builds a bridge between discrete element methods and continuum methods
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becausethe perfect Voronoi packing can be regarded as a meshing approach for a continuum

domain however adopting the discrete element method to simulate the dynamic response in

strength. How initial void ratio and mean coordination number influence the peak strength will

also be studied.

4. Through studying particle shape effects on granular soil behaviours, it is possible to establish a

repository to relate soil mechanical properties with specific particle shapes, and this would help

in determining soil strengths according to their particle shape characteristics in geotechnical

design.

5.2 Biaxial test model set-up

Overview

The entire biaxial test simulation process is divided into three stages: particle and deposit genera-

tion (test set-up), axial and horizontal confining stress application and biaxial shearing stages. The

main parameters in the simulation system are summarised in Table 5.1. The inter-particle friction

coefficient was set to0.4663 (the inter-particle friction angle to be25◦), close to0.5 as set by Pẽna

(2008). The rolling resistance is not taken into account in the Box2D contact model. The constraint

solver in Box2D comprises a velocity phase and a position phase, used to update rigid body velocities

and positions respectively. In each time step, a number of iterations of constraint solves are required

because any single constraint solved will influence other constraints. The contact skin thickness was

set to be0.001 m which is ten times smaller than the default value because as proved by Pytlos (2015)

that contact skin thickness effects can be ignored when it is smaller than0.001 m in a system involv-

ing rigid bodies whose circumscribed circle diameter is larger than0.1 m. The time step size, the

velocity iteration number and the position iteration number were set as defaults following the Box2D

guidance.

Particle and deposit generation

One way to create a polygonal particle is randomly attaching its vertices along a circle of a pre-

scribed size and controlling its aspect ratio to obtain either isotropic or elongated shape. Another

way is using Voronoi tessellation to create more random polygonal particles. The biaxial container

width was initially set as the product of the initial particle number along the biaxial container bot-

tom boundary (or scaling ratio) and the particle average size. Samples of different densities were

generated by changing particle friction coefficient during the deposition stage. A position for each

particle which was created individually was specified randomly in the domain above a height of 10-

particle size from the biaxial container bottom. Then the particles deposited under gravity onto the

bottom until they reach the “sleep ” state. The particles lying outside the biaxial container height

would be excluded from the system. The gravity acceleration was then gradually reduced to zero
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Table 5.1: List of main parameters.
Parameters Values
Box2Ddefault parameters
Time step size 1/60 s
Number of velocity iterations per time step 8
Number of position iterations per time step 3
Contact skin thickness 0.001 m
Particle characteristics
Density 2660 kg/m3

Restitutioncoefficient 0
Particle bounding circle diameter1 1.0 m
Non-elongated particle aspect ratio 1.0
Elongated particle aspect ratio 1.875
Test set-up parameters
Particle friction coefficient2 0.05 ∼ 1.0
Gravity acceleration3 0.1 m/s2

Particle number along the biaxial container width (scaling ratio)40
Ratio of sample height to width 2
Maximum top platen velocity in the confining stage 0.01 m/s
Biaxial test parameters
Top and bottom boundary friction coefficients 0.4663
Particle friction coefficient 0.4663
Confining pressure 1 kPa
Top platen velocity 0.005 m/s
Gravity acceleration 0 m/s2

Axial strain limit 15%

1 Not for Voronoi-based particles.
2 By altering the friction coefficients during deposition to obtain packings of

different densities.
3 For packings generated by deposition.

and the inter-particle friction coefficient during the deposition stage was altered to the target value

step by step in order to avoid causing disturbance to the system. The term “sleep” in Box2D means

a rigid body is in rest and not involved in computation hence saving CPU space. There are three

conditions that must be satisfied for a rigid body turning into “sleep” state and they are the minimum

time that a body stays still(b2 timeToSleep) and the linear(b2 linearSleepTolerance) and the angu-

lar (b2 angularSleepTolerance) velocity tolerances, respectively, as listed in Table 5.2. The Box2D

contact model parameter default settings (see section 3.3) were inherited except that the contact skin

thickness was changed to0.001 m as tested by Pytlos (2015) and Pytlos et al. (2015).

Confining stress application and biaxial shearing stage

The axial confining stress was imposed via a servo-controlled process (e.g. Thornton and Antony

(2000), Cheung and O’Sullivan (2008)). The radial boundaries were simulated by membranes which
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Table 5.2: Parameters used to check rigid body
state conditions.

Parameters Default values
b2 timeToSleep 0.5 s
b2 linearSleepTolerance 0.01 m/s
b2 angularSleepTolerance2π/180 rad/s

weremodelled by the outermost particles (Bardet, 1994) in the horizontal direction. These particles

were targeted by constructing directional ray-cast lines defined in Box2D as shown in red horizontal

lines in Figure 5.1. These ray-cast lines were distributed evenly from the bottom platen to the top

and changing in position as shearing continued. Once the particles which were firstly intersected with

the ray-cast lines were found, horizontal force (F ) inserted by a single ray-cast line was applied on

each particle based on the density (ρray) of the ray-cast lines (equal to the average number of the

ray-cast lines allocated on a single particle), the sample height (H) and the target confining pressure

(σ) following the equation:

F =
σHd

ρrayH0

(5.1)

in which d is the average particle size andH0 is the initial sample height. The horizontal force was

applied directly on a particle centre where the particle intersected with a ray-cast line. Therefore,

larger particles would intersect with more ray-cast lines and be applied more constant horizontal

forcesF during a single time step. The axial confining pressure and shear stress were applied by a

Figure5.1: Illustration of horizontal confining process.

rigid top platen. During the shearing process, the shear stress was increased via a strain-controlled

method, in which the top platen movement velocity was set constant until a prescribed axial strain

was reached. The top platen velocity was set to be small enough in order to maintain the quasi-static

condition in which samples behave irrespective of the strain rate. The dimensionless inertial numberI
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is normally used to identify different states of a granular system: quasi-static, dense flow and dynamic

regimes (Da Cruz et al., 2005) and defined as:

I =
γ̇d

√
P/ρ

(5.2)

The inertia number quantifies the ratio of inertia forces to external forces given to the granular media.

It is reported that granular media will stay within the quasi-static regime ifI is far less than10−1

to 10−3 (Katagiri et al., 2014; MiDi, 2004; Perez et al., 2016; Radjai and Richefeu, 2009). Five

biaxial test simulations involving3500 discs were conducted using a computer facilitated with 16 GB

RAM and 3.2 GHz i7-8700 CPU to look at the effects of biaxial shearing strain rate on granular soil

behaviours in Box2D. The particle number was selected considering both simulation cost and data

quality, determined by setting the scaling ratio to be40 in order to diminish the model scaling effects

as will be discussed in Chapter 6. The particle friction coefficient during set-up stage was set to be

0.1. The calculated inertia numbers and the running durations are listed in Table 5.3. The model

set-up process before shearing started cost around8 minutes to run.

Table 5.3: Summary of programme running durations.
Strain rate (m/s) Inertia number Running time
0.1 1.63 × 10−1 10 min 39 s
0.05 8.15 × 10−2 12 min 57 s
0.005 8.15 × 10−3 55 min 18 s
0.001 1.63 × 10−3 252 min 11 s
0.0005 8.15 × 10−4 489 min 37 s

Theresults are shown in Figure 5.2 and it is apparent to see that their convergence for simulations

under strain rates equal to and smaller than0.005 m/s. For the simulations run under strain rates to be

0.1 m/s and0.05 m/s, the initial behaviours oscillate and deviate obviously with others. The strain rate

effects on critical state behaviours are not significant in this series of simulations. Therefore, setting

the strain rate to be0.005 m/s was considered accurate in results and time efficient.

5.3 Particle shape and size effects

5.3.1 Particle distribution

To analyse effects of particle shape and size distributions on mechanical behaviours of granular as-

semblies, samples constituted of five different random polygonal particles in different size distribu-

tions were generated in Box2D: polysized discs, monosized non-elongated (isotropic) and elongated

dodecagons, polysized elongated dodecagons and polysized and polyshaped Voronoi-based polygons

as shown in Figure 5.3. The circumscribed circle radius of polysized discs and elongated dodecagons

was set between0.2 m and0.8 m and the size distribution was controlled by initialisation of the
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Figure5.2: Mobilised friction angle versus axial strain for discs run by various strain rates.

pseudo-random number generator in C++. The circumscribed circle radius of monosized dodecagons

was0.5 m. A number of simulations were conducted after altering the random number generator

setting in defining particle shape, initial position and the friction coefficient during the particle de-

position stage in order to compare the particle shape and size effects on the void ratio (Figure 5.5)

and the mean coordination number (Figure 5.6). Their size and circularity distributions are shown in

Figure 5.4. The particle size is normalised by their corresponding mean values and the normalised

size distribution ranges of monosized particles are quite narrow in magnitude compared with others

even though a small variation due to their random particle shapes still exists. The circularity (cf.

platiness) is defined as the ratio of the largest inscribed circle diameter of a particle to its smallest

circumscribed circle diameter (Cho et al., 2006) and its distributions are identical for monosized and

polysized elongated dodecagonal particles and represented together in the graph. Table 5.4 and Table

5.5 list average particle average sizes and circularities for differently shaped particles created in the

models. A number of prior simulations were carried out to find the particle aspect ratio value in order

to make the mean particle circularity of created elongated dodecagonal particles closest to that of the

created Voronoi-based polygons to minimise the circularity difference in order to study the particle

shape variation effects, and the aspect ratio was set to be1.875 shown in Table 5.1. The circularity

distributions for the Voronoi-based particles are wider than others due to their greater particle shape

variation. It is observed that the random number setting has little effect on particle size and circularity

distributions.
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(a)Polysized discs. (b) Monosized non-elongated do-
decagons.

(c) Monosized elongated do-
decagons.

(d) Polysized elongated do-
decagons.

(e)Voronoi-based polygons.

Figure5.3: Grain shapes.

Table 5.4: Average sizes for different particle shapes (m2).

Rand
number

Disc
Non-elongated
dodecagon

Monosized elon-
gated dodecagon

Polysized elon-
gated dodecagon

Voronoi-based
polygon

1 0.881 0.700 1.312 1.490 1.002
2 0.875 0.701 1.312 1.452 1.002

Table 5.5: Circularities for different particle shapes.

Randnumber Non-elongated dodecagon Elongated dodecagonVoronoi-basedpolygon

1 0.805 0.493 0.493

2 0.804 0.493 0.492

The particle size and minimum diameter distribution curves are shown in Figure 5.4c and 5.4d

respectively calculated and plotted based on the generated particles. The uniformity coefficientU and

the coefficient of curvatureZ can then be calculated based on the plot of particle minimum diameter

distribution curve according to the equations (5.3) and (5.4) as given in geomechanics textbooks (e.g.
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(a) Normalised particle size distributions (normalised
by mean particle size).

(b) Particle circularity distributions.

(c) Cumulative particle size distribution curves. (d) Cumulative particle minimum diameter distribution
curves.

Figure 5.4: Particle shape distributions for all particle shapes generated by two different random
number settings.

Powrie (2018)).

U = D60/D10 (5.3)

Z = (D30)
2/(D60D10) (5.4)

whereD60, D30 andD10 areknown as the largest particle minimum diameter in the smallest60%,

30% and10% of particles respectively. The uniformity coefficientU helps to indicate the general

curvature shape and slope of the particle size distribution curve. Well-graded soils generally possess

U values larger than10 andZ values raging between1 − 3. The soils ofU values smaller than10

can be regarded as being uniformly-graded. The approximateU andZ values for the five samples

generated under the random number at1 are calculated as shown in Table 5.6. Although the samples
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madeof polysized particles exhibit higherU values than others, all theU values are below10 and the

Z values oscillate around1.

Table 5.6: Distribution curve characteristics.

Descriptor Disc
Non-elongated
dodecagon

Monosized elon-
gated dodecagon

Polysized elon-
gated dodecagon

Voronoi-based
polygon

U 1.164 1.131 1.072 2.966 1.860
Z 0.972 1.000 1.005 0.743 1.034

5.3.2 Sample compression

Packing void ratios and mean coordination numbers before and after imposing confining pressures

(set to1 kPa as Pytlos et al. (2015) to accelerate the confining process) are compared in Figure 5.5

and 5.6, and their percentage increases are given in Table 5.7. It is found that the packings made of

polysized elongated dodecagons have the greatest compressibility due to their variations in particle

size and large platiness in particle shape, causing distinct rearrangements due to rotation and trans-

lation within the domain once being confined, however, there the average particle contact number

increase after being confined for this type of packing is not significant. Similarly, the Voronoi-based

polygon samples exhibit relatively high compressibility because of their large shape variation. The

mean coordination numbers for the packings made of monosized elongated dodecagons increased the

most compared with other samples. A relatively large increase in the contact number is also found

in the packings of monosized non-elongated dodecagons and this causes significant increases in den-

sity after being confined. The polysized disc packings possess the lowest compressibility because of

the largest circularity. As a conclusion, the contact numbers for monosized polygonal particle pack-

ings raise more compared with polysized polygonal particle packings, and particle size and shape

variations, lower circularity (causing anisotropy in orientation) and resultant particle contact number

increase can enhance the compressibility.

Under the same friction coefficient during deposition, the Voronoi-based polygonal particles were

found to be able to develop into the most densest packings when the friction coefficient is below0.7

because of greatest variations both in particle size and particle shape. Circular particles can deposit

into denser samples than dodecagonal particles when the friction coefficient is over0.3 and this co-

incides with previous observations (e.g. Jensen et al. (2001)) because of circularity. A significant

difference between circular and angular particles is that the deviation between the highest and the

lowest void ratio for circular particles is much smaller than that for angular particles. It is observed

that the elongated particle samples are denser than the non-elongated particle samples deposited by

the same process because the anisotropy in orientation of elongated particles can help form into a

denser packing. The polysized elongated samples can deposit into denser packings when the friction

coefficient is smaller than0.3. Therefore, particle size variation can provide more space changing in

density. Based on these results, it is found the particle shape variation can help create denser packings
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over particle size variation (considering the elongated dodecagons and the Voronoi-based polygons).

In addition, the density states affected by particle shape are kept consistent after being confined.

(a)Before confining. (b) After confining.

Figure5.5: Initial void ratios before and after confining stage for different samples created under
different particle friction coefficients during deposition stage.

Void ratio and mean coordination do not change apparently after the friction coefficient exceeds

0.7 for all types of packings as sliding effects dominate during the confining process instead of rolling

effects. The mean coordination number is more influenced by the circularity as shown in Figure

5.6 that the non-elongated dodecagonal and disc samples exhibited lower mean contact numbers than

other samples, and both particle size and shape variations will reduce the mean contact numbers when

considering the elongated and the Voronoi-based samples. Therefore, circularity dominates the effects

on mean coordination number compared with particle size and shape variations.

(a)Before confining. (b) After confining.

Figure5.6: Initial mean coordination numbers before and after confining stage for different samples
created under different particle friction coefficients during deposition stage.
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Table 5.7: Average void ratio and contact number increases after being confined.

Packings Void ratio Mean coordination number
Polysizeddiscs −3.894% 1.034%

Monosized non-elongated dodecagons−6.612% 1.716%
Monosized elongated dodecagons −5.275% 7.597%
Polysized elongated dodecagons −7.195% 0.846%

Voronoi-based polygons −5.619% 0.557%

5.3.3 Biaxial shearing

Soil strength

In order to study the particle shape effects on mechanical behaviours of cohesionless granular soils,

two relatively dense and one relatively loose samples in initial states were created for each particle

shape, because packing (void ratio) is another one factor influencing soil behaviours (peak and critical

shear strengths) besides particle shape. The deposition friction coefficient was increased up to0.6 to

create loose dodecagon samples, while for the other four loose samples, particles were created under

the deposition gravity of0.02 m/s2 andin a domain of height of1.35 times the initial height from the

biaxial bottom boundary.

Figure 5.7 shows the results of the normalised deviatoric stress (q) by the mean stress (p) with the

deviatoric strain up to16%. The normalised deviatoric stress represents the slope of the critical state

line (CSL) inq-p space (normally interpreted as the parameterM ). It is apparent to see that the critical

state normalised deviatoric stress is only influenced by average particle circularity instead of parti-

cle size and shape variations since the Voronoi-based samples possess identical critical normalised

deviatoric stresses (around1.0) as the monosized and polysized elongated dodecagon samples, and

because particle shape and size variations can only influence the initial density states, with which the

critical state behaviours are not related (for example Jensen et al. (2001)). The normalised deviatoric

stresses in critical states or the slopes of the CSL in theq − p space are captured from Figure 5.7

and summarised in Table 5.8. The mobilised friction angle versus axial strain is shown in Figure 5.8

and their critical friction angles for the samples are picked up listed in Table 5.8. The disc samples

exhibit the lowest critical strength, and as the circularity decreases, the critical strength increases,

because inter-particle rotation is strongly inhibited between more angular particles, hence producing

additional shear strength. In the critical state, the energy will mainly dissipate from inter-particle slid-

ing and rotation under the condition that the volume is unchanged, therefore the samples constituted

of more angular particles possess higher critical strength. In the biaxial test model, the mean stress

p is equal to1
2
(σ1 + σ3), in which σ1 andσ3 arethe axial stress and confining stress respectively,

hence,M = 2 sin φ, whereφ is the mobilised friction angle. It is also observed that as the particle

circularity decreases, the granular samples require larger deformation or skeleton rearrangements to

reach critical states. The developed axial strains up to the critical states for the initially dense disc

samples, the non-elongated dodecagon samples and the elongated dodecagon and Voroni-based sam-
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plesare roughly10%, 12% and13% respectively. For the initially loose samples, their critical axial

strains are approximately8%, 11% and12% respectively. By comparing the axial strain at which

the peak strength developed for the initially dense samples, it is found that particle size and shape

variations could help postpone the failure or yielding occurring as slightly longer time required for

rearrangements prior to reach maximum shearing strength than the monosized and monoshaped par-

ticle samples. The initial density state is the dominant factor influencing the peak strength able to be

developed. The global void ratio and the volumetric strain changes as shearing proceeds are shown in

Figure 5.9 and 5.10. The denser the initial packing is, the larger the peak strength will be reached. The

initially dense and loose packings exhibit dilative and contractive behaviours as expected. In general,

the samples made of more angular particles exhibit more volumetric dilation and/or contraction.

Table 5.8: Critical state soil strength values.

Packings CSL slope Mobilised friction angle(φ) sin φ
Discs 0.498 (26.5◦) 14.4◦ 0.249

Non-elongated dodecagons0.704 (35.1◦) 20.6◦ 0.352
Elongated dodecagons &
Voronoi-based polygons

0.902 (42.1◦) 26.8◦ 0.451

The mean coordination number evolution is depicted in Figure 5.11. The monosized elongated

dodecagon samples possess the largest mean coordination number in critical states, stabilising at3.77

and3.56 for initially dense and loose packings respectively. Both particle size and shape variations

will decrease the mean coordination number. The polysized elongated dodecagon samples and the

Voronoi-based polygon samples stabilise in critical states at3.42 and3.28, and3.30 and3.10 for their

initially dense and loose packings respectively. The critical state mean coordination numbers for ini-

tially dense and loose monosized non-elongated dodecagons samples are around3.22 and2.95. Pẽna

(2008) found that the mean coordination numbers for the elongated and isotropic particle samples

oscillated around3.4 and3.0 respectively by means of 2D DEM and the results obtained in Box2D

agree well with their findings, slightly more than the minimum contact number to be3 for 2D fric-

tional granular particles in static equilibrium as proved by Edwards (1998) theoretically. With regard

to the disc samples, the critical mean coordination numbers are at roughly2.85 for both initially dense

and loose samples and this is because the shear band zone in these samples occupy a larger volume

(as will be shown in Figure 5.16) therefore the global values deviate less with the local values in the

shear band zones. Similarly, the critical global void ratios are closer in magnitude for initially dense

and loose packings of discs compared with other samples as shown in Figure 5.9. If purely measuring

the local void ratio in the failure zone, the critical values should converge irrespective of the initial

density states.

At axial strain15%, mean contact numbers for each normalised particle size are calculated and the

results are shown in Figure 5.12. As monosized particles do not deviate greatly in size, only polysized

particles are involved in the calculation. It is consistent that as average particle size increases, there

will be more particles contacted with it. This indicates smaller particles are located among larger par-
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(a)Relatively dense packings.

(b) Relatively loose packings.

Figure5.7: Normalised deviatoric stress by mean stress versus deviatoric strain for different samples.
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(a)Relatively dense packings.

(b) Relatively loose packings.

Figure5.8: Mobilised friction angle versus axial strain for different samples.
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Figure5.9: Global void ratio for samples of various initial density states.

ticles and sustain weaker contact forces. Under the same group of normalised particle size, particles

in the denser samples possess higher contact numbers than in the looser samples as expected. Due to

particle shape variation effects, the Voronoi-based particles in the initially dense state have the highest

mean contact numbers for the largest particles in size, however, the mean contact numbers are quite

small for the largest assemblies in the initially loose state.

Particle rotation increments

The average absolute particle rotation increments during a single time step (rotation velocity) along

20 different layers at axial strain15% are compared in Figure 5.13. The relative height is defined

as average height of a layer normalised by the total height at the axial strain. In critical states, the

particles in initially dense and loose samples rotate in parallel velocities. The rotation velocity is

highly dependent on the particle circularity. Particle size and shape variations will slightly increase

the particle rotation velocity as the curves representing the polysized elongated dodecagon samples

lie between the Voronoi-based polygon curves and the monosized elongated dodecagon curves.
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Figure5.10: Volumetric strain for samples of various initial density states.

Second-order fabric tensor

The second-order fabric tensor (O’Sullivan, 2011) is the most commonly used fabric tensor to deter-

mine the most preferred orientation of particles under loading and quantify the anisotropy magnitude,

and its form is given by equation (5.5) as:

Φij =
1

Nc

Nc∑

k=1

nk
i n

k
j (5.5)

in which nk
i andnk

j arebranch vectors connecting the centroid of the particlek to one of the contact

points with other particles relative to the directionsi andj, andNc is the contact number for particle

k. In two-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system, the unit branch vectornk
i canbe represented by

equation (5.6) in whichθ is the angle with regard to the horizontal axis, then equation (5.5) can be

expanded into2 × 2 symmetric matrices (5.7) and (5.8):

nk =

(
nk

x

nk
y

)

=

(
cos θk

sin θk

)

(5.6)
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Figure5.11: Mean contact numbers for samples in initially dense and loose states.

Figure5.12: Average contact numbers for samples in dense and loose states.
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(a)Relatively dense packings. (b) Relatively loose packings.

Figure5.13: Particle average rotation increments at different relative heights at axial strain15%.

(
Φxx Φxy
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∑Nc

k=1 sin θk cos θk
∑Nc

k=1 sin2 θk

)

(5.8)

The trace of the fabric tensor for particlek is 1:

Φxx + Φyy = 1 (5.9)

The mean fabric tensorFij for a granular media consisting ofNp particlescan be computed by

equation (5.10):

Fij =
1

Np

Np∑

p=1

Φij (5.10)

OnceΦij is obtained, the principal fabric tensorsΦ1 andΦ2 indicatingthe most and least preferred

orientations can be derived by equation (5.11). This is an analytical approach alternative to the eigen-

value method to calculate the principal components of fabric tensors (O’Sullivan, 2011).

(
Φ1

Φ2

)

=
1

2
(Φxx + Φyy) ±

1

2

√
(Φxx − Φyy)2 + Φ2

xy (5.11)

In order to involve the stress effects which are not considered in the fabric tensor, the stress tensor

is defined as equation (5.12) with its corresponding average value defined in equation (5.13) in which

f is the contact force andVp is the particle volume.

σp
ij =

1

Vp

Nc∑

k=1

nk
i f

k
j (5.12)

σij =
1

Np

Np∑

p=1

σp
ij (5.13)
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Evolutions of the ratio of two principal components of the fabric tensorΦ1/Φ2 (principal fabric

tensor ratio) along the vertical and horizontal directions respectively, and also the stress tensor (prin-

cipal stress tensor ratio)σ1/σ2 for the initially dense packings are shown in Figure 5.14 and 5.15.

The principal fabric tensor ratios are over1.0 for all the samples as the samples are sheared along

the vertical direction and this is consistent with the contact force chains captured in Figure 5.41 to

5.46. It is less different between vertical and horizontal directions for the non-elongated dodecagon

and disc samples because of their more isotropic particle shapes. The strain softening behaviours are

not observed in the elongated dodecagon and Voronoi-based samples if only considering the contact

normals, while evident when taking the stress effects into account.

Figure5.14: Evolution of the principal fabric tensor ratios.
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Figure5.15: Evolution of the principal stress tensor ratios.
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5.3.4 Graphical interpretation approaches

Particle rotation/displacement and shear banding

To study the microscopic behaviours effected by particle shapes, particle rotations at axial strain15%

are accumulated and illustrated in Figure 5.16 to Figure 5.20. It is clear to distinguish the shear band

zones developed in all initially dense samples. Based on the Mohr circles of stress, the shear band

should align along the direction of45◦ + φ/2 (accordingto Table 5.8) from the horizontal, while

the shear band directions for these dense packings from Figure 5.16a to 5.20b are around42◦, 45◦,

42◦, 40◦ and50◦ respectively measured by protractor, and the deviation from the theoretical values is

because the Mohr-Coulomb failure criteria are derived from continuum mechanics and less accurate

in discrete systems. It is also possibly due to the existing frictional forces between the top and bottom

platens and the contacting particles. The total particle rotations for the elongated dodecagon and

Voronoi samples are found to be inhibited significantly due to lower average particle circularities

compared with the disc and non-elongated dodecagons. Otherwise, the polygonal particle samples

can develop much more highlighted and concentrated shear bands than the disc samples.

(a)Dense polysized disc sample. (b) Loose polysized disc sample.

Figure5.16: Particle total rotation diagram at axial strain15% for polysized disc samples.
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(a)Dense monosized non-elongated dodecagon sample.(b) Loose monosized non-elongated dodecagon sample.

Figure 5.17: Particle total rotation diagram at axial strain15% for monosized non-elongated do-
decagon samples.
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(a)Dense monosized elongated dodecagon sample.(b) Loose monosized elongated dodecagon sample.

Figure5.18: Particle total rotation diagram at axial strain15% for monosized elongated dodecagon
samples.
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(a)Dense polysized elongated dodecagon sample.(b) Loose polysized elongated dodecagon sample.

Figure5.19: Particle total rotation diagram at axial strain15% for polysized elongated samples.
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(a)Dense Voronoi-based polygon sample. (b) Loose Voronoi-based polygon sample.

Figure5.20: Particle total rotation diagram at axial strain15% for Voronoi-based particles.
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Theoverall particle displacements are illustrated in Figure 5.21 to Figure 5.25. The largest move-

ments are concentrated within the upper triangular zones in all cases and the particles within the

bottom zones remain static in translation. The particles in the middle zones move both downwards

and outwards, and the outward displacements cause volumetric dilation in dense samples.

(a)Dense polysized disc sample. (b) Loose polysized disc sample.

Figure5.21: Particle total displacement diagram at axial strain15% for polysized disc samples.
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(a)Dense monosized non-elongated dodecagon sample.(b) Loose monosized non-elongated dodecagon sample.

Figure5.22: Particle total displacement diagram at axial strain15% for monosized non-elongated
dodecagon samples.
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(a)Dense monosized elongated dodecagon sample.(b) Loose monosized elongated dodecagon sample.

Figure5.23: Particle total displacement diagram at axial strain15% for monosized elongated samples.
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(a)Dense polysized elongated dodecagon sample.(b) Loose polysized elongated dodecagon sample.

Figure5.24: Particle total displacement diagram at axial strain15% for polysized elongated samples.
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(a)Dense Voronoi-based polygon sample. (b) Loose Voronoi-based polygon sample.

Figure5.25: Particle total displacement diagram at axial strain15% for Voronoi-based samples.
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Local volumetric strain

To analyse the local volumetric strain rates in critical states, Delaunay triangulation was applied to

calculate the volumetric change based on the nodes selected as the centroids of the particles in a

single time step and their relative translational velocities. A Delaunay triangulation is used to divide

a set of points into groups of triangles by maximising their interior minimum angles in order to avoid

sliver triangles, and no point is allowed to lie in the circumcircle of any created triangle. Figure

5.26 to Figure 5.30 plot local volumetric strain in a single time step at axial strain15% in which

the black circles and the red circles represent volumetric contraction and dilation respectively. It can

be observed that the local volumetric strain rates are similar between the initially dense and loose

samples while more evenly distributed in the loose samples as no clear concentrated failure zones

are developed. Local volumetric strain rates in the disc and non-elongated dodecagon samples are

comparatively more significant due to their large particle circularities, while by comparing Figure

5.28b with 5.29b and 5.30b, volumetric strain rates increase evidently due to particle size and shape

variations. Moreover, larger negative and positive volumetric strain rates concentrate within the shear

bands in initially dense packings and balance off in magnitude, resulting in constant volumes.

(a)Dense polysized disc sample. (b) Loose polysized disc sample.

Figure 5.26: Local volumetric strain in a single time step at axial strain15% for polysized disc
samples.
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(a)Dense monosized non-elongated dodecagon sample.(b) Loose monosized non-elongated dodecagon sample.

Figure5.27: Local volumetric strain in a single time step at axial strain15% for monosized non-
elongated dodecagon samples.
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(a)Dense monosized elongated dodecagon sample.(b) Loose monosized elongated dodecagon sample.

Figure5.28: Local volumetric strain in a single time step at axial strain15% for monosized elongated
dodecagon samples.
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(a)Dense polysized elongated dodecagon sample.(b) Loose polysized elongated dodecagon sample.

Figure5.29: Local volumetric strain in a single time step at axial strain15% for polysized elongated
dodecagon samples.
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(a)Dense Voronoi-based polygon sample. (b) Loose Voronoi-based polygon sample.

Figure 5.30: Local volumetric strain in a single time step at axial strain15% for Voronoi-based
samples.
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Local void ratio

The local void ratios were also computed at critical state as plotted in Figure 5.31 to Figure 5.35. In

order to avoid the boundary effects, only central zones (within the initial biaxial container width of

40 particle size) were involved in the computation. At an axial strain of15%, the central zone in each

sample of initial biaxial width was divided into a set of subdomains and the void ratio was calculated

according to total intersections of particles within each domain with its boundary. Local void ratios

are generally larger in the shear bands in the dense samples compared with the values outside the

strain localisation zones, and as particle circularity decreases and also as particle size and shape vary,

the local void ratio will correspondingly become larger. In critical states, the local void ratios around

the shear bands from Figure 5.31a to 5.35b are roughly0.20, 0.22, 0.25, 0.30 and0.35 respectively.

(a)Dense polysized disc sample. (b) Loose polysized disc sample.

Figure5.31: Sample local void ratio diagram at axial strain15% for polysized disc samples.
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(a)Dense monosized non-elongated dodecagon sample.(b) Loose monosized non-elongated dodecagon sample.

Figure5.32: Sample local void ratio diagram at axial strain15% for monosized non-elongated do-
decagon samples.
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(a)Dense monosized elongated dodecagon sample.(b) Loose monosized elongated dodecagon sample.

Figure5.33: Sample local void ratio diagram at axial strain15% for monosized elongated dodecagon
samples.
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(a)Dense polysized elongated dodecagon sample.(b) Loose polysized elongated dodecagon sample.

Figure5.34: Sample local void ratio diagram at axial strain15% for polysized elongated dodecagon
samples.
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(a)Dense Voronoi-based polygon sample. (b) Loose Voronoi-based polygon sample.

Figure5.35: Sample local void ratio diagram at axial strain15% for Voronoi-based samples.
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Particle contact numbers

Particle contact numbers in critical states are illustrated in Figure 5.36 to Figure 5.40. Mean coordi-

nation numbers are relatively lower in shear band zones than elsewhere. Particles within the top and

bottom zones possess more contacts with surrounding particles. This agrees with previous discus-

sions that in the rupture zones particles experience more rotations, and local volumetric strain rates

and void ratios exhibit larger values.

(a)Dense polysized disc sample. (b) Loose polysized disc sample.

Figure5.36: Particle contact number diagram at axial strain15% for polysized disc samples.
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(a)Dense monosized non-elongated dodecagon sample.(b) Loose monosized non-elongated dodecagon sample.

Figure5.37: Particle contact number diagram at axial strain15% for monosized non-elongated do-
decagon samples.
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(a)Dense monosized elongated dodecagon sample.(b) Loose monosized elongated dodecagon sample.

Figure5.38: Particle contact number diagram at axial strain15% for monosized elongated dodecagon
samples.
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(a)Dense polysized elongated dodecagon sample.(b) Loose polysized elongated dodecagon sample.

Figure5.39: Particle contact number diagram at axial strain15% for polysized elongated dodecagon
samples.
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(a)Dense Voronoi-based polygon sample. (b) Loose Voronoi-based polygon sample.

Figure5.40: Particle contact number diagram at axial strain15% for Voronoi-based samples.
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Normal contact force chains

Normal contact force chains can also be obtained by Box2D as shown in Figure 5.41 to 5.45 and

Figure 5.46 at axial strain15% and2% respectively. The contact forces transmit from the top platen

downwards and gradually dissipate in the radial direction. In the rupture zones where significant

sliding and rotating occur for the denser packings, the normal contact forces are relatively weaker

and this is because the particles are sliding along a direction deviated from the vertical shearing

direction. At axial strain of2% at which all the initially dense samples are developing towards the peak

deviatoric stress, a greater volume of contacts are developed along the vertical direction, and in greater

magnitude as illustrated in Figure 5.46. When looking at Figure 5.46a and 5.46d, it is observed that

relatively large local space without normal contact force chains exist and this proves that contact force

are more likely to be transmitted among larger particles. Table 5.9 lists the average normal contact

forces comparing their values at peak and critical states for samples in different initial density states.

Untouched contacts are excluded in the calculation. The initially dense samples can develop higher

average normal contact forces at peak states and this is also shown in 5.46. The angular particles

are able to undertake larger normal contact forces as comparing the elongated dodecagons and the

Voronoi-based polygons with the discs and non-elongated dodecagons because less relative rotation

between particles will help form stabler contacts. By comparing the monosized elongated dodecagons

with the polysized elongated dodecagons, it is found that the particle size variation contributes to

produce greater normal contact force chains as smaller particles position among larger particles, not

involved into contact force transmission. Because the particle shape variation increases the possibility

to form unstable contacts which can disturb surrounding skeletons once being forced, the normal

contact forces produced among Voronoi-based polygons are not as strong as those developed among

polysized elongated dodecagons. In terms of the initially loose samples, the average normal contact

forces in critical states are higher as their mobilised strengths are still growing at axial strain2%.

By studying the influences of particle shape effects on contact force chains, a better understanding

of the particle crushing phenomena can be obtained. Crushing results from excessive contact forces

rather than soil grain load bearing capacity in reality, as particle crushing as shearing progresses will

change soil microscopic skeletons and as a result dramatically weaken the soil strength. However,

particle crushing does not need to be worried about in this study because of the rather low stress

levels simulated compared with the real condition.
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(a)Dense polysized disc sample. (b) Loose polysized disc sample.

Figure5.41: Particle contact force chains at axial strain15% within polysized disc samples.

Table 5.9: Average normal contact forces at peak and critical states.

Packings States
Average contact forces(N)

Dense Loose

Polysizeddiscs
peakstate 2210.89 1804.06

critical state 1915.14 1994.82

Monosizednon-elongateddodecagons
peakstate 2482.67 1922.1

critical state 1880.44 1830.24

Monosizedelongateddodecagons
peakstate 3243.01 2292.88

critical state 3091.50 3005.51

Polysizedelongateddodecagons
peakstate 4235.48 2583.78

critical state 4140.00 3178.37

Voronoi-basedpolygons
peakstate 3418.76 2653.28

critical state 2536.55 3036.41
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(a)Dense monosized non-elongated dodecagon sample.(b) Loose monosized non-elongated dodecagon sample.

Figure5.42: Particle contact force chains at axial strain15% within monosized non-elongated do-
decagon samples.
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(a)Dense monosized elongated dodecagon sample.(b) Loose monosized elongated dodecagon sample.

Figure5.43: Particle contact force chains at axial strain15% within monosized elongated dodecagon
samples.
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(a)Dense polysized elongated dodecagon sample.(b) Loose polysized elongated dodecagon sample.

Figure5.44: Particle contact force chains at axial strain15%c within polysized elongated dodecagon
samples.
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(a)Dense Voronoi-based polygon sample. (b) Loose Voronoi-based polygon sample.

Figure5.45: Particle contact force chains at axial strain15% within Voronoi-based samples.
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(a)Dense polysized disc sample.(b) Dense monosized non-elongated
dodecagon sample.

(c) Dense monosized elongated do-
decagon sample.

(d) Dense polysized elongated do-
decagon sample.

(e)Dense Voronoi-based sample.

Figure5.46: Particle contact force chains at axial strain2%.
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5.4 Packing effects

In addition to particle shape effects, packing effects are also crucial factors influencing granular soil

behaviours. In this part, two kinds of Voronoi packings (as shown in Figure 5.47) were built by

constructive methods directly in situ to obtain a packing without void (Figure 5.47a) and the other

with voids but still with the original edge-edge contacts by modifying particles whereby particle

corners are removed by a cutting-edge approach (Figure 5.47b) so as to study the perfect packing

effects (perfectly fill a two-dimensional domain) and contact effects (i.e. edge-edge contact area

variation) on granular soil properties. To obtain the voids in Figure 5.47b, each vertex connected by

one or more polygons in Figure 5.47a were replaced by a polygon of which the edge number is equal

to the polygon number surrounding the vertex. The results will also be compared with those obtained

by simulations in which packings were created by dynamic methods (particles were dropped into the

biaxial container bottom boundary under gravity).

(a)Original Voronoi packing without void. (b) Voronoi-based particles modified by cutting-edge.

Figure5.47: Schematic graphs of Voronoi packings.

The average particle circularities and void ratios after the confining process are listed in Table

5.10. The Voronoi tessellations were constructed based on the initial seeds allocated by the Halton

sequence algorithm.3200 particles were created for each packing involved in simulation. The system

parameter set-up is identical to the description in Table 5.1 except that the axial strain limit is extended

to 20%. The average circularities are quite similar and the void ratio changes because of the confining

procedure are rather limited due to the nature of the packings established by the constructive method.

The in-situ Voronoi packings following application of the confining stress are shown in Figure 5.48

and the original particle and contact arrangements were almost undisturbed. The negligible void ratio

existing in the Voronoi packing in Figure 5.48a was brought by the contact skin effects.

Figure 5.49 plots how the mobilised angle of friction changes as shearing continues. The peak
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Table 5.10: Particle and packing parameters before shearing starts.

Packings
Particle and packing parameters afterconfining

Particle circularity Packing voidratio
In-situbuilt Voronoi packing without
void (1)

0.569 0.0036

In-situ built Voronoi packing with
void (2)

0.614 0.1478

Voronoi packing built by dynamic
method using particles from (1)

0.569 0.1624

Voronoi packing built by dynamic
method using particles from (2)

0.614 0.1564

(a)Voronoi packing without void. (b) Voronoi packing with void.

Figure5.48: Voronoi packings built by constructive methods after confining process.

strengths for both samples initially established by in-situ Voronoi-based well-packed particles are

reached quite earlier (at around0.37% and0.17%) compared with the other two samples (at around

1%) made by deposited Voronoi-based particles. The two well-packed Voronoi samples reach far

higher values of peak strength, which are72◦ (3.078 in tan) and53◦ (1.33 in tan) respectively, than

the other two samples, which are around37.6◦ (0.77 in tan) and36.1◦ (0.729 in tan) respectively. It is

important to note that the initial void ratios before shearing starts for the two samples created by the

deposition approach and the one sample created by in-situ built Voronoi packing with void are very
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close,however, the in-situ Voronoi packing exhibits significantly larger peak strength than the other

two samples. Although there are disparities in magnitudes of void ratio, these disparities can not be

responsible for the large differences in peak strengths if comparing the two samples created by the

deposition approach. Therefore, the contact condition is the primary reason causing the peak strength

difference. The global mean coordination number is plotted against axial strain in Figure 5.50. The

two samples prepared by in-situ Voronoi packings take the values of5.08 and4.90 after the confining

process terminates, while the mean coordination numbers of the other two samples are4.26 and4.37

just after the shearing starts. The large global mean coordination number difference explains why

the samples exhibit different peak strengths even though their initial void ratios are similar. This also

proves that the initial mean coordination number is a crucial parameter determining the peak strength

able to be reached besides the initial packing density condition. The packing effects are not observed

in critical states and the Voronoi packings using the same group of particles (1) and (2) exhibit26.2◦

(0.49 in tan) and24.0◦ (0.45 in tan) in the critical friction angle respectively, because of the particle

shape effects (circularity).

Figure5.49: Mobilised friction angles for samples built by different packings.

The two in-situ built Voronoi packings possess much greater initial mean coordination numbers

(may not be equal because the mean coordination number was measured after confining), neverthe-

less their values drop rapidly until the peak strengths are reached, followed by slight increases until

critical state values are achieved as shown in Figure 5.50. This resilient behaviour in global mean

coordination number is not observed for the other two Voronoi-based samples made by the deposition

approach. In addition, the well-packed Voronoi sample without voids needs a longer time to rearrange
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its contact conditions than the other sample with voids. The critical state global mean coordination

number is dependent on the particle circularity and initial packing contact and density conditions.

Although there are discrepancies in mean coordination number at the critical states, it is hard to dis-

tinguish the critical strengths for these samples in Figure 5.49. Similar with the mean coordination

number developments, the well-packed Voronoi packing with void reaches the critical state prior to

the one without void.

Figure5.50: Mean contact number evolutions for samples built by different packings.

Figure 5.51 to 5.54 illustrate the particle total rotation courses for the four packings at different

axial strains. Both of the well-packed Voronoi packings develop comparatively clearer zones within

which particles rotate more than others and these zones are further developed into rupture zones in the

critical states. The rupture zones in the well-packed Voronoi packings are much more distinguishable

than those in the other two samples and their widths are also smaller especially in the well-packed

Voronoi packing without void. Due to larger global mean coordination number at the onset of shear-

ing, inter-particle rotations are inhibited in the well-packed Voronoi samples and this causes rotations

occurring mainly within the rupture zones which are developed consistently at the same locations

from the beginning of shearing. In contrast, the particle rotations are distributed more widely and

randomly in other two samples, and this is one of the reasons causing relatively wider shear bands.

The important thing to note is that the maximum and average particle rotations within the shear band

regions in the well-packed Voronoi packings are larger than those in other two samples. This indi-

cates that the rapid drops of mean coordination numbers occurred in the shear band zones, along with

dilatancy in volume providing space for skeleton rearrangements. From the perspective of energy
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balance,the energy dissipated by particle rotation is reduced outside the failure zones, and this must

be compensated by that within the failure zones, causing greater particle rotations. The shear band

angles for the well-packed Voronoi packings and the other two packings are53◦ and45◦ respectively.

As discussed in section 5.3, the theoretical value for the shear band angle relative to the horizontal

direction should be around58◦ derived from the Mohr-Coulomb failure criteria, and the values for

the well-packed Voronoi packings are rather closer to the theoretical value and that is because the

theoretical value is based on the continuum mechanics and the original well-packed Voronoi packings

can perfectly fill in a two-dimensional domain.

(a)Axial strain0.4%. (b) Axial strain6%.

Figure5.55 plots the particle contact numbers for each well-packed Voronoi packing at axial strain

20%. It is observed the particles in the triangular zones adjacent to the top and bottom boundaries pos-

sess greatest contact numbers and the particles within the shear band zones possess the least contact

numbers. This proves the beforementioned conclusion that the shear band zones start to dilate from

shearing begins providing more space to rearrange and resulting in decrease in mean coordination

number and greater inter-particle rotations until failure.

The local volumetric strain rates are also computed and plotted in Figure 5.56. Relatively larger

volumetric strain rates are observed mainly distributed over the strain localisation domain in all cases,

indicating larger volumetric strains occurring. It is also observed that the positive volumetric strain

rates are similar to the negative ones within the whole domains when comparing the red and black

circle sizes and amounts, meaning that the volumetric strains are constant in the critical states.
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(c) Axial strain10%. (d) Axial strain20%.

Figure5.51: Particle total rotation diagram for in-situ Voronoi packing without void.

(a)Axial strain0.2%. (b) Axial strain6%.
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(c) Axial strain10%. (d) Axial strain20%.

Figure5.52: Particle total rotation diagram for in-situ Voronoi packing with void.

(a)Axial strain0.4%. (b) Axial strain6%.
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(c) Axial strain10%. (d) Axial strain20%.

Figure5.53: Particle total rotation diagram for Voronoi packing (1) prepared by deposition.

(a)Axial strain0.4%. (b) Axial strain6%.
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(c) Axial strain10%. (d) Axial strain20%.

Figure5.54: Particle total rotation diagram for Voronoi packing (2) prepared by deposition.

(a)Voronoi packing without void. (b) Voronoi packing with void.

Figure 5.55: Particle contact numbers for Voronoi packings built by constructive method at axial
strain20%.
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(a)Voronoi packing built in situ without void (1). (b) Voronoi packing built in situ with void (2).

(c) Voronoi packing built by deposition using particles
in (1).

(d) Voronoi packing built by deposition using particles
in (2).

Figure5.56: Local volumetric strain in a single time step at axial strain20%.
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5.5 Summary

In this chapter, five different particle shapes were deposited into granular packings of different initial

densities under gravity in biaxial test simulation in order to study particle shape effects on both macro-

scopic and microscopic mechanical behaviours. The Box2D system settings and the biaxial model

set-up were introduced in section 5.2. A series of prior simulations were conducted to study the par-

ticle shape effects on initial void ratios and mean coordination numbers of the granular assemblies

created by altering the friction coefficients during the deposition process under constant gravity before

and after confining. Their mechanical behaviours were investigated and compared both qualitatively

(by building new graphical interpretation approaches) and quantitatively. To study the packing ef-

fects, in-situ Voronoi-based granular packings were constructed in order to compare their behaviours

with the packings created by the deposition approach. This new study can help us to analyse the

behaviours of perfectly-packed discrete packings deliberately structured in practice and also provide

an approach to investigate continuums by discrete element methods. The main conclusions observed

will be summarised in this part.

Particle shape effects on compressibility

The sample compressibility after confining process was studied. It was found that the polysized elon-

gated dodecagon samples possess the greatest compressibility after confining because of their particle

shape variation and large particle shape platiness. The monosized elongated dodecagon samples ex-

hibit highest increase in mean coordination number after confining. It was therefore concluded that:

1. Samples made of monosized and monoshaped grains exhibited the most significant increase in

inter-particle contact numbers after confining.

2. Particle size and shape variations, lower circularity and inter-particle contact number increase

will all contribute to the density increase after being confined.

Particle shape effects on soil strength

Both relatively dense and loose samples for each particle shape in initial density states were created

and sheared in biaxial tests until the axial strain reached15%. It was observed that:

1. The critical shear strength is purely correlated with particle circularity and not found influenced

by particle size and shape variations and initial packing density states. More angular particles

are inhibited in particle rotation and observed to possess higher critical friction angles.

2. The peak strength is found being irrespective of the particle circularity and merely effected by

initial packing density states, however, particle size and shape variations will delay failure hap-

pening due to skeleton rearrangements. In addition, as particle circularity decreases, samples

need to undertake larger deformation to reach the critical state.
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3. The mean coordination number decreases as particle circularity increases and also as particle

size and shape vary.

4. The principal stress tensor ratio is more accurate in capturing the peak and critical behaviours

than the principal fabric tensor ratio with shearing processes.

5. To visualise the microscale mechanism in the critical state, particle total rotations and displace-

ments, local volumetric strain rates and void ratios, particle contact numbers and normal contact

force chains in critical states were captured. Very clear shear band zones were observed in the

dense samples. It was proved that particle rotation is inhibited significantly among more angu-

lar particles. This also contributes to form stabler inter-particle contacts able to sustain larger

normal contact forces without considering the soil grain crushing effects. Normal contact forces

were observed to be transmitted mainly by larger particles resulting in greater normal contact

force chains formed due to particle size variation effects. In the contrary, the particle shape

variation will impede larger normal contact force generated. Relatively large local volumetric

strains and void ratios were found to concentrate within the strain localisation regions where

normal contact forces are weaker and this is consistent with less contacts among particles in the

rupture zones on the other hand.

Packing effects on mechanical behaviours

In order to study the packing effects on granular soil behaviours, an in-situ perfectly-packed Voronoi

packing without void and a similar packing with void but maintain the inter-particle contacts the same

were built to compare with two samples created by the deposition approach using the same Voronoi-

based grains. The main observations are:

1. The two in-situ well-packed Voronoi-based packings reach their peak strengths earlier than the

poorly-packed samples because of the restrained skeleton rearrangements. Their peak strengths

are91.5% and46.8% higher than the peak strengths developed in the other two samples made by

deposition. The large mean coordination number is the dominant reason for the significant high

peak strength under the condition that the initial void ratio is relatively similar. The packing

effects disappear in critical states and the critical friction angle is purely dependent on particle

shape effects.

2. The two in-situ well-packed Voronoi-based packings exhibit intense decreases from higher

mean coordination numbers than for the other two samples once being sheared, followed by

slight rebounds before reaching critical magnitudes. However, there is no rebound in mean co-

ordination number occurring in the other two poorly-packed samples. In critical states, the well-

packed samples possess slightly higher mean coordination numbers than the poorly-packed

samples.
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3. By plotting the particle accumulated rotation diagrams, much more apparent strain localisation

regions were observed in the well-packed packings, and the particles outside the failure regions

are less disturbed.

5.6 Discussion

Global void ratio

In terms of global void ratio shown in Figure 5.9, the critical void ratios do not converge for initially

dense and loose samples, and the same phenomenon is also observed in Figure 5.11. This is different

from the global response of mobilised friction angle in the critical state that its value will converge

irrespective of the initial density states as shown in Figure 5.8. It is worth interrogate the local void

ratio within the strain localisation regions in a later study.

Graphical interpretation approach

In order to observe the microscopic behaviours, a set of post-processed graphical interpretation ap-

proaches have been developed for Box2D, which can give a range of insights on actual micro evolu-

tions within granular samples, thus help people understand the background mechanics and further pre-

dict real soil behaviours, for instance, most likely local failure zones, based on simple measurements

of particle size distribution, particle shape and etc. Additional graphical interpretation approaches

like shear strain distributions developed by Wang et al. (2007) are also deserved to be investigated.

Contact condition

By studying packing effects, we can better understand the interlocking effects and further study the

dry stone structures which have been widely applied as retaining walls. The inter-particle contact

number was found to be a crucial factor influencing the peak strength. However, the influences of

inter-particle length at an edge-edge contact on the peak strength are not clear when comparing the

two in-situ Voronoi packing peak strengths. It is worth investigating the reasons causing the peak

strength of the Voronoi packing (1)35.8% higher than that of the Voronoi packing (2), such as the

contact length, the initial void ratio and mean coordination number, or a combination effect. Detailed

studies considering the inter-particle condition, for example, the effects of the portion of inter-pariticle

edge-edge contacts (stabler than the vertex-vertex and vertex-edge contacts), will be conducted to

further explore the packing effects on soil behaviours.
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Chapter 6

Study on Model Scaling Effects on Granular

Soil Small Strain Stiffness

The model scaling effects is often observed in centrifuge tests (e.g. Pearson and Shepley (2018)).

However, there are always discrepancies in small-strain stiffnesses measured by different experiment

facilities due to the device sensitivity and accuracy. Therefore, this chapter will discuss the model

scaling effects on the small-strain stiffness of granular cohesionless soils using the discrete element

modelling technique Box2D. The influence of confining pressure on the small-strain shear modulus

will also be investigated to compare with the data obtained by other numerical modelling techniques.

6.1 Review of previous works

Thestress-strain behaviour of soil is highly non-linear and stiffness decay as soil deforms has been

investigated for decades. The soil stiffness decay can be illustrated by a characteristic S-shaped re-

duction curve on a semi-logarithmic domain as shown in Figure 6.1. The stiffness of soil is constant

when associated with shear strains under the order of magnitude of0.0001% and this strain region

is termed very small strain, within which granular skeleton deformations do not change soil fabric

structure and localise at contacts between particles, therefore, reflecting the stiffness and stability of

the undisturbed or initial granular fabric structure and the nature of inter-particle contacts. The strain

region from0.0001% to 0.1% is small strain as the stiffness decays rapidly, and the strain region over

0.1% is defined as large strain in which stiffness is relatively small. Stiffnesses in different ranges of

strains are measured by different laboratory equipments and differences in observation always exist

between different laboratory facilities and also between laboratory tests and back-calculation based

on in-situ observations. For instance, Hardin and Drnevich (1972) reported that small strain stiffness

measured by a dynamic method: the resonant column test, is significantly larger than that measured

by the conventional static triaxial test due to the accuracy and measurement limitations of the devices.

In this perspective, more versatile numerical investigations of soil small-strain stiffness become com-

plementary with laboratory tests and can provide additional verifications to experimental results. Soil
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stiffness at small-strain levels has great importance in engineering activities, in particular for prac-

tical problems involved in the strain range between0% and0.1%. In this chapter, the small strain

stiffness of granular soil simulated by different particle shapes will be discussed by using physics en-

gine Box2D. Although small-strain stiffness has been investigated using various numerical analyses

by many researchers, there is still a gap in numerical solutions on model scaling effects on the small

strain stiffness.

Small-strain stiffness is usually measured by static and dynamic laboratory tests. Because it is

difficult to measure soil behaviour using local gauges in the small strain range, dynamic tests are more

preferable in many situations. The bender element method developed by Shirley and Hampton (1978)

has been widely used as a dynamic approach by observing the shear wave velocity (Vs) which can

be used to calculate shear modulus (G = ρV 2
s ). Cyclic tests and torsional tests are able to statically

obtain soil mechanical properties by unloading and reloading processes. The main difference between

dynamic and static tests is upon the loading rate. In terms of static tests, the loading rate is kept at a

very small level in order to make the soil behaviour maintain quasi-static, that also means the velocity

profile of the system is independent on the shearing rate. A dimensionless inertia parameterI = γ̇d√
P/ρ

is possible to be used to identify the shear strain rateγ̇ in plane shearing tests for satisfying the quasi-

static state ifI ≤ 10−3 or 10−1 ensuringno inertia effects involved, whered andρ denote average

particle diameter and density, andP represents the applied compression pressure as discussed in

section 5.2. Although the loading rate does not influence the initial stiffness of dry sands at the stage

when soil performs elastic, the loading rate should also be controlled to be small enough to keep the

developed strain within the very small strain range once shearing happens, and strain rate becomes

increasingly more important after soil deforms into non-linear state before reaching the critical or

steady state.

Figure6.1: Characteristic stiffness-strain behaviour of soil with typical strain ranges for laboratory
tests and structures (Atkinson, 2000).

Both theoretical analysis (e.g. Cundall and Strack (1983)) and experimental observations (e.g. Hu

et al. (2011), Omar and Sadrekarimi (2014) and Scott (1987)) thus far have been conducted focusing
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on general behaviours of granular soils under the particle or specimen size effects. There have also

been many laboratory experiments performed to study the initial small-strain stiffness of cohesionless

sands and cohesive clays, among which, Hardin and Drnevich (1972) observed that both granular

soils and clays exhibit the maximum shear modulus when shear strain is smaller than the order of

magnitude10−4 usingthe resonant column device. Typically, granular soils being confined by pres-

sures ranging between10 kPa and1 MPa exhibits elastic behaviours under strain increments of the

order of10−5 to 10−4 respectively, as reported by Agnolin and Roux (2007), using molecular dynam-

ics to model granular soil simulated by spherical beads, and this strain range agrees with what Hicher

(1996) found, that is granular assemblies and clay exhibit reversible behaviour if the strain amplitude

is lower than3 × 10−5 and10−4. Chang et al. (1991), Cho et al. (2006), Enomoto (2016) and Yu and

Richart Jr (1984) also observed initial elastic behaviours of granular soils under the strain of order

10−5 to 10−4. It was found by Kokusho (1980) via an improved triaxial apparatus under cyclic loading

condition that the secant shear modulus converges to a certain value when the shear strain is below

10−5. Dobry and Ng (1992) simulated spherical media using DEM in the strain range from10−4 to

10−1 andregarded the tangent shear modulus at10−4 asthe maximum. Lo Presti et al. (1997) and

Santos and Correia (2000) also studied the shear modulus for different soils in the range of small to

medium strain levels (10−6 to 10−2) under cyclic loading conditions.

Void ratio and effective stress are two dominant factors influencing the initial stiffness of granular

materials (Enomoto, 2016). In order to describe the effects caused by void ratio, a void ratio function

(Hardin and Black, 1968; Wichtmann and Triantafyllidis, 2009) is commonly applied to normalise

the void ratio influence:

F (e) =
(2.17 − e)2

1 + e
(for round grains)

F (e) =
(2.97 − e)2

1 + e
or 0.3 + 0.7e2 (for angular grains)

Another general form of the void ratio function was proposed by Lo Presti et al. (1997) as:

F (e) = e−x

In terms of spherical particles, the parameterx is approximately2
3

(Santosand Correia, 2000).

Many researches have been conducted to find the relationship between the initial stiffness of

various granular soils constituted with different types of particles, void ratio and also mean pressure.

Hardin and Black (1966) established the following equation to commonly represent the relationship:

G0 = F (e)σn
0 = A

(a − e)2

1 + e
σ1−n

atm σn
0

in which e is the void ratio,σ0 andσatm are the isotropic confining pressure and the atmospheric

pressure, andA, a andn are variants altering with particle shapes. These variants were also found to

be related with particle size distributions and Wichtmann and Triantafyllidis (2009) used the following
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equationsto correlate these variants with coefficient of uniformity (Cu = d60/d10):

a = 1.94e−0.066Cu

n = 0.4C0.18
u

A = 1563 + 3.13C2.98
u

Hardin and Black (1966) observed the values ofA for round and angular grains are690 and320,

respectively, withn to be0.5. Zeghal and Tsigginos (2015) also found that particle shape influences

theF (e) term instead ofn. It was analysed theoretically and simulated using molecular dynamics by

Walton (1987) and Agnolin and Roux (2007) who found that the shear modulus of spherical grains

increases proportionally toσ
1
3
0 , andn is 0.35 as the DEM simulation using spherical particles proved

by Jung et al. (2010), while as reported by Hardin and Black (1966), Kokusho (1980) and Lo Presti

et al. (1997),n lies in the range between0.5 and0.6 as the confining pressure changes. Based on the

observation given by Cascante and Santamarina (1996),n is equal to1
3

for spherical grains and1
2

for

polygonalgrains.

The coordination number is also a factor able to significantly affect the initial stiffness of granular

soil according to the results provided by DEM simulation by Dobry and Ng (1992) and Zeghal and

Tsigginos (2015) and a unique relation function correlating the mean coordination number and the

mean pressure with the initial shear modulus of granular media is given as:

G0 = α(Mn − M0)
mσr

0

whereMn is the coordination number,σ0 is the isotropic confining pressure, andα, M0, m (influenced

by particle shape) andr are coefficients obtained by non-linear least-squares regression analysis. It

is also pointed out that the only possible reason that the stress history influences the initial stiffness

is that it has changed the mean coordination number, and since the void ratio can not be determined

by a unique mean coordination number, it is not accurate to estimate the initial stiffness by void ratio.

As observed by Walton (1987), the initial stiffness is sensitive to the average coordination number.

Another reason to replace the void ratio with the mean coordination number in this equation is that

some particles in an assemblage cannot enhance the stability of the fabric structure and hence the void

ratio cannot provide enough evaluation on the contact stability compared with the contact number.

This also coincides with what Dobry and Ng (1992) observed via DEM software CONBAL-2, and

the results show that for two samples under the same consolidation pressure, one of higher void ratio

exhibits greater shear modulus than the other of lower void ratio because of the average coordination

number effects. Zeghal and Tsigginos (2015) obtained two sets of coefficients based on regular fabric

synthetic grains and spherical grains respectively:

G0 = 12434(Mn − 4.68)0.76σ0.34
0 (for regular fabric synthetic grains)

G0 = 16851(Mn − 4.17)0.7σ0.35
0 (for spherical grains)
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Dobryand Ng (1992) adopted a very similar expression based on the results obtained by two-dimensional

DEM simulations using discs:

G0 = 682M1.04
n σ0.304

0

Oztoprakand Bolton (2013) derived a new shear modulus equation to estimate the very-small-

strain (0.0001%) shear modulus (G0) for sandy soils based on the constructed database involving

454 previous physical tests to measure the S-shaped shear modulus degradation curve as shown in

Figure 6.1. A modified hyperbolic equation was then established to fit the secant shear modulus

curve. Three curve fitting characteristic parameters which are the elastic threshold strain up to which

the elastic shear modulus (G0) is constant, the reference strain at which the secant shear modulus

reduces to0.5G0 and the curvature parameter controlling the secant shear modulus reduction rate

respectively, were highlighted. It was also observed that the secant shear modulus of a sandy soil

with a more disperse particle size distribution starts to degrade at a smaller shear strain compared

with a sample with a more uniform particle size distribution because of premature slip between large

and small particle contacts due to strain incompatibility, while the secant shear modulus of a sand

sample with more uniform particles degrades faster. The grain size distribution effects on small-strain

shear modulusG0 of quartz sand with subangular grain shape were also investigated by Wichtmann

and Triantafyllidis (2009) by conducting resonant column tests because the well-known empirical

Hardin’s equation (Hardin and Black, 1966) significantly overestimates the well-graded granular soils.

It was reported that the small-strain shear modulus is not dependent on the mean grain size (d50)

at a constant void ratio while it strongly decreases as the coefficient of uniformity (Cu) increases.

The dependence of the pressure wave (P-wave) velocity, the constrained elastic modulus and the

Poisson’s ratio respectively on the grain size distribution at the small strain level was later studied by

Wichtmann and Triantafyllidis (2010). The P-wave velocity and the elastic modulus were observed

to follow the same tendency as the small-strain shear modulus affected byCu, while the Poisson’s

ratio was found to increase withCu. All these parameters do not depend ond50. The particle shape

effects on the small-strain shear wave (S-wave) velocity which can be calculated by:Vs = α(σ′
mean

1 kPa
)β

was measured by Cho et al. (2006) and it was observed that the particle roundness, sphericity and

regularity decreases make theα factor reduce while theβ factor increase. Giang et al. (2017) also

studied the particle shape effects on the small-strain stiffness of calcareous sand by bender element

tests. The empirical formula (Hardin and Richart, 1963):G0 = Ae−B( p′

100 kPa
)n was adopted in their

research. They found that the particle angularity and shape variation can increaseG0 dueto a better

fabric for shear wave propagation, and the factorA decreases whileB andn increase as the particle

angularity increases.

Additional studies on the small-strain shear wave velocity and shear modulus have been carried

out under the help of DEM techniques by simulating bender element tests. O’Donovan et al. (2012)

conducted a two-dimensional DEM simulation by building a sample made of hexagonally packed

uniformly-sized discs in PFC2D to capture particle responses (particle displacement velocities, rep-

resentative particle mean and shear stresses) under shear wave excitation starting from the bottom.
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Theshear wave velocity was found to be proportional to the inter-particle contact spring stiffness and

inversely proportional to the square root of the particle density, and insensitive to the viscous damping

ratio when the viscous damping ratio is below0.1. A new Fourier decomposition approach was also

proposed to be able to accurately calculate the propagation duration of the shear wave. Ning and

Evans (2013) investigated the excitation frequency, particle size and confining pressure effects on the

shear wave velocities of cylindrical spherical assemblies of grains via DEM. It was found that the

mean particle size has less of an impact on the shear wave velocity while the resonant frequency will

increase as the mean particle size decreases. The small-strain stiffness was detected to increase with

the confining pressure as physical experiments show. The anisotropic stress state effects on the small-

strain shear wave velocity and shear modulus were also analysed by O’Donovan et al. (2015) and

Nguyen et al. (2018). The shear wave velocity was observed to be strongly influenced by the stresses

along the directions of propagation and oscillation of the shear wave, however, independent of the

stress orthogonal to the plane containing the shear wave excitation. In addition, a new rough-surface

contact model was proposed by Otsubo et al. (2017) and Otsubo and O’Sullivan (2018) to analyse

the particle surface roughness effects on the small-strain shear modulus of samples modelled by uni-

form spheres facilitated by the ’Lammps’ molecular dynamics code. The particle surface roughness

was found to be able to decrease the small-strain stiffness particularly under a low confining pressure

condition, while this effect gradually attenuates as the confining pressure increases.

Specimen size effect also shows significant influence on the soil sample strength properties such as

stiffness and critical strength, and localisation zone. As observed by Bažant et al. (1991), the strength

of cemented granular materials may drop as much as60% to 70% as the specimen size increases

by two orders of magnitude. Additionally, the shear band width was found to be as8 to 10 times

the particle diameter (Roscoe, 1970; Vardoulakis and Graf, 1985; Oda and Kazama, 1998; Alshibli

and Sture, 2000). It was also reported by Pearson and Shepley (2018) that the footing stiffness will

increase as the ratio of the footing width to the average particle diameter increases by using centrifuge

tests.

6.2 Model scaling effects on small-strain stiffness

In this section, granular soil samples constituted of three different types of particles: random do-

decagonal particles, regular hexagonal particles and Voronoi-based polygonal particles were studied

and compared with respect to the model scale effects on small-strain stiffness. These three kinds of

packings have their own characters as Voronoi-based polygons deviate greatly both in particle size and

shape compared with mono-sized random dodecagons and regular hexagons, and crystallisation often

occurs in packings made of unique hexagonal particles, which can clearly influence soil behaviour.
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6.2.1 Model set-up

Figure6.2 shows the three packings made of two-dimensional random convex polygonal particles.

To generate polygonal grains of specific numbers of edges (dodecagons or hexagons), their circum-

scribed circle size was firstly determined (their radii equal to0.5 m in this study). The particle vertices

were then to be specified in sequence according to the shape aspect ratio (set to be1 in this study rep-

resenting no elongation).

All the particles were created above the bottom boundary at a distance of10 particle sizes, and

dropped down to the bottom under the gravity until coming into rest. The particle friction coefficient

could be altered in order to obtain packings of desired density states. The particles above the stipulated

container height were than excluded from the samples. The particle friction was changed to0.4663

gradually followed by total sample weight measurement procedure until the system was stable. The

created dodecagonal particles were of similar sizes and the hexagonal particles were unique in size.

The greater variations both in particle size and circularity for the Voronoi-based polygonal particles

will make these samples behave differently with other samples. The algorithm to create Voronoi

tessellation was introduced in section 4.1. The Halton sequence algorithm was adopted to allocate the

initial seeds for the Voronoi tessellation. Figure 6.3 plots the particle size and circularity distributions

created by different random number generators, annotated with their average values also given in

Table 6.1. It can be found that the generated Voronoi-based samples vary greatly both in particle size

and circularity and the average circularity is far smaller than that of dodecagonal samples, while the

average particle sizes are relatively close in magnitude.

(a)Dodecagons. (b) Hexagons. (c) Voronoi.

Figure6.2: Example particle samples.

The horizontal and vertical confining stresses were applied after the preparation stage. The hori-

zontal confining stress was applied by the stress-controlled algorithm (Cheung and O’Sullivan, 2008)

step by step onto the outmost particles found and updated via ray-cast lines evenly distributed along

the vertical direction in each time step as introduced in section 5.2. The ray density was calculated

under the condition that each particle could be allocated 3 rays so that no boundary particles were

missed and computational efficiency was maintained. The vertical confining stress was applied by the

“servo-controlled” algorithm (Thornton and Antony, 2000; Pytlos et al., 2015), which means that the

velocity of the top platen when confining the granular sample was modified according to the calcu-
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(a)Particle shape area distribution.

(b) Particle shape circularity distributions.

Figure6.3: Particle shape descriptor distribution.
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lateddeviation of the measured vertical confining stress apart from the target vertical confining stress

required to achieve in each time step.

After the confining process was finished, the shearing process was started during which the top

platen was velocity-controlled. The shearing velocity was required to satisfy the condition that the

inertial number calculated by equation (5.2) was smaller than10−4 in order to maintain the quasi

static condition. The main Box2D system and model parameters chosen in these simulations are

summarised in Table 6.2.

Table 6.1: List of particle shape descriptorshhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhShapedescriptions
Packings

Dodecagons Hexagons Voronoi

Average sizes (m2) 0.700 0.650 0.706
Averagecircularities 0.805 0.866 0.597

Table 6.2: List of system and set-up parameters.
Parameters Values
Box2Ddefault parameters
Time step size 1/60 s
Number of velocity iterations per time step 8
Number of position iterations per time step 3
Contact skin thickness 0.001 m
Particle characteristics
Density 2660 kg/m3

Restitutioncoefficient 0
Particle bounding circle diameter1 1.0 m
Particle aspect ratio 1.0
Test set-up parameters
Particle friction coefficient2 0.05 ∼ 0.466
Ratioof biaxial container height to width 2
Gravity acceleration 0.1 m/s2

Sampleslenderness ratio 2
Maximum top platen velocity in the confining stage0.01 m/s
Biaxial test parameters
Top and bottom platen friction coefficients 1.0
Particle friction coefficient 0.466
Confining pressure 1 kPa
Top platen velocity 0.0005 m/s
Gravity acceleration 0 m/s2

Deviatoric strain limit 0.002%

1 For dodecagonal and hexagonal particles.
2 By altering this value during the deposition stage to generate pack-

ings of various density states.
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6.2.2 Methodology

The strain-stress relationship is modified to equations(6.1) to (6.4) because the intermediate stress

and strain in the triaxial model are no longer involved into consideration in the biaxial model.
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The relationship between the principal strain and the principal stress in the biaxial model can be

established by equation (6.5):
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By transforming equation(6.3), the following is obtained:
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If the stiffness parametersK andG are defined as:
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the stiffness matrix can be obtained as follows:
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Parameter definitions:

ε1 – axial strain;ε3 – horizontal strain;
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σ1 – axial stress;σ3 – horizontal stress;

εv – volumetric strain;εt – distortional strain;

s – mean effective stress;t – distortional stress;

ν – Poisson’s ratio;E – Young’s modulus;

K – bulk modulus;G – shear modulus.

.

The model scaling ratio was defined as the ratio of biaxial model widthW to the particle average

diameterd as shown in Figure 6.4. The model scaling effects on the small-strain stiffness which

was described by the shear modulusG were studied in this research. In order to achieve the desired

Particle number (N) × Particle average diameter (d)

Biaixal model width (W)

Figure6.4: Ratio:W/d.

scaling ratio in a model, the biaxial width was calculated by the multiplication of the particle size and

the scaling ratio and the particle size was unchanged in each simulation.

As proposed by Head et al. (1998) that the width of a triaxial specimen should be at least of a

diameter of4 − 5 times that of the largest particle for granular materials. Therefore the scaling ratios

were chosen as10, 15, 20, 25 and30 for dodecagonal and hexagonal samples, and10, 20 and30 for

Voronoi-based samples. In total51 models were established for each scaling ratio condition by alter-

ing the particle friction coefficient in the range of0.05 to 0.466 during the deposition stage in order

to obtain deposits of various density states. Figure 6.5 illustrates the depositional friction coefficient

effects on the packing densities after the confinement process. Consistent with the observations in

Figure 5.5, the Voronoi-based samples are able to deposit into denser packings than the dodecago-

nal samples under the same efforts due to their larger mean contact numbers which arise due to the

larger variations in particle size and shape and the lower circularity. In addition, the crystallisation

phenomenon was found able to help the hexagonal samples reach the densest states.

6.2.3 Simulation results

Void ratio and mean coordination number effects on small-strain stiffness

Figure 6.6 plots the small-strain secant shear modulus which is taken as the slope of the deviatoric

stress-strain plot as represented in equation (6.10) with respect to void ratio (Figure 6.6a) and mean

coordination number (Figure 6.6b) respectively for dodecagonal samples of different scaling ratios at
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Figure6.5: Deposit void ratios created by altering friction coefficients during deposition at a scaling
ratio of30.

a deviatoric strain level up to2 × 10−5. It is found that the initial stiffness increases as the scaling

ratio increases for samples of the same density state, however, it decreases (though to a lesser extent)

as the scaling ratio increases for samples with the same mean coordination number.

Eight samples of different scaling ratios were chosen as labelled in Figure 6.6 and 6.7 to further

interrogate the findings by means of assessing their microscopic behaviours in detail. The studied

samples were selected based on the criteria that they deviate greatly in stiffness but exhibit near iden-

tical void ratios or mean coordination numbers, in order to best observe the implicit reasons causing

the different behaviours purely due to scaling effects, and they all sit on the vertical dashed lines at

constant void ratio in Figure 6.6a and mean coordination number in Figure 6.6b. Their reciprocal

relationships are also plotted and labelled in Figure 6.7.

Because the boundary particles contact with fewer neighbour particles and these particles occupy

a larger volume in smaller samples, samples at higher scaling ratios are observed to possess larger

mean coordination numbers at the same density state due to this boundary effect as shown in Figure

6.7. Conversely, samples of higher scaling ratios tend to be looser in packing density at the same

mean coordination numbers as Figure 6.7 indicates. Cundall and Strack (1983) proposed a theoretical

solution to relate the granular sample structure stability with the number of particles and their contacts,

and concluded that collapse is more likely to happen in larger assemblies under the same contact

conditions. This study extends this conclusion, highlighting that samples of larger mean coordination

numbers (and therefore denser packings) exhibit larger stiffness at small strain levels.
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(a)Small-strain stiffness versus void ratio.

(b) Small-strain stiffness versus mean coordination number.

Figure6.6: Plot of Small-strain stiffness versus void ratio (a) and mean coordination number (b) for
dodecagonal samples of different scaling ratios.
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Figure6.7: Comparison for samples of different scaling ratios in terms of mean coordination number
and void ratio.

The void ratio effects on the initial stiffness for packings constituted of hexagonal and Voronoi-

based particles are analysed in Figure 6.8a and 6.8b respectively. The scaling ratio effects in hexago-

nal samples are not significant due to the close packing clusters (crystallisation phenomenon) which

are easy to develop randomly in these packings, giving strong local load bearing capacity and hence

increasing the stiffness. The Voronoi-based samples exhibit consistent behaviour with the dodecago-

nal samples when their void ratios are below0.224, that the small-strain stiffness increase follows the

scaling ratio increase. However, this phenomenon is not maintained for all density conditions and

reverses after the void ratio exceeds0.224 as the packings become looser. It is hypothesised that this

is due to which existing unstable contact between particles generated during deposition and the con-

fining stage and is more common for vertex-vertex or vertex-edge contacts. These unstable contacts

will collapse immediately after shearing starts but were still taken into account when calculating the

mean coordination number.

To verify this hypothesis, two samples of void ratios0.247 and0.239 and scaling ratios of10 and

30 respectively were selected to compare their particle total rotations which can reflect the unstable

contact dissipation events. Their mean coordination numbers correspond to3.384 and3.497 respec-

tively. The smaller sample was found to be much stiffer than the larger sample although the larger

sample is packed in denser state at the initial stage and has greater mean coordination number at devi-

atoric strain levels up to0.002%. Figure 6.9 captures the particle total rotations for these two samples

and it is easy to observe that more particles distributed across the whole sample rotate significantly in
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thelarger sample, indicating collapse of unstable contacts will make the stiffness decrease. However,

there are still not enough evidences showing the scaling ratio effects on the small-strain stiffness for

the Voronoi-based packings based on the obtained data.

(a)Hexagonal samples.

(b) Voronoi-based samples.

Figure6.8: Relationship between small-strain stiffness and void ratio for hexagonal (a) and Voronoi-
based samples (b) for differently-scaled samples.
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(a)Scaling ratio=10. (b) Scaling ratio=30.

Figure6.9: Particle total rotation diagram at deviatoric strain0.002% for Voronoi-based samples of
void ratios0.247 and0.239 and scaling ratios of10 and30 respectively.
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Packing effects on small-strain stiffness

Figure 6.10 compares three different packings at the same scaling ratio of30 (minimise the boundary

effects) in terms of their variations in mechanical properties. The mean coordination numbers of the

three types of packings lie within different ranges due to their different particle shape characteristics as

shown in Figure 6.10a,. The mean coordination number for the hexagonal samples varies between2.6

and3.2, while for the dodecagonal and the Voronoi samples, it ranges from2.8 to 4.0, and from3.3 to

4.7, respectively. It is reasonable to see that the hexagonal grains are easier to be deposited into denser

states because of the unique particle geometry and potential crystallisation randomly occurring within

the sample, and therefore exhibit stronger stiffness than the dodecagonal samples when their mean

coordination numbers are of the same magnitudes. On the other hand, the dodecagonal packings

exhibit higher stiffness than the hexagonal packings at the same density states as a result of their

greater mean coordination numbers as shown in Figure 6.10b. It is also found from Figure 6.10c that

the relationship between void ratio and mean coordination number for polygonal particles is highly

dependant on the packing nature rather than the particle size and shape variations because the void

ratio for the hexagonal samples decreases by around 2 times as that for the other two samples when the

mean coordination number increases by the same amount although each packing has its own range

within which these values can alter. From Figure 6.10a and Figure 6.10b it is apparent to see that

the dodecagonal packings behave stiffer than the Voronoi samples if the mean coordination numbers

or the void ratios are the same even though these two types of packings possess very close mean

coordination numbers when their density states are the same. This supports the conclusion that it is

the greater variations in particle size and shape among the Voronoi-based particles providing more

potential space for relative movements and rotations that reduces the stiffness of the overall sample.
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(a) Initial stiffness versus mean coordination number. (b) Initial stiffness versus void ratio.

(c) Void ratio versus mean coordination number.

Figure6.10: Mechanical properties of various packings at scaling ratio of 30.
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6.2.4 Discussion

To analyse how packing and scaling ratio influence the small-strain stiffness from microscopic per-

spectives, a number of snapshots for different packings at deviatoric strain0.002% have been captured.

All the scaled vectors represent the displacements accumulated from the start of shearing.

Figure 6.11 to Figure 6.13 compare the total horizontal and vertical relative displacements (nor-

malised by the model initial width and height respectively to eliminate differences caused by variant

model scaling ratios) and rotations for the selected four dodecagonal samples of different scaling

ratios labelled in Figure 6.6a and 6.7. The boundary particles in smaller samples tend to move out-

ward (as shown in Figure 6.11a and Figure 6.11b) because these particles which are constrained by

less contacted particles occupy a larger volume, resulting in larger vertical movement when sheared

by the same magnitude of vertical deviatoric stress (i.e. a lower stiffness) as shown in Figure 6.12.

The top layer particles are observed to displace more in the vertical direction than the lower particles.

There is also a slight tendency that the particles undergo more vertical displacements above the region

within which the particles move outward greatly. Furthermore, the smaller the scaling ratio, the more

the particles can potentially rotate because of lower mean coordination numbers due to the boundary

effects. This phenomenon is illustrated by the increasing percentage volume of particles undergoing

noticeable rotations as the scaling ratio reduces (Figure 6.13).

Significant outward displacements in the horizontal direction are observed in Figure 6.14c and

Figure 6.14d when the mean coordination number is nearly constant because of the larger volume of

initial void also providing more space for particle rotation in Figure 6.16. The symmetric horizontal

movements shown in Figure 6.14d caused even vertical displacements of the top layer particles in

Figure 6.15d. This micro-skeleton rearrangement eventually results in larger total vertical relative

displacements observed in largely-scaled samples in Figure 6.14.
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(a)Scaling ratio=10. (b) Scaling ratio=15.

(c) Scaling ratio=20. (d) Scaling ratio=25.
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Figure6.11: Particle total horizontal relative displacements and accumulated displacement vectors at
deviatoric strain0.002% for dodecagonal samples of void ratios around0.26.
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(a)Scaling ratio=10. (b) Scaling ratio=15.

(c) Scaling ratio=20. (d) Scaling ratio=25.

Figure6.12: Particle total vertical relative displacements at deviatoric strain0.002% for dodecagonal
samples of void ratios around0.26.
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(a)Scaling ratio=10. (b) Scaling ratio=15.

(c) Scaling ratio=20. (d) Scaling ratio=25.
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Figure6.13: Particle accumulated rotation diagram at deviatoric strain0.002% for dodecagonal sam-
ples of void ratios around0.26.
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(a)Scaling ratio=10. (b) Scaling ratio=15.

(c) Scaling ratio=25. (d) Scaling ratio=30.
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Figure6.14: Particle total horizontal relative displacements and accumulated displacement vectors at
deviatoric strain0.002% for dodecagonal samples of mean coordination numbers around3.55.
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(a)Scaling ratio=10. (b) Scaling ratio=15.

(c) Scaling ratio=25 (d) Scaling ratio=30.

Figure6.15: Particle total vertical relative displacements deviatoric strain0.002% for dodecagonal
samples of mean coordination numbers around3.55.
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(a)Scaling ratio=10. (b) Scaling ratio=15.

(c) Scaling ratio=25. (d) Scaling ratio=30.
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Figure6.16: Particle accumulated rotation diagram at deviatoric strain0.002% for dodecagonal sam-
ples of mean coordination numbers around3.55.
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Two dodecagonal packings were selected to be compared with a hexagonal packing and a Voronoi-

based packing at two different mean coordination numbers as illustrated in Figure 6.17 and Figure

6.18 in order to analyse the packing effects on stiffness. It can be seen in Figure 6.17b and Figure

6.17d that a large number of stable local close clusters have been developed, and the particles in

dodecagonal packings tend to move outward to the right to a large extent as shown in Figure 6.17a.

Otherwise, rotations in hexagonal particles are observed to be inhibited apparently when comparing

Figure 6.17c and Figure 6.17d.

The void ratios of the dodecagonal and Voronoi-based packings shown in Figure 6.18 are0.228

and0.224. Instead, the main difference in stiffness is caused by particle size and shape variations.

Since particle shape variation can ease particle rotation especially at the vertex-vertex or vertex-edge

contacts (Figure 6.18d), and the particle size variation will make smaller particles move or rotate more

surrounded by larger particles (Figure 6.18b), the mono-sized and mono-shaped particle packings can

exhibit stabler performance (i.e. greater stiffness) than the Voronoi-based samples especially during

the very initial stage during which a small shear force can disturb the micro skeleton.
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(a)Displacements for the dodecagonal sample. (b) Displacements for the hexagonal sample.
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(c) Total rotations for the dodecagonal sample. (d) Total rotations for the hexagonal sample.
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Figure6.17: Particle total horizontal relative displacements and rotations for dodecagonal and hexag-
onal samples of mean coordination numbers and void ratios3.005 and0.284, 2.996 and0.231 respec-
tively.
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6.2. MODEL SCALING EFFECTS ON SMALL-STRAIN
STIFFNESS

(a)Displacements for the dodecagonal sample. (b) Displacement diagram for the Voronoi sample.
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(c) Total rotations for the dodecagonal sample. (d) Total rotations for the Voronoi sample.
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Figure 6.18: Particle total horizontal relative displacements and rotations for dodecagonal and
Voronoi samples of mean coordination number3.76.
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6.3 Confining pressure effects on small-strain stiffness

Theeffects of confining pressure on initial stiffness of granular soil samples made of different parti-

cles were studied. Particles were deposited into samples of different initial densities by altering the

deposition friction coefficient in each biaxial container for which the model scaling ratio was kept at

30. For each particle shape,255 simulations were conducted and divided into three groups confined at

0.2 kPa,1 kPa and10 kPa respectively. Equations (6.11) and (6.12) were adopted to compare the re-

lationship between initial shear modulus and mean coordination number and void ratio respectively.

The parameters obtained by non-linear least-squares regression analysis are listed in Table 6.3 and

6.4. Figure 6.19 and 6.20 present the simulation results and corresponding best-fitting curves.

G0 = α(Mn − M0)
mσr

0 (6.11)

Table 6.3: List of best-fitting parameters in equation (6.11).

``````````````̀Samples
Parameters

α M0 m r

Dodecagons(ratio=30) 34.37 2.704 0.8126 0.1207
Hexagons (ratio=30) 28.95 2.487 0.6501 0.1029

Voronoi tessellation (ratio=30) 52.57 3.329 0.609 0.124

(a)Dodecagonal samples.
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(b) Hexagonal samples.

(c) Voronoi-based samples.

Figure6.19: Confining pressure effects on small-strain stiffness for different samples related with
mean coordination number.
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G0 = F (e)σn
0 = A

(a − e)2

1 + e
σn

0 (6.12)

Table 6.4: List of best-fitting parameters in equation (6.12).

``````````````̀Samples
Parameters

A a n

Dodecagons(ratio=30) 2093 0.3748 0.1474
Hexagons (ratio=30) 199.6 0.5486 0.1625

Voronoi tessellation (ratio=30) 3242 0.329 0.1505

In equation (6.11), it is clearly shown that parametersα, M0 andr increasesas particle circularity

decreases. Parameterm for the hexagonal particles is lower than that for the dodecagonal particles

and this may be due to packing effects. In principle,M0 is the minimum mean coordination number

for each particle shape in quasi-static equilibrium condition. ParametersA, a andn in equation (6.12)

are also dependent on particle shape and packing effects asA increases with decrease of particle circu-

larity while a andn for the hexagonal particles are also influenced by packing effects. The confining

pressure increase can enhance the small-strain stiffness of granular soils as a result of constraint of

movement in the horizontal direction by stronger confinement, especially at initially denser states in

which mean coordination number is higher as shown in Figure 6.19 and 6.20. The small-strain stiff-

ness difference caused by confining pressure is less significant for samples in initially looser states.

The best-fitting curves are observed to agree better with the initial shear modulus data for higher con-

fining pressures. Equation (6.11) was found to be more accurate than equation (6.12) in capturing the

confining pressure effects on initial stiffness of granular soils. This is because although void ratio is

correlated with mean coordination for a specific packing as shown in Figure 6.10c, mean coordination

number can better reflect the true packing natures in force transmission and particle contact condition,

both of which will influence soil strength and stability.
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(a)Dodecagonal samples.

(b) Hexagonal samples.
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(c) Voronoi-based samples.

Figure6.20: Confining pressure effects on small-strain stiffness for different samples related with
void ratio.
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6.4 Summary

A large number of biaxial simulations have been conducted using physics engine Box2D to study

the biaxial model scaling ratio and packing effects (made of random dodecagonal particles, regular

hexagonal particles and Voronoi-based particles respectively) on the small-strain stiffness (described

by shear modulusG in this study). The mechanical descriptors were redefined based on the parameters

proposed in the triaxial system to fit for the biaxial system. The main observations are:

1. Increasing the scaling ratio will cause stiffness to increase under the same void ratio and this

effect is only observed in dodecagonal samples.

2. Samples made by mono-sized and mono-shaped particles possess higher small-strain stiffnesses

than Voronoi-based samples in which particle size and shape deviate greatly. The samples de-

posited by unique regular hexagonal grains exhibit highest stiffnesses due to the close packing

nature (or crystallisation effects) under equal mean coordination condition, however, the sam-

ples show the lowest stiffness under equal void ratio condition.

3. There is a small but measurable effect on small strain stiffness when changing the scaling ratio

and this needs caution in numerical modelling. The difference is hypothesised to be caused by

the relative volume of particles undergoing rotation and outward movement which increases as

the scaling ratio decreases in otherwise identical conditions due to reduced constraints at the

boundaries.

4. The confining pressure in biaxial tests were found able to influence soil initial stiffness much

more apparently than the model scaling effects. Soil exhibits higher initial stiffness under higher

confining pressure. By comparing with void ratio, mean coordination number is shown more

pronounced than than void ratio in correlating with the initial stiffness under confining pressure

effects for different packings.

Based on the data obtained in this study, it was found that the model scaling effects will degrade

when exceeding25. It is possible to predict the small-strain stiffness according to the initial void

ratio and particle shape. In addition, although the mean coordination number is more correlated

with the initial shear modulus than the void ratio under the confining pressure effects because this

parameter reflects the inter-particle contact condition for force transmission, it is difficult to measure

in physical tests. It is still a good choice using initial void ratio to correct the induced deviation caused

by confining pressure effects in physical models because the mean coordination number is strongly

correlated with the void ratio by a unique relationship for each type particle shape as shown in Figure

6.10c.
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Chapter 7

Retaining Wall Simulation

7.1 Introduction

It has been shown in Chapter 5 and 6 that Box2D has potent capabilities in capturing granular soil

behaviours in simulating biaxial tests (similar to the plane strain compression test and both of them

are the most frequently-used approaches in laboratories to measure soil mechanical properties). More

practical retaining wall models will be constructed and studied in this part. Large polygonal particles

will be modelled as the backfill materials to investigate the effects on wall/backfill interface friction,

the earth pressure coefficients in both passive and active conditions.

Fang et al. (1994, 2002) studied mobilised passive earth pressure with various wall movements by

physical experiments. It was found that Coulomb and Terzaghi solutions slightly underestimated the

critical passive earth pressure coefficient in loose sand backfills, while agree well in medium dense

and dense samples. The passive soil thrust will reach the critical state after the ratio of wall movement

to initial backfill height exceeds12%. Compared with the Coulomb’s solution, the Terzaghi’s solution

can better describe the peak passive thrust behaviour in the medium dense and dense samples. It is

apparent to observe that the Rankine’s solution significantly underestimate the passive pressure in all

cases. Besides the horizontal translational wall movement (T mode), rotation about a point above

the top (RT mode) and below the base (RB mode) modes in the passive condition were also studied.

The critical states in RT and RB modes were observed to reach slightly later than in T mode. The

measured critical passive earth pressure coefficient in the RT mode is lower than the solutions give

by Coulomb, Terzaghi and Rankine theories, however, there was no ultimate soil thrust observed in

the RB mode. In addition, the passive pressure distributions are nonlinear in the RT and RB modes,

compared with hydrostatic passive pressure in the T mode. Fang and Ishibashi (1986) also conducted

laboratory tests for retaining wall models in the active condition in the modes: translation, rotation

about the top and rotation about the heel. The active earth pressure distribution in the case of rotation

about the top is highly nonlinear compared with the other two cases, and the active earth pressure

coefficients in the cases of rotation about the top and the heel are higher than the case of translation,

which agrees well with the Coulomb’s solution.
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Someresearches were also carried out on numerical modelling on retaining wall simulations.

Jiang et al. (2014) used disc particles in PFC2D to model retaining walls in both active and passive

conditions in three different modes: horizontal translation (T mode), rotation about the base (RB

mode) and rotation about the top (RT mode) and proposed a contact model considering inter-particle

rolling resistance to be applied in the simulation. The active and passive earth pressure distributions

were observed evidently nonlinear in the RB and RT modes. In the active state, as the retaining wall

displaces away from the backfill, a sharp drop of the active earth pressure coefficient is found, while

in the passive condition, the passive earth pressure coefficient tends to increase to a constant value in

the relatively loose backfill or a peak value followed by a strain softening behaviour before reaching a

critical value in the relatively dense backfill. It was also reported that the mean particle size increase

will raise the passive earth pressure coefficient in both loose and dense backfills. The ratio of wall

movement to initial backfill height needs to reach2% in the active condition, and20% and40% for

the loose and dense backfills in the passive condition in the case of T mode (20% for the other two

modes in the dense backfills). The shear strain field was plotted for each condition and the shear band

thicknesses were investigated to be around(7 − 16)d50 and8d50 in the active and passive condition

respectively. Altunbaş et al. (2019) conducted a 3D simulation on retaining wall models by using

EDEM software to analyse the boundary conditions on the failure mechanism and the passive earth

pressure. A thicker shear band was observed in the case of frictionless side walls applied, while the

shear band was not apparently formed in the case of frictional side walls.

Limited by the computational power, most DEM models on retaining walls used 2D disc or 3D

spherical particles as backfill materials, which will be replaced by polygonal particles here. The

bottom boundary effects and the relationship between the wall local friction and the wall/backfill

interface friction under a constant backfill internal friction will be analysed for both active and passive

conditions in this study. In this chapter, Box2D will be applied in modelling retaining walls, and the

obtained data along with the failure mechanisms will be compared with theoretical solutions given by

Powrie (2018) and limit analysis (simulated via the software LimitState: GEO).

7.2 Model set-up

Rigid vertical retaining walls undergoing pure horizontal translation will be considered in this chapter.

Table 7.1 provides the main system and model parameters used in the series of simulations. The

system and particle shape parameters are consistent with those set in the biaxial tests. The initial

states of the retaining walls and the backfills are shown in Figure 7.1 in which two types of models

are considered in this study. In Figure 7.1a, the retaining wall was built directly sitting on the bottom

boundary, while for the other type of model in Figure 7.1b, the retaining wall was built above the

bottom boundary by a distance of 5-particle sizes to eliminate the bottom boundary effects on the

failure wedge and rupture surface developed as the retaining wall moves toward the backfill. This

is because, in some cases, the deforming mass will extend the retaining wall base if a half-space

continuum is assumed.
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Modelling of walls

In Figure 7.1a, the first wall from the left was built as a kinematic body which is one of the three

object types in Box2D that has infinite mass and controlled purely by velocity as it does not respond

to a force due to its infinite mass. The second wall from the left is a dynamic body which is the same

object type as the backfill particles and can respond to either velocity or force. The dynamic wall

is moved with the kinematic wall horizontally in the passive condition. The aim of constructing the

kinematic wall was to prevent the particles being regarded as “bullets” due to intrinsic system settings.

The bullet option can be selected when defining a dynamic body to involve calculation of the potential

time of impact (TOI) finding the next collision moment in the continuous collision detection (CCD)

algorithm to avoid “tunnelling” happening as introduced in section 3.4, and this is designed for fast

moving dynamic bodies however sacrificing the computational efficiency in the meantime.

The right wall and the bottom boundary were defined as static bodies which have infinite mass

and do not collide with kinematic or static bodies. The mass of the dynamic wall is extremely large to

make sure it will not tilt when interacting with the backfill. In Figure 7.1b, the left wall was defined as

the kinematic body as the dynamic wall will fall into the backfill when being pushed by the kinematic

wall. To avoid the influences of the right static wall in the passive condition, the initial backfill width

to height ratio was set to be4.0. There was an additional static edge built below the initial kinematic

wall to prevent the backfill particles moving outward. The left and bottom boundary and the static

wall friction coefficients were chosen as the same value as that of the backfill particles. For simplicity,

the models shown in Figure 7.1a and 7.1b will be referred to as condition A and B respectively.

Backfill placement

At the beginning of the simulation, the walls and the bottom boundary were firstly built and then the

backfill particles were created and fell onto the bottom boundary under gravity until all the particles

came into rest. The retaining wall was set to be frictionless initially to maintain all the backfills to be

unique in order to eliminate the packing effects on final data. The particle lying at the highest position

will be found, and all the particles above the height which was1.5 times the average particle diameter

below the highest particle were excluded from the simulation in order to make the backfill height

even across the entire width. The particle friction coefficient would be changed gradually to0.4663

from 0.1 which was set during the deposition process for creating backfills of different initial densities

and the retaining wall local friction coefficient was also changed to the desired value to analyse the

wall local friction effects. The average global and local sample heights were measured by ray-casting

method as introduced in section 5.2. Each particle in the horizontal direction was assigned three rays

on average to guarantee both accuracy and efficiency. The local void ratio behind the retaining wall

was measured within a zone of 4-particle size (diameter of its bounding circle defined beforehand

for creating a particle of a specified size) in width, for which the average local backfill height was

calculated by using15 rays displayed as green lines in Figure 7.1. It is efficient to calculate the

local void ratio required to be known by this approach to obtain the mobilised lateral earth pressure
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coefficients as the wall moved. It is worth mentioning that the lateral earth pressure is the result of

the whole sliding wedge of soil adjacent to the wall surface and the sliding wedge weight is partly

determined by the local void ratio within it, therefore using the local void ratio adjacent to the wall is

an approximation to the local void ratio within the sliding wedge.

Active and passive conditions

After creation of the backfill deposit, the left retaining wall moved towards the backfill in the passive

condition or away from the backfill in the active condition. In the passive condition, the process

would not terminate until the retaining wall movement reached25% of the initial backfill width or

span, while0.2% for the active condition as the active critical state will reach earlier than the passive

critical state.

Table 7.1: List of main parameters.
Parameters Values
Box2Ddefault parameters
Time step size 1/60 s
Number of velocity iterations per time step 8
Number of position iterations per time step 3
Contact skin thickness 0.001 m
Particle characteristics
Density 2660 kg/m3

Restitutioncoefficient 0
Particle bounding circle diameter1 1.0 m
Non-elongated particle aspect ratio 1.0
Test set-up parameters
Particle friction coefficient2 0.1
Gravity acceleration3 0.1 m/s2

Particle number along the retaining wall width 80
Initial backfill width to height ratio in the passive condition4.0
Initial backfill width to height ratio in the active condition 1.5
Retaining wall model parameters
Bottom boundary friction coefficient 0.4663
Particle friction coefficient 0.4663
Kinematic wall absolute translational velocity 0.006 m/s
Gravity acceleration 0.1 m/s2

Retainingwall movement limit4 in the passive condition 25%
Retaining wall movement limit4 in the active condition 0.2%

1 Not for Voronoi-based particles.
2 By altering the friction coefficients during deposition to obtain packings

of different densities.
3 For particles generated by deposition.
4 In terms of the initial backfill width.
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(a)Wall contacted with the bottom boundary. (b) Wall raised above a distance of 5-particle size.

Figure7.1: Initial retaining wall and backfill set-up.

7.3 Wall friction effects on the lateral earth pressure coefficients

In this section, wall friction effects on the lateral passive earth pressure coefficient will be investigated

for backfills made of random dodecagonal polygons in both conditions A and B as shown in Figure

7.1. The first part is establishing the benchmark continuum solutions and the quintessential failure

mechanisms for comparisons. Then the backfill packing behaviours, the passive earth pressure coef-

ficient under various wall friction conditions will be analysed, followed by the relationship between

local wall friction and wall/backfill interface friction. Graphical interpretation approaches are applied

for the modelling in order to better understanding the microscopic backfill restructure events, such

as particle accumulated rotations, particle accumulated displacements and inter-particle contact force

chains. Backfill initial density effects in the passive condition and wall friction effects in the active

condition will also be studied.

7.3.1 Benchmark theoretical solutions

Figure7.2 and 7.3 illustrate the backfill failure mechanisms under passive and active conditions re-

spectively. The parametersδ andφ shown in the figures represent the retaining wall/backfill interface

friction angle and the backfill internal friction angle. If the wall is smooth, the lateral forceP given by

the retaining wall to the backfill is horizontal, while due to the existence of friction between the wall

and the backfill, the direction ofP is no longer horizontal but inclines with an angleδ clockwise and

counterclockwise from the horizontal direction in the passive and the active condition respectively.

The shear stressτ generated by the friction is calculated by:

τ = σ tan δ (7.1)

The backfill failure indicates the transition from the plastic equilibrium state into plastic flow and

this occurs along the rupture surface (shear line) shown in the figures (Terzaghi, 1943). This rupture

surface is constituted with a curved slip line which could be approximately regarded as a part log-

arithmic or circular line and a part straight line, and these two slip lines constitute the whole shear
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pattern. Theoretically, the shear pattern is a plane surface when the retaining wall is smooth and

could be simplified as being perfectly plane by Coulomb theory (Coulomb, 1776) whenδ < φ/3.

The backfill Rankine zoneACD intersects with the horizontal surface orientated at45◦ − φ/2 in

thepassive condition, and45◦ + φ/2 in the active condition as firstly solved by Rankine (1857). In

front of the retaining wall in the passive condition or behind the retaining wall in the active condition

there is a wedge-shaped body moving upward or downward respectively associated with the failure

of the backfill and this is shown as a sliding wedgeABCD which includes the shearing zone and the

Rankine zone. It is mentioned by Terzaghi (1943) that the curved bottom boundary of the shearing

zone can be simply assumed to be perfectly plane without excessive error when the backfill is made

of cohesionless soils.

Figure7.2: Backfill failure mode in the passive condition (Terzaghi, 1943).

Figure7.3: Backfill failure mode in the active condition (Terzaghi, 1943).

To investigate the failure mechanisms of retaining walls in the passive condition, a retaining wall

model the same as that built in Box2D was established in LimiteState:GEO as shown in Figure 7.4a.

The dimensions were kept consistent with that in Figure 7.1b. The backfill was filled with cohesion-

less dense sand material model of internal friction angle to be25◦. The interface between the retaining

wall and the backfill was modelled by a material without tension existing. The bottom edge of the

retaining wall was fixed to prevent from rotation when failure occurs. The backfill was surrounded

by fixed boundaries. Figure 7.4b to 7.4d illustrate the failure modes after being pushed by the left

retaining wall. It should be noticed that the failure occurs after the retaining wall displaces by an

infinitesimal value and the animation is only for visualisation at collapse. The failure surface was
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observed to be perfectly plane when the wall is frictionless and intersected with the horizontal sur-

face at32.5◦ consistentwith the value in Figure 7.2. When the wall/backfill interface friction angle

is increased from0◦ to 25◦, the rupture surface becomes curved however its depth into the bottom

backfill layer below the retaining wall base is rather small, therefore it is considered that the depth of

the bottom layer set to be 5-particle size will not interfere with the rupture surface.

(a) Initial retaining wall model.

(b) Smooth wall.

(c) Friction angle (δ) of wall: 10◦.

(d) Friction angle (δ) of wall: 25◦.

Figure7.4: Retaining wall model and failure mechanisms in LimitState:GEO.

The theoretical lateral earth pressure coefficients were calculated following the method provided

by Powrie (2018) which provides better insights in understanding the stress states adjacent to the wall.

Figure 7.5 and 7.6 plot the stress states of the backfills using Mohr-circles in front of the retaining
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wall in the passive condition and behind the retaining wall in the active condition respectively. In the

passive condition, the major principal stress is horizontal, acting on the vertical plane in zone 1 as

the retaining wall moves into the backfill similar to the process of soil compression during which the

horizontal stress is increasing and the vertical stress is constant as shown in Figure 7.5b. In zone 2, the

backfill will heave after being displaced by the retaining wall and therefore the friction exerted on the

backfill is anticlockwise as shown in Figure 7.5a along the interface between the wall and the backfill.

The shear stressτ is therefore positive equal toσ tan δ whereδ is the retaining wall/backfill interface

friction angle. The Mohr-circle in Figure 7.5c is bounded by the Mohr-Coulomb failure criteria

τ = σ tan φ and intersected withτ = σ tan δ. (σh, τw) indicatesthe stress state at the wall/backfill

interface. The coefficient of earth pressureK is defined as the ratio (σh/σv) between the horizontal

pressure brought by a soil mass on the retaining wall (σh) and the normal component of earth pressure

of the soil mass (σv). The term passive earth pressure indicates the resistance of a soil mass against a

force tending to displace it, and the active earth pressure indicates the minimum lateral pressure given

by a retaining wall to maintain its adjacent soil mass not to fail. The lateral passive earth pressure

(a)Division of soil into zones.

(b) Stress state Mohr-circle for zone 1.

(c) Stress state Mohr-circle for zone 2.

Figure7.5: Backfill stress states in the passive condition (Powrie, 2018).
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coefficient (Kp) can then be calculated by (Powrie, 2018):

Kp =
1 + sin φ

′
cos (Δ + δ)

1 − sin φ′ e[(Δ+δ) tan φ
′
] (7.2)

sin Δ =
sin δ

sin φ′ (7.3)

If the retaining wall is smooth (δ= 0), Kp canbe simplified as:

Kp =
1 + sin φ

′

1 − sin φ′ (7.4)

which is consistent with Rankine’s passive earth pressure coefficient (Rankine, 1857).

In the active condition, zone 1 is a conventional active zone where the vertical stressσ1 is the

major principal normal stress acting on the horizontal plane equal toγh in whichγ is the soil specific

weight andh is the depth from the backfill surface. The Mohr-circle is also bounded by the straight

line τ = σ tan φ. As the backfill is moving downward, the horizontal normal stressσh is decreasing

and this process is similar to the soil expansion. Zone 2 is contacting with the retaining wall back

and settling as the retaining wall moving outward. Therefore, the retaining wall will give the backfill

an anticlockwise shear stressτ and hence positive as shown in Figure 7.6a equal toσ tan δ (δ ≤

φ) represented by straight lines in Figure 7.6c. The stress state on the wall can be solved by their

intersection closer to the originO notated by(σh, τw) on the graph. The theoretical active earth

pressure coefficient (Ka) can be calculated by the equation given by Powrie (2018):

Ka =
1 − sin φ

′
cos (Δ − δ)

1 + sin φ′ e−[(Δ−δ) tan φ
′
] (7.5)

If the wall friction angleδ is equal to0, equation (7.5) can be simplified as:

Ka =
1 − sin φ

′

1 + sin φ′ (7.6)

In this study, the lateral earth pressure coefficientsK (Ka and/orKp) are computed by:

K =
2P

γH2
=

2P (1 + e)

ρsgH2
(7.7)

in which P is the measured lateral contact force at the wall/backfill interface,H is the local backfill

height next to the retaining wall,e is the local void ratio adjacent to the wall within the distance of 4-

particle size, andρs andg arethe particle density and gravitational acceleration respectively. The local

friction coefficients of the retaining wall (tan δw) were selected as0, 0.15 (8.53◦) and0.30 (16.70◦),

andthe inter-particle friction coefficient is kept constant at0.4663 (25◦). Monosized dodecagonal par-

ticles and Voronoi-based polygonal particles were both generated as the backfill granular materials in

this study to analyse the particle shape and packing effects on the mechanical behaviours of retaining
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(a)Division of soil into zones.

(b) Stress state Mohr-circle for zone 1.

(c) Stress state Mohr-circle for zone 2.

Figure7.6: Backfill stress states in the active condition (Powrie, 2018).

wall models. Two prior biaxial test simulations using these assemblies were carried out to obtain their

critical state friction angles (and hence the continuumK values in equations (7.2) and (7.5) in critical

states) and the results are listed in Table 7.2 with their average particle circularities.

Table 7.2: Geometric and global continuum mechanical properties for samples made
of two particle shapes.

Particle shape Average circularity Angle of shearing resistance (φcrit)
Monosizeddodecagons 0.804 20.6◦

Voronoi-based polygons 0.552 26.8◦

7.3.2 Backfill deformation in the passive condition

Figure7.7 shows the global and local void ratios for the models for dodecagonal particles in which

the backfills constituted of over2000 and2500 random dodecagonal particles in condition A and
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condition B respectively for the passive condition. It is clear to see that the local void ratios are

generally larger than the global void ratios as the wall moves into the backfills, and this is due to

the flat boundary effects at the contact interface decreasing the nearby assembly contact numbers.

Besides, the initially densely-packed backfills exhibit dilative behaviours. It is also observed that the

wall friction will increase the local and global void ratio in front of the wall in condition A, however

this phenomenon reverses in condition B, because of the movements of the particles into the bottom

layers in condition B. The local dilatancy is mainly caused by the heave of the local assemblies next

to the wall after being pushed, therefore the roughness of the wall will inhibit the dilatancy behaviour

and this is also proved by looking at the particle total displacements shown in Figure 7.8 to Figure

7.11 in which the arrows indicate the directions and the accumulated displacements from the start to

the corresponding states and their lengths are scaled to fit the graphs. In condition A, the particle

vertical displacements are significantly suppressed due to the wall friction and the bottom boundary

influences. When the retaining wall starts to move, the top triangular zone next to the retaining wall

firstly begin to heave as shown in Figure 7.8a and Figure 7.9a, and more particles are pushed upward

at the top compared with the particles at the bottom, additionally, more particles toward the right

static wall are involved to move in Figure 7.9b because of the reduced vertical movements. In terms

of condition B, the particles at the bottom corner next to the retaining wall are observed to displace

along spiral curve trajectories extended into layers of 2- to 3-particle size in depth when being pushed

because the bottom particles next to the wall move downwards under gravity in the condition without

bottom boundaries. Different from the Coulomb’s theory that the sliding wedge is hypothesised as

a single mass, a number of gradient sliding wedges are developed as being pushed by the wall. The

backfill height increases next to the walls in both conditions were measured as shown in Figure 7.12.

The wall back roughness will no doubt inhibit the heave of the assemblies in front of the wall while

this effect is more evident in condition A than that in condition B. One of the possible reasons to

explain this is that the particles underneath the retaining wall base can help raise the above particles by

interactive rotations. Another plausible reason is that the bottom boundary/backfill interface friction

angle is smaller than the particle internal friction angle as will be shown in Figure 7.17 later, causing

granular soil in condition A being less dilatant than in condition B.

The normal contact forces at the wall/backfill interface were recorded as shown in Figure 7.13.

The normal contact forces keep climbing up all the time and at very similar values in both conditions.

It is also plausible to see that the wall roughness can increase the produced normal contact forces

because from the energy balance perspective, the additional frictional energy consumption at the

wall/backfill contact interface should be compensated by the greater external work.

Equation (7.7) can be divided into three parts for calculation of the lateral earth pressure coefficient

K: particle properties (ρs), packing characteristics (local void ratioe and local backfill heightH

adjacent to the wall) and contact force (P ). In order to analyse the wall/backfill interface friction

condition on the resultant local packing characteristics, evolutions of parameter(1+e)/H2 with d/H

are plotted in Figure 7.14 for both conditions. This combined parameter is observed to be larger

when the wall roughness is greater, and changing more smoothly without the influence of the bottom
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(a)Wall contacted with the bottom boundary.

(b) Wall raised above a distance of 5-particle size.

Figure7.7: Void ratio changes in front of the wall.
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(a)d/H = 2%. (b) d/H = 9%.

Figure7.8: Particle total displacements for the case of smooth wall in condition A.

(a)d/H = 2%. (b) d/H = 9%.

Figure7.9: Particle total displacements for local wall friction coefficient to be0.3 in condition A.

(a)d/H = 2%. (b) d/H = 9%.

Figure7.10: Particle total displacements for the case of smooth wall in condition B.

boundary. This parameter is primarily controlled by the backfill height next to the wall in relation

with the local void ratio.
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(a)d/H = 1.87%. (b) d/H = 9.37%.

Figure7.11: Particle total displacements for local wall friction coefficient to be0.3 in condition B.

(a)Wall contacted with the bottom boundary. (b) Wall raised above a distance of 5-particle size.

Figure7.12: Backfills in front of the wall within the distance of 4-particle size.

7.3.3 Wall friction effects on Kp in the passive condition

Basedon the results shown above, Figure 7.15 plots the mobilised lateral passive earth pressure

coefficientKp as the retaining wall moves toward the backfill. Although the initial density states

are the same in each condition,Kp reacheshigher peak values when the wall roughness is greater,

and this is different from the observations in the triaxial tests where the peak strength is found to be

influenced purely by the initial density state. TheKp values develop to reach peak and critical states

roughly atd/H to be10% and70% in condition A, while at around3% and70% for condition B,

respectively. Fang et al. (2002) observed thatd/H required beforeKp reachingthe peak values are

1.5% and3% for medium dense and dense sand backfills respectively, and12% for both backfills to

reach critical states. According to the data obtained by PFC2D published by Jiang et al. (2014), the

peak and critical states occur at approximately7% and40% respectively. Two possible reasons for

the difference for thed/H values reaching the peak and critical states are the particle shape and the
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(a)Wall contacted with the bottom boundary. (b) Wall raised above a distance of 5-particle size.

Figure7.13: Lateral contact forces between wall and backfill.

(a)Wall contacted with the bottom boundary. (b) Wall raised above a distance of 5-particle size.

Figure7.14: (1 + e)/H2 for different wall friction conditions.

relative particle size in the backfill involved in the physical or numerical model. The numerical model

built by Jiang et al. (2014) involved around100000 disc particles, while only2500 polygonal particles

were simulated in this study limited by the computational power. Because of the bottom boundary

influences,Kp oscillatesmore significantly in condition A. The very initialKp values and the initial

Kp values atd/H to be0.5% (the retaining wall movement is normally designed to be restricted to

this small value of movement in engineering practice (e.g. Bolton and Powrie (1988))) for different

conditions are summarised in Table 7.3. At the start of wall movement, theKp values are much lower

than their critical state values. Atd/H to be0.5%, theKp values are slightly smaller than their critical

values in condition A, while evidently larger their critical values in condition B.

There is no absolute consensus in choosingφcrit or φpeak in retaining wall design when using the

failure criterion(τ/σ)max = tan φ. Althoughφpeak is dependent on the backfill initial density states

and only applicable for relatively dense backfills which display dilatancy and strain softening, it is
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(a)Wall contacted with the bottom boundary. (b) Wall raised above a distance of 5-particle size.

Figure7.15:Kp versusd/H calculated based on the local void ratio.

Table 7.3: Initial stageKp values.
Local wall friction
coefficient (tan δw) Model set-up Kp at the start Kp atd/H = 0.5%

0
conditionA 1.18 2.7
condition B 1.33 3.2

0.15
condition A 1.58 3.2
condition B 1.39 4.0

0.3
condition A 1.57 3.4
condition B 1.38 4.2

possibleto indicate the low-strain stiffness of backfills of different densities. Besides, as the exces-

sive displacement is often avoided in retaining wall design, the initial state before rupture occurring

becomes important to analyse.

7.3.4 Relationship between local wall friction and wall/backfill interface fric-

tion

Figure7.16 plots the wall/backfill interface friction angle (δ) evolution which is obtained by calculat-

ing the ratio of shear stress to normal stress at the contact interface. The interface friction angles in

condition B are nearly constant during the whole process, while exhibit hardening and softening in

condition A. In order to find the relationship between the local retaining wall surface friction angle

(δw) and the mobilised wall/backfill interface friction angle (δ), 24 additional tests were conducted in

which the local wall friction coefficients varied in the range from0.05 to 0.8 in conditions A and B.

The computed contact interface friction angles in critical states are compared with the values based

on the Box2D contact model in dealing with two sliding rigid bodies as shown in Figure 7.17. When

two rigid bodies are contacting and sliding in Box2D, the computed friction coefficientμ is equal to
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(a)Wall contacted with the bottom boundary. (b) Wall raised above a distance of 5-particle size.

Figure7.16: Measured wall/backfill interface friction coefficients (tan δ).

Figure7.17: Wall/backfill interface friction coefficients under different local wall frictions when the
particle internal friction coefficient is constant at0.4663.

the square root of the product of their individual friction coefficient
√

μ1μ2, however, when the back-

fill granular particles are regarded as an integral continuum material, the developed interface friction

coefficient is different and smaller than the friction coefficient between the wall and a single particle.

It is found that the interface friction angles reach the maximum values roughly at13.4 and18.1 in

condition A and B respectively after the local wall surface friction angle exceeds the inter-particle

friction angle (φ). This is because the contacting particles are easier to shear along the flat wall sur-
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face and as a result the interface friction cannot reach as high as the particle internal friction. The

contact interface friction angles in condition B are found to be consistently slightly larger than those

measured in condition A. When the local retaining wall friction angle is larger than the inter-particle

friction coefficient,δ is nearly constant at around0.65φcrit − 0.88φcrit. This is slightly higher than

the data reported by Terzaghi (1954) in studying loose to dense clean sand thatδ is equal to around

2/3φcrit in front of the wall.

The lateral passive earth pressure coefficients (Kp) are compared with the theoretical values ob-

tained by equation (7.2) and also with the values computed by limit analysis software LimitState:GEO

in Figure 7.18. The backfill internal friction angle (φ) was set to be20.6◦ andthe bottom bound-

ary/backfill interface friction angle was set to beφ and 2/3φ respectively in LimitState:GEO for

conditions A and B in order to investigate the bottom/backfill interface friction effects onKp. The

lateral earth pressure coefficients in condition A are evidently higher than the values in condition B at

the same wall/backfill interface friction angles, proving that the bottom boundary has a distinct influ-

ence on the lateral passive earth pressure coefficient. However,Kp values are nearly equal when the

bottom/wall interface friction angle is equal toφ for conditions A and B in limit analysis, implying

the bottom boundary/particle interaction effects do not influence greatly at the very initial stage of

wall movement. In condition A,Kp will decrease as the bottom/backfill interface reduces as shown

in Figure 7.18, while keep constant in condition B because of existence of the backfill below the wall

base. The bottom differences between limit analysis and equation (7.2) start to become increasingly

more significant after the wall/backfill friction coefficient exceeds0.1. The upper-bound limit anal-

ysis results are higher than the theoretical lower-bound solution given by Powrie (2018). Compared

with condition A,Kp values in condition B are closer to the theoretical values. One of the possible

reasons is that the heave in front of the wall is inhibited in condition A compared with condition B

as shown in Figure 7.12, indicating the greater resistance to the wall when being pushed. The results

highlight the existing variation in calculating the lateral earth pressure coefficients between Box2D

and the continuum methods in which the backfill deformation (i.e. heave in front of the wall) is ig-

nored as the soil is being displaced by the wall. In addition, the key difference between the continuum

theories and the discrete approaches is likely to be the presence of soil arching affected by particle

size distribution and particle shape that inherently occurs in discrete approaches. The soil arching

effects also cause the non-linear distribution of the lateral contact force at the wall/backfill interface.

Studies on soil arching effects can be found in Khosravi et al. (2013, 2017) and Li et al. (2017), etc.

For the purpose of making up the modelled particle amount inadequacy due to the computational

power, three more simulations of different initial random generators were conducted in the smooth

wall condition. Their average values are set out in Figure 7.19. The critical stateKp is 2.09, very close

to the theoretical value2.086. This indicates that the deviation between the DEM and the theoretical

results can be reduced by increasing the particles in modelling.
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Theoretical solution curve given by Powrie (2018)
Solutions by LimitState: GEO for the condition of wall contacted with the bottom
Solutions by LimitState: GEO for the condition of wall raised above the bottom
Solutions by LimitState: GEO for the condition of wall contacted with the bottom (bottom/backfill interface friction angle: 2/3)
Box2D solutions fot the condition of wall contacted with the bottom
Box2D solutions fot the condition of wall raised above the bottom

Figure7.18: Comparison of the simulated criticalKp values for dodecagonal backfills with the theo-
retical solutions.

Figure7.19: Results averaged by three tests on smooth walls.
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7.3.5 Graphical interpretations in the passive condition

Figure7.20 to Figure 7.23 plot the particle total rotations at different stages comparing the different

failure mechanisms in the passive condition for smooth and frictional wall/backfill interfaces respec-

tively in conditions A and B. When the wall back is smooth, a nearly plane rupture surface extends

from the retaining wall base into the backfill surface intersected with the horizontal direction at around

48◦ in condition A, larger than the theoretical value34.7◦, while there is a spiral sliding surface de-

veloped at the wall base corner followed by a plane sliding surface extended to the backfill surface at

44◦ in condition B. When the wall surface is rough, the ideal Rankine zone as shown in Figure 7.2 is

heaved more than the particles adjacent to the wall and this is different with the case of smooth wall

in which the local backfill next to the wall heaves higher than other places. The failure mechanism is

the same as that shown in Figure 7.2 and the rupture surface intersected with the backfill surface at

38◦ and35◦ in condition A and B respectively.

(a)d/H = 2%. (b) d/H = 9%.

(c) d/H = 46%. (d) d/H = 91%.

Figure7.20: Particle total rotations at different stages for the case of smooth wall in condition A.
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(a)d/H = 2%. (b) d/H = 9%.

(c) d/H = 47%. (d) d/H = 93%.

Figure7.21: Particle total rotations at different stages for the case of smooth wall in condition B.

(a)d/H = 2%. (b) d/H = 9%.
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(c) d/H = 46%. (d) d/H = 91%.

Figure7.22: Particle total rotations at different stages for local wall friction coefficient to be0.3 in
condition A.

(a)d/H = 2%. (b) d/H = 9%.

(c) d/H = 47%. (d) d/H = 93%.

Figure 7.23: Particle total rotations at different stages for local wall friction coefficient to be0.3
condition B.
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Figure7.24 to 7.27 plot the inter-particle contact normal force chains at peak and critical states

for different local wall friction conditions in conditions A and B. The greatest normal force chains

are generated at the bottom of the wall and developed into backfills nearly horizontally in condition

A and slanted downward in condition B under the combined effects of gravity and lateral thrust.

(a)d/H = 5%. (b) d/H = 91%.

Figure7.24: Contact normal force chains for the case of smooth wall in condition A.

(a)d/H = 5%. (b) d/H = 91%.

Figure7.25: Contact normal force chains for local wall friction coefficient to be0.3 in condition A.
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(a)d/H = 8%. (b) d/H = 93%.

Figure7.26: Contact normal force chains for the case of smooth wall in condition B.

(a)d/H = 8%. (b) d/H = 93%.

Figure7.27: Contact normal force chains for local wall friction coefficient to be0.3 in condition B.
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7.3.6 Density effects onKp for in the passive condition

To see the backfill initial density influence on the passive earth pressure coefficientKp, three addi-

tional backfills in condition B were created by setting their initial particle friction coefficient to be

1.0 during the deposition stage and the results are compared with those of initially denser backfills

in Figure 7.28. These backfills do not perform strain hardening behaviours inKp while approach the

same critical values as those developed in the initially denser backfills. This proves that the initial

backfill density state does not influence the critical passive earth pressure coefficient. By investigat-

ing the particle total rotation graphs for the case of smooth wall in Figure 7.29, no distinctive rupture

surface is developed in the early stages, therefore the backfills cannot reach the peak strengths as the

backfills of initially denser states.

Figure7.28: Backfills of initial loose densities in the passive condition.
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(a)d/H = 2%. (b) d/H = 9%.

(c) d/H = 47%. (d) d/H = 93%.

Figure7.29: Particle total rotations at different stages for the case of smooth wall in condition B.
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7.3.7 Active condition

Thewall surface friction effects on the lateral active earth pressure coefficientKa will be analysed in

this part. The normal contact forces at the wall/backfill interface reduce from high values at the very

beginning and then gradually stabilise afterd/H reaches around0.02% as shown in Figure 7.30a. The

mobilised wall/backfill interface friction anglesδ keep climbing also untild/H to be roughly0.02%

and then gradually keep nearly constant. Figure 7.31 shows the relationship between the wall/backfill

interface friction angle and the local wall friction coefficienttan δw rangingfrom 0.05 to 0.8. The

wall/backfill interface friction angleδ can develop to be equal toφcrit, which is double as0.5φcrit

reportedby Terzaghi (1954) behind the wall. The critical state active earth pressure coefficients are

shown in Figure 7.30c and these values are compared with the theoretical solutions calculated by

equation (7.5) and Sokolovskii’s solution (Sokolovskii, 1960) in Figure 7.32. The backfills reach

critical states whend/H develops to0.2%, coincident with the observations made by Li et al. (2017)

that the requiredd/H to reach the critical state is dependent on the ratio of the backfill width to

its initial height (B/H), and much earlier than that in the passive condition. No strain softening

behaviour is observed in the active condition. TheKa values obtained by Box2D are roughly28.6%

lower than the Powrie’s solution, and the discrepancies are even over the whole range. The data imply

that the theoretical solutions are on the danger side compared with the Box2D results for the active

condition and possibly underestimate the retaining wall bearing capacity.

(a)Lateral contact forces between wall and backfill.

Figure7.33 and 7.34 illustrate the particle total rotations and displacements in the active condition

for smooth and frictional walls. The rupture surfaces are found to be intersected with the backfill
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(b) Wall/backfill interface friction coefficients (tanδ).

(c) Active earth pressure coefficient (Ka).

Figure7.30: Backfill behaviours in the active condition.
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Figure7.31: Wall/backfill interface friction coefficients under different local wall frictions when the
particle internal friction coefficient is constant at0.4663
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Figure7.32: Comparison of the simulatedKa values for dodecagonal backfills with the theoretical
solutions.

surfaces at an angle of60◦ in both conditions, which is slightly larger than the theoretical55.3◦

shown in Figure 7.3. A clear wedge-shaped zone can be observed in the total displacement diagram

and the displacements of the particles adjacent to the frictional wall can be found to be significantly
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inhibitedin Figure 7.34b while replaced by more rotations as shown in Figure 7.33b.

(a)Smooth wall. (b) Local wall friction coefficient:0.35.

Figure7.33: Particle total rotations for the active condition atd/H to be0.2%.

(a)Smooth wall. (b) Local wall friction coefficient:0.35.

Figure7.34: Particle total rotations for the active condition atd/H to be0.2%.
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7.4 Particle size and shape effects on the passive earth pressure

coefficient

In this section, particle size and shape effects on the passive earth pressure coefficient will be studied

and the backfill packing effects will be also taken into account and compared with the limit analysis

solutions using software LimitState:GEO.

7.4.1 Particle size effects

In order to analyse the particle size effects, the initial backfill width is kept constant at80 m and the

particle size is changed to2 m and0.5 m in diameter to compare with the case of1 m, resulting the

model scaling ratios along the vertical retaining wall surface to be10, 20 and40. The total particle

numbers for these two new models are over620 and7300 respectively. For the cases of scaling ratios

to be10 and20, there were three models for each condition built, and the results are based on their

averages.

Figure 7.35 shows the particle size effects on the passive earth pressure coefficient for smooth

and rough walls (local wall surface friction coefficient to be0.3). As the particle size decreases,

the backfill possesses higher peakKp andalso higher critical stateKp in both conditions. This is

consistent with the findings given by Koerner (1970), however contrary to the observations reported

by Jiang et al. (2014).

(a)Smooth wall. (b) Rough wall.

Figure7.35: Particle size effects onKp.

Figure 7.36 to 7.39 illustrate the particle accumulative rotations for the backfills made of the

biggest and the smallest particles in the cases of smooth and frictional wall surfaces. For the case of

particle number along the wall surface to be40, a single rupture surface is developed from the start

and there are more integral rupture surfaces developed as the wall continued displacing the backfill

as can be observed in Figure 7.37 and 7.39. However, there is no distinct or integral rupture surfaces
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developed in the backfills made of the biggest particles because of the particle number limitation,

therefore, the backfills could fail along any chain formed by a number of particles, and the whole

local zone near the wall develops to fail as shown in Figure 7.36 and 7.38.

(a)d/H = 2%. (b) d/H = 9%.

(c) d/H = 47%. (d) d/H = 90%.

Figure7.36: Particle total rotations in the case of10 particles along the smooth wall.
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(a)d/H = 3%. (b) d/H = 14%.

(c) d/H = 70%. (d) d/H = 90%.

Figure7.37: Particle total rotations in the case of40 particles along the smooth wall.

(a)d/H = 2%. (b) d/H = 10%.
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(c) d/H = 48%. (d) d/H = 90%.

Figure7.38: Particle total rotations in the case of10 particles along the rough wall.

(a)d/H = 3%. (b) d/H = 14%.

(c) d/H = 70%. (d) d/H = 90%.

Figure7.39: Particle total rotations in the case of40 particles along rough the wall.
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7.4.2 Particle shape effects

Figure7.40 records the relationship between local wall friction angle and wall/backfill interface fric-

tion angle based on 30 models made of Voronoi-based particles. The particle shape properties are

listed in Table 7.2 and theKp resultsbased on 8 models are compared with theoretical solutions in

Figure 7.41. The wall/backfill interface friction angleδ stabilises at around0.66φcrit and0.74φcrit

for condition A and B respectively whenδw exceeds the inter-particle friction angleφ. Although the

polygonal particle circularity decrease can slightly increase the wall/backfill interface friction, the ra-

tio of the wall/backfill interface friction angle to the backfill internal friction angle does not increase

simultaneously. TheKp values are higher than those for the random dodecagonal backfills because of

the larger angularity of Voronoi-based particles. The same as the dodecagonal backfills, the Voronoi-

based backfills in condition A exhibit higherKp values than those in condition B, and as the wall

friction increases, the discrepancies between the DEM solutions and the theoretical solutions become

larger especially in condition A, indicating the underestimation of the backfill strength when using

continuum analysis. Some of the simulation scenarios are captured and displayed in Figure 7.42 to

7.45.

Figure7.40: Wall/backfill interface friction coefficients under different local wall frictions when the
particle internal friction coefficient is constant at0.4663.
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Figure 7.41: Comparison of the simulated criticalKp values for Voronoi-based backfills with the
theoretical solutions.

(a)d/H = 2%. (b) d/H = 82%.

Figure7.42: Voronoi-based particle total rotations for the case of smooth wall in condition A.

(a)d/H = 2%. (b) d/H = 82%.

Figure7.43: Voronoi-based particle total rotations for local wall friction coefficient to be0.3 in con-
dition A.
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(a)d/H = 2%. (b) d/H = 82%.

Figure7.44: Voronoi-based particle total rotations for the case of smooth wall in condition B.

(a)d/H = 2%. (b) d/H = 82%.

Figure7.45: Voronoi-based particle total rotations for local wall friction coefficient to be0.3 in con-
dition B.
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7.4.3 Backfill packing effects

Box2Dresults

The backfill packing effects on the passive earth pressure coefficientKp arealso considered by build-

ing the perfect Voronoi packing in situ as shown in Figure 7.47 to Figure 7.50. The initial backfills

are void-free and can be regarded as discretisation of a continuum backfill into meshes, providing the

possibility to connect the continuum analysis with the discrete element analysis. Because the initial

backfill packings are without void, the backfills develop extremely high peak passive earth pressure

coefficients in condition A and even higher in condition B as shown in Figure 7.46. The peak and

critical Kp values are compared in Table 7.4. The backfills in condition B can reach higherKp values

compared with condition A, and this is contrary with the previous findings for deposited backfills.

One of the possible reasons is that more frictional energy is dissipated in condition B because the bot-

tom boundary/backfill interface friction should be lower than the inter-particle friction as discussed

previously. As shown in Figure 7.47 to 7.50, the shifted sliding Rankine zones make up a larger vol-

ume in condition B than in condition A, hence more energy will be dissipated in condition B, balanced

by larger lateral passive earth pressures. The critical states are reached atd/H around20% and30%

in condition A and B respectively, much earlier than the poorly-packed backfills made of dodecagon

particles.

(a)Wall contacted with the bottom boundary. (b) Wall raised above a distance of 5-particle size.

Figure7.46:Kp versusd/H calculated based on the local void ratio.

Figure 7.47 to 7.50 illustrate how the rupture surface develops from the start of wall movement

from the perspective of accumulated particle rotations. Initially, many particles are disturbed by the

wall movement and after minute microscale granular skeleton rearrangements, a rupture surface is

developed. Therefore, the inter-particle contact normal forces are larger along the potential rupture

surface initially, pushing the particles sliding and rotating. Then the sliding wedge and the ideal

Rankine zone are formed and contact forces between the particles in the Rankine zone are much

weaker than in other zones as shown in Figure 7.51 and 7.52. The rupture surfaces intersect with the
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Table 7.4: Peak and criticalKp values.
Local wall friction
coefficient (tan δw) Model set-up PeakKp Critical Kp

0
conditionA 16.7 3.4
condition B 14.9 3.7

0.15
condition A 31.0 4.4
condition B 41.7 5.4

0.3
condition A 36.9 5.6
condition B 57.8 6.0

horizonalsurface at around32◦ in both conditions A and B, which are quite close to the theoretical

value33.9◦.

(a)d/H = 2%. (b) d/H = 8%.

(c) d/H = 40%. (d) d/H = 80%.

Figure7.47: Particle total rotations for Voronoi-based in-situ packing in the case of smooth wall in
condition A.
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(a)d/H = 2%. (b) d/H = 8%.

(c) d/H = 40%. (d) d/H = 80%.

Figure7.48: Particle total rotations for Voronoi-based in-situ packing for local wall friction coefficient
to be0.3 in condition A.

(a)d/H = 2%. (b) d/H = 10%.
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(c) d/H = 50%. (d) d/H = 100%.

Figure7.49: Particle total rotations for Voronoi-based in-situ packing in the case of smooth wall in
condition B.

(a)d/H = 2%. (b) d/H = 10%.

(c) d/H = 50%. (d) d/H = 100%.

Figure7.50: Particle total rotations for Voronoi-based in-situ packing for local wall friction coefficient
to be0.3 in condition B.
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(a)d/H = 2%. (b) d/H = 10%.

(c) d/H = 50%. (d) d/H = 100%.

Figure7.51: Contact normal force chains for Voronoi-based in-situ packing in the case of smooth
wall in condition B.
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(a)d/H = 2%. (b) d/H = 10%.

(c) d/H = 50%. (d) d/H = 100%.

Figure7.52: Contact normal force chains for Voronoi-based in-situ packing in the case of smooth
wall in condition B.
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Comparisonwith LimitState:GEO

Three discrete particle LimitState:GEO (beta version) models were established to analyse the backfill

packing effects on the passive earth pressure coefficient as shown in Figure 7.53 and compared with

Box2D on the failure modes as shown from Figure 7.54 to 7.56. The particle contact condition is

set to be controlled by Mohr-Coulomb failure criteria without cohesion. The same contact condition

is set at the interfaces between the particles and the bottom and right boundaries. The interfaces

between the left weightless rigid retaining wall and the contacting particles and the bottom boundary

were modelled by a frictionless material and no tension was allowed. Besides the perfect void-free

packing A and B as shown in Figure 7.53a and 7.53b, a similar packing C in Figure 7.53c with

void modelled by cutting-edge process (introduced in section 5.4) based on the packing B was also

built and analysed. This backfill packing generation approach can keep the particle contacts the

same as in the perfect packing. Due to the computational power limit, each packing involved300

particles. According to the rupture surfaces developed, the failure mechanism is highly dependent on

the packing characteristic especially the contact condition when the particles involved are limited. The

calculated passive earth pressure coefficients in LimitState:GEO for backfill A, B and C are41.19,

9.04 and6.04 respectively. To compare with Box2D, three models built by the same packings were

established. The critical stateKp for the packings A and B are3.659, while for packing C it is2.674.

The large discrepancies between LimitState:GEO and Box2D are caused by that LimitState:GEO only

computesKp at the very initial stage without considering further developments of the backfill and

models friction as dilation which is not the case in the contact model in Box2D. It can be obviously

observed that the initial potential rupture surfaces in Box2D match well with those developed in

LimitState:GEO, while as the backfill deforms in Box2D, more rupture surfaces are possible to be

developed until reaching the critical state.
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(a) Initial model A.

(b) Initial model B.

(c) Initial model C.

Figure7.53: In-situ Voronoi-based backfills in LimitState:GEO.
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(a)Potential failure mechanism.

(b) d/H = 2%.

(c) Final failure mechanism.

(d) d/H = 100%.

Figure7.54: Comparison of failure modes between LimitState:GEO and Box2D for model A.
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(a)Potential failure mechanism.

(b) d/H = 2%.

(c) Final failure mechanism.

(d) d/H = 100%.

Figure7.55: Comparison of failure modes between LimitState:GEO and Box2D for model B.
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(a)Potential failure mechanism.

(b) d/H = 2%.

(c) Final failure mechanism.

(d) d/H = 100%.

Figure7.56: Comparison of failure modes between LimitState:GEO and Box2D for model C.
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7.5 Summary

In this chapter, retaining wall models were established in Box2D to analyse the local wall friction

coefficient effects on the lateral earth pressure coefficients in both passive (Kp) and active (Ka) con-

ditions. Two different conditions: the retaining wall was directly built on the bottom boundary (con-

dition A) and above the bottom boundary by a distance of 5-particle size (condition B), were both

considered to analyse the bottom boundary effects in the retaining wall model. The simulation results

and the backfill failure mechanisms were compared with the theoretical solutions given by Powrie

(2018) and limit analysis using software LimitState:GEO. The primary findings are summarised be-

low.

Local wall friction effects on earth pressure coefficients

1. The local void ratio adjacent to the retaining wall is larger than the global void ratio due to the

flat boundary effect. The backfill heave can be inhibited by the wall surface roughness in the

passive condition and the backfill height increase in front of the wall is higher in condition B

than that in condition A because of the flat boundary effects causing the lower bottom/backfill

interface friction in condition A.

2. When the backfill being pushed by the retaining wall, a triangular zone at the top adjacent to the

wall firstly starts to move and the displacements propagate further into the backfill in gradient.

Evident rupture surfaces and sliding wedges can be distinguished in the particle accumulated

rotation plots.

3. The relationship between local wall friction angleδw andwall/backfill interface friction angle

δ was studied. It was found thatδ stabilises at around0.65φcrit − 0.88φcrit whenδw exceeds

the inter-particle friction angleφ in the passive condition for backfills made of dodecagonal

particles, while even higher in the active condition at around1.0φcrit. For backfills made of

Voronoi-based particles,δ oscillates around0.66φcrit and0.74φcrit in condition A and B re-

spectively. Under the same local wall friction angles,δ in condition B are generally slightly

higher than their values in condition A.

4. The critical state passive earth pressure coefficientKp computedby Box2D is higher than the

solution given by Powrie (2018) and limit analysis using software LimitState:GEO. This causes

underestimation for the backfill strength and retaining wall bearing capacity in the passive

condition using theoretical continuum solutions in geotechnical design, and the discrepancy

becomes increasingly more significant as the wall/backfill interface friction increases. The

backfills exhibit higher peakKp values when the wall/backfill interface is more frictional even

though their initial packings are the same.

5. For backfills made of deposited dodecagonal and Voronoi-based particles, the criticalKp values

in condition A are higher than in condition B. However, the contrary phenomenon occurs for
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backfillsmade of in-situ Voronoi-based packings.

6. The initially loose backfills reach the same critical stateKp values as the initially dense back-

fills, while no strain hardening behaviour is observed for the relatively loose backfills.

7. The active earth pressure coefficientKa obtainedby Box2D is lower than the Powrie’s solution

and the Sokolovskii’s solution. This indicates that the theoretical solutions underestimate the

retaining wall bearing capacity compared with the Box2D solution.

Particle size and shape effects on earth pressure coefficients

1. Based on the obtained data in this study, it is found that as the particle size decreases, theKp

value increases.

2. Backfills made of Voronoi-based particles exhibit higherKp values than those made of mono-

sized dodecagonal particles due to larger angularity effects.

Backfill packing effects on earth pressure coefficients

1. By building in-situ well-packed Voronoi-based backfill packings, it was found that these pack-

ings exhibit extremely high peakKp values and significantly higher criticalKp values than

those developed in poorly-packed backfills. The comparison of the criticalKp values for dif-

ferent backfills is shown in Figure 7.57. Therefore, the dry stone structure retaining wall may

potentially exhibit higher critical and especially peak bearing capacity.

2. The failure mechanisms of three different in-situ Voronoi packings in Box2D were compared

with those in discrete particle LimitState:GEO models, and the failure mechanisms agree per-

fectly well in all cases. In addition, the strain localisation regions are more distinct in these

well-packed backfills than in other poorly-packed backfills.

7.6 Discussion

Bottom boundary effects

From Figure 7.16, Figure 7.31 and Figure 7.40, we know the wall flat surface/backfill interface friction

angleδ is lower than the particle internal friction angleφcrit. Similarly, the bottom boundary/backfill

interface friction angle should also be lower than the particle internal friction angle, therefore the

backfill dilation effect should be inhibited in condition A compared with condition B, and this is

proved by the local backfill height increase plot in Figure 7.12. In addition, inter-particle rotation

is inhibited at the bottom boundary in condition A, also causing dilation behaviour limited. How-

ever, the passive coefficientKp in condition A is higher than that in condition B for backfills made
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Figure7.57:Kp values for various backfills under different local wall friction conditions

of monosized dodecagonal particles. One of the possible reasons is that the space for particle trans-

lational displacements is restrained compared with condition B, hence higher wall/backfill contact

pressures are generated and the excessive energy is released by inter-particle rotations. On the con-

trary, in terms of backfills made of in-situ Voronoi packings,Kp exhibits higher values in condition B

than that in condition A. The excessive energy in condition B caused by higher passive earth pressure

is dissipated by the kinematic energy shifting the larger formed Rankine zone. The larger Rankine

zone developed in condition B than that in condition A can be observed when comparing Figure 7.47b

with Figure 7.49b, and Figure 7.48c with Figure 7.50c.

Choosingφpeak or φcrit in retaining wall design?

There is no agreement on whether design should be based on critical state strength which is on the

safe side but possibly uneconomic or using some proportion of the peak strength. Two issues in design

are: (a) avoiding the risk of brittle failure - the post peak falling part of the stress strain curve and this

can be addressed by using a suitable fraction of peak strength, and (b) not assuming that peak strength

is mobilised simultaneously and determining what proportion can be mobilised at a reasonable strain

level. Peak strengths are usually factored, but there is debate about whether critical state strengths

should be factored.

Based on the results shown in Figure 7.15, the peak strengths in condition A and B are developed
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at d/H around10% and 3% respectively. However, the retaining wall translational displacement

is normally restrained by0.5% in engineering practice, therefore, it is unable to fully develop to

peak strength by this limit according to the observations in this study. Atd/H to be 0.5%, the

developedKp in condition A is slightly lower than their critical values, while apparently higher than

their corresponding critical values in condition B as summarised in Table 7.3. When replacingφ by

φpeak (38◦ obtainedin Figure 5.8a) in equation (7.2) and selectingδ to be the corresponding critical

wall/backfill interface friction angle in Figure 7.17, the theoretical peakKp values can be calculated

and listed in Table 7.5, compared with the measured initial (d/H= 0.5%), peak and ultimateKp

values. The calculated theoretical peakKp values are consistently higher than the measured peak

values. Therefore, usingφcrit is more conservative and reasonable in geotechnical design, which is

also irrespective of the backfill initial density state that is sensitive to disturbance and predominant on

φpeak. In addition,φcrit doesnot need to be factored according to the data shown in Table 7.5.

Table 7.5: MobilisedKp values.
Local wall friction
coefficient (tan δw) Model set-up InitialKp PeakKp UltimateKp

Theoretical
peakKp

0
conditionA 2.7 3.5 2.3 4.204
condition B 3.2 3.7 1.9 4.204

0.15
condition A 3.2 4.2 3.5 5.679
condition B 4.0 5.3 3.0 6.083

0.3
condition A 3.4 4.4 3.8 5.867
condition B 4.2 5.5 3.3 6.569

Particle shape and size influences

In this study, polygonal particles were chosen as the backfill materials to replace disc particles which

are the most commonly used in discrete element modelling for their simplicity to build and fast

simulation speed. Using polygonal particles can better simulate angularity effects which can enhance

interlocking effects and rolling resistance between particles, hence give a higher backfill strength.

However, the simulation speed is significantly reduced compared with the case of using disc particles.

As a result, around2500 polygonal particles were simulated in the retaining wall model due to limited

computational power, and this is far less than100000 disc particles used in the retaining wall model

built by Jiang et al. (2014). Using large or a small number of particles has the drawbacks below:

1. The recorded data oscillate greatly although this can be improved by averaging over several

different simulation results as shown in Figure 7.19. This relatively conspicuous data oscillation

is also caused by polygonal particle shape effects and the velocity-based contact mode adopted

in Box2D in which inter-particle elastic deformation is ignored when collision events occur,

and velocity jump is allowed. Further work will be done to simulate more particles by means

of higher performance computers (HPC).
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2. The low-strain behaviour is influenced more than the critical state behaviour as shown in Figure

7.19. The number of particles involved will also influence thed/H values to reach peak and

critical states, since the critical state for the retaining wall model in Box2D is reached much

later than in physical models conducted by Fang et al. (2002).

3. It was found that as the particle size decreases,Kp will increase. However, there should be a

limit for this increase inKp andafter thatKp will decrease. Due to the limited particle numbers

in the retaining wall model, it is difficult to testify this prediction.

4. The measured lateral earth pressures do not turn into distinct critical states as shown in Figure

7.13 due to the particle number limitation.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Further Work

8.1 Conclusions

8.1.1 Introduction

Many discrete element modelling techniques have been developed until today, among which the dis-

tinct element modelling is the most prevalent approach appreciated by many researchers. Due to

computational power limitations, new DEM techniques need to be developed and verified in mod-

elling particulate media in geotechnical engineering. For this purpose, the open-source physics engine

Box2D was adopted in this study to investigate micro to macro granular soil behaviours. The main

contributions of this study include:

1. Develop Voronoi-based polygonal particle and packing generation approach for Box2D to in-

vestigate the particle shape and packing effects on granular soil behaviours, facilitating to show

that Box2D can accurately model granular soil systems. Graphical interpretation methods were

also applied in Box2D as post processing techniques.

2. Quantitatively measure model scaling effects on small-strain stiffness for samples made of ran-

dom dodecagonal particles, regular hexagonal particles and Voronoi-based particles respec-

tively by building biaxial models, and qualitatively analyse their microscopic mechanisms. This

work can provide information on the centrifuge test in which the model scaling effects are often

considered to be influential on results.

3. Model large polygonal particles as retaining wall backfills to investigate the wall/backfill inter-

face friction and lateral earth pressure coefficients in both passive and active conditions. The

numerical results were compared with theoretical solutions. Well-packed backfills were also

modelled and compared with LimitState:GEO models. The failure modes coincide very well.

Three related studies were undertaken and the key conclusions of these studies are summarised below.
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8.1.2 Particle shape and packing effects on soil behaviours

1. Taking advantage of the inherent polygon modelling within Box2D, a Voronoi-based random

convex polygonal particle generation approach was implemented. This allowed a large range

of random polygonal-shaped particles to be studied and a range of in-situ packings to be inves-

tigated. Facilitated by this approach, packing effects can be investigated and solutions can be

compared with continuum analyses.

2. To control the particle shape distributions in size and circularity, the Inverse Monte-Carlo (IMC)

method was introduced. However the algorithm able to more efficiently find the target position

to which the seed point should be moved in each time step in order to decrease the discrepancy

with the desired distribution is deserved to be further studied.

3. Five particle shapes were studied within a series of biaxial models: polysized discs, monosized

non-elongated dodecagons, monosized elongated dodecagons, polysized elongated dodecagons

and Voronoi-based polygons. Granular samples were created by deposition process under grav-

ity. It was found that particle shape variation was able to create denser packings than particle

size variation.

4. By comparing the void ratios before and after the biaxial confining process, the polysized elon-

gated dodecagons were found to possess the greatest compressibility under isotropic pressure

loading. This was attributed to their large size variation and angularity.

5. Monosized elongated dodecagons were found to exhibit the largest increase in contact numbers

because of the uniformity in particle size distribution and large angularity.

6. Work hardening, softening, and critical state behaviours were successfully captured within the

biaxial test models.

7. It was observed that the critical state strength was independent of particle size and shape vari-

ations, but purely dependent on particle average circularity which can enhance the critical soil

strength.

8. In critical states, the monosized elongated dodecagon samples possess the highest mean coor-

dination numbers and the average contact number deceases as particle size and shape variate.

By calculating critical state contact numbers for particles in different sizes, it was found that

the larger the particle, the larger its mean contact number is, indicating the larger particles form

the force chains surrounding the smaller particles.

9. The peak strength was found to be significantly influenced by the initial density state as ex-

pected.
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10. A range of graphical interpretation approaches were applied in Box2D to better investigate the

microscopic skeleton evolutions as shearing proceeds. Particle accumulated rotations and dis-

placements, local volumetric strain rates, local void ratios, particle contact numbers and contact

normal force chains were plotted to compare the microscale behaviours in various samples.

Particle rotation plots were found to be most indicative of shear bands formation since particles

rotate much more within shear bands than others. The local volumetric strains and the local

void ratios within the shear band failure zones are greater in magnitude than elsewhere, while

the particle contact numbers and the contact normal forces are relatively smaller.

11. Two well-packed Voronoi-based in-situ packings with and without void space were built to

compare with other two packings created by deposition approach in order to study the potential

benefits of engineering well packed stone structures (enhanced dry-stone construction).

12. The peak strengths in the two well-packed in-situ packings were observed to be reached ear-

lier than the other two packings, because the peak strength will be developed upon the initial

packing mechanism due to the skeleton rearrangement inhibition in the well-packed samples. It

was proved that besides the initial deposit density state, the particle initial contact condition can

also influence the peak strength. However, there was no difference observed in critical strength

caused by packing effects. The shear bands developed in the well-packed samples oriented at

53◦ from the horizontal, which is very close to the theoretical value of58.4◦ derived from the

Mohr-Coulomb failure criteria, compared with other two samples at45◦.

8.1.3 Granular soil small-strain stiffness

To study the model scaling effects on small-strain stiffness which are common to be observed in

centrifuge tests, the model scaling ratio effects on the small-strain (deviatoric strain below0.002%)

stiffness of cohesionless granular soils in different packings were investigated in this study:

1. It was found that the small-strain stiffness increases as the scaling ratio increases for dodecago-

nal samples at the same density states due to the boundary effects, however, decreases under

the same mean coordination numbers.

2. Scaling ratio effects for regular hexagonal packings are not apparent due to the crystallisa-

tion effects. The hexagonal samples exhibit higher small-strain stiffness than the dodecagonal

samples under the same mean coordination number condition, while the dodecagonal samples

possess higher small-strain stiffness at the same initial density states.

3. For Voronoi-based samples, the same behaviours were observed as in the dodecagonal samples

when the initial void ratio is below0.224, however, the phenomena reversed for looser samples

of initial void ratios larger than0.224. The dodecagonal samples display higher small-strain

stiffness than the Voronoi-based samples of similar mean coordination numbers or density states
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becauseof the particle size and shape variation effects easing inter-particle rotations especially

at the small-strain stage.

4. The confining pressure effects on the small-strain stiffness were also analysed. The samples ex-

hibited higher stiffness under higher confining pressure and the relationship between the confin-

ing pressure and the shear modulus can be better established by the mean coordination number

than with the void ratio.

8.1.4 Retaining walls and lateral earth pressure coefficients

To investigate the retaining wall local friction effects on the lateral earth pressure coefficients (Ka

andKp), two types of retaining wall models were established regarding whether or not the wall base

contacts the bottom boundary (condition A and B). Backfills made of dodecagonal particles, Voronoi-

based particles and in-situ well -packed Voronoi particles were built and compared. The results were

compared with theoretical solutions give by Powrie (2018) and limit analysis using software Limit-

State:GEO.

1. The relationship between local wall friction angleδw andwall/back interface friction angleδ for

different packings were studied at constant particle internal friction angleφcrit. The maximum

wall/backfill interface friction angles that can be developed as the local wall friction increases

in the passive condition for the backfills made of dodecagonal particles and Voronoi-based par-

ticles were found to be0.65φcrit − 0.88φcrit and0.66φcrit − 0.74φcrit respectively, when the

local wall friction angle exceeds the inter-particle friction angleφ. The high interface friction

angle is possibly caused by the flat interface making rotations and sliding easier. This corrobo-

rates guidance in Eurocode 7 which states that a value no higher than0.67φcrit shouldbe used

for pre-cast concrete or steel sheet piling. Future work is needed for cast in-situ concrete which

Eurocode 7 allows1.00φcrit.

2. The friction angle at the wall/backfill interface is generally slightly higher in condition B than

that in condition A at the same local wall friction angle in the passive condition. This is at-

tributed to the bottom boundary effect which is an important consideration in modelling.

3. In the active condition,δ can reach1.0φcrit for backfills made of dodecagonal particles. This

only occurs at the cases whenδw is larger thanφ.

4. The wall roughness will increase both the peak and critical state passive earth pressure coeffi-

cients. The obtained passive earth pressure coefficients by Box2D are higher than the theoretical

solutions given by Powrie (2018) and limit analysis via LimitState:GEO, and as the wall fric-

tion angle increases, the discrepancies become larger. The active earth pressure coefficients in

Box2D are lower than the theoretical values while the discrepancies keep nearly unchanged as

the wall roughness increases. The measured mobilised earth pressure coefficients are based on

the backfill geometry changes which are not considered in theoretical solutions.
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5. The backfills made of in-situ Voronoi packings exhibit higher peak and critical strengths than

others formed by deposition. For the smooth wall condition, the criticalKp for the in-situ

Voronoi packing and the poorly-packed Voronoi packing are3.7 and2.6 respectively.

6. It was found that the measured initial (d/H = 0.5%) Kp values in condition A for the backfills

made of dodecagonal particles are slightly lower than the criticalKp values, while the measured

initial Kp values in condition B are higher than the criticalKp values. The peak strengths in

condition A and B are developed atd/H around10% and3% respectively. The calculated peak

Kp values based on equation (7.2) are larger than the measured peak values.

Overall, through three specific studies: particle shape and packing effects on soil mechanical

behaviours in biaxial simulations, model scaling effects on cohesionless granular soil small-strain

stiffness and retaining walls, Box2D shows great capacity in modelling granular cohesionless soils

quantitatively and qualitatively.

8.2 Further work

Basedon the previous numerical modelling studies by means of physics engine Box2D, it is shown

that Box2D is able to be applied in granular soil modelling for both academic research and engineering

practice. Below are the recommended works for further studies:

1. In the Bo2D contact model, the cohesion part is not considered. Therefore, the cohesion factor

will be added to the Box2D contact model and then a series of parametric studies are to be

conducted to investigate macroscopic behaviours of cohesive granular soils. In this way, self-

supported unconfined granular samples can next be built and studied.

2. Particle breakage modelling deserves to be achieved in Box2D coupled with the peridynamics

approach. Because particle breakages and micro-cracks often occur at the boundaries and strain

localisation regions, the interlocking and restructuring phenomena can be better understood by

this approach.

3. More complex particle shapes will be applied in modelling by Box2D. For example, by com-

bining multiple polygonal or disc particles together by the welding joint in Box2D, we can

further study the particle shape effects and find the relationship between particle shape and size

distributions and strength properties.

4. The inter-particle contact conditions on mechanical behaviours will be further studied. By

building in-situ Voronoi packings, we can investigate the influences of initial mean coordination

numbers and edge-edge contact conditions (edge-edge contact area and the proportion of this

contact in all types of contacts) on peak strengths.
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5. In addition, the interface friction between a non-flat retaining wall and a backfill will be investi-

gated. Because of the flat wall surface applied in this study, the measured wall/backfill interface

friction angle tends to be higher than that at the non-flat wall interface due to the inhibition of

rotations and sliding. The local void ratio variation adjacent to the wall across different regions

will be analysed. In this study, it was assumed that the local void ratio is within 4-particle-size

region adjacent to the wall surface, the variation of the local void ratio within sliding wedge

can provide more information on backfill skeleton evolution. The bottom boundary effects on

the lateral earth pressure coefficients will continue being studied. Large-scale retaining wall

models will be established via high performance computers (HPC) to study the scaling ratio

effects.

6. Physical tests on well-packed in-situ packings (dry stone structures) and retaining walls can be

carried out to corroborate the simulation results.
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